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SVIC NOTES

We were fortunate to have had John Haas who is the Chairman of the Navy Metrica-
t ion Group describe the International System of Metric Units, or SI units, during
the opening session of the 46th Shock and Vibration Symposium. For those who
might be interested , his paper is published in Part 2 of the 46th Shock and Vibra-
t ion Bulletin. Since then the conversion to the use of SI units has proceeded at a
slow but steady pace, although I have yet to hear the expression “I wouldn’t touch
it with a 3.05m pole” become a cl iche.

The most noticeable progress in the use of SI units in shock and vibration has
been in the publication of papers in techn ical journals. Starting with the 46th
Shock and Vibration Bulletin we have required SI units in our publications. The
use of SI units has been required in NASA technica l reports since 1964 and more
recently they have been required in most of the Department of Defense technica l
reports.

The conversion to SI units should pose fewer problems for the shock and vibration
community than for many of the technical communities because we deal with a
limited number of physical quantities and the units of two of the more frequently
used quantities , frequency and acceleration, are either unaffected by the type of
units or they can be expressed as a dimensionless quantity . In the changeover to
SI units, no matter how gradual , there is bound to be some confusion regarding
the proper units for many physical quantities or the conversion to the proper
units. Fortunately help is available in the following publications:

1. ASME Text Booklet SI Units in Vibration ,
ASME SI-8

Amer ican Society of Mechanical Engineers
345 E. 47th Street
New York , NY 10017

2. Standard for Metric Practice, E380-76
American Society for Testing and Materials
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

R.H.V.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE
I

THE LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the major sections of the DIGEST is the Literature Review, the purpose of
which is to provide a subjective assessment of the literature published on shock
and vibration over a three-year period, These articles are intended to present
summar ies of the major developments in small well-defined areas — and to eliminate
published material with little utility . A short tutorial on the area is presented in
the initial article. The field of shock and vibration has been divided into about
150 subject areas to accomplish this program.

During the past four years this program has met with mixed success. Many excellent
art icles have been published, but some topic areas have not even been reviewed.
In some cases it has been difficult to obtain reviewers. In others authors have not
been able to complete the work. Authors often survey the entire literature in an
area rather than prepare a critical review. This creates much more work for the
wr iter than is intended by the program. Another pitfall involves the definition of
the topic area. Large topic areas necessitate lengthy articles and a discouraging
amount of preparat ion time. Occasionally the author never finishes the review.
Typically a topic area should not encompass the breadth of the authors’ technical
expert ise but rather a small well-defined part of it. These factors have contributed
to some- uneven results in the literature review section — mostly a lack of material
in some areas.

In the near future we shall be examining the literature review program to determine
what can be done to make it more effective. New reviewers will be solicited, old
reviewers will be encouraged, and some new guidelines will be provided for those
who participate in this program. It is hoped that these new guidelines will make it
easier for the reviewers to provide a critical assessment of the literature of a small
topic area on a triannual basis.

If you are interested in joining the literature review program of the DIGEST, please
send a short (50 word ) description of your potential topic area.

R.L.E.
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STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION UNDER SHOCK AND VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT

S.S. Rao°

Abstract - Structural optimization problems are • design problems with natural frequency con-
claseified according to major constraint — e.g., natural straints
frequency, flutter, dynamic response, and charter • design problems with dynamic response restric-
stability. Each class is discussed. Approximate anal y- tions
sis techniques and some recent work on optimiza- • design problems with flutter constraints
tion methods, as applied to the design of structures, • design problems with chatter stability con-
are prew,ted Structural optimization problems in straints
need of further investigation are summarized. S design problems with probabilistic constraints

(under dynamic loads)
Structural optimization -can be defined as the evolu- • design of vibration isolators and absorbers
tion of a structural design that satisfies a set of func- • design problems with strength and stability
tional requirements and that, in terms of a pre- constraints
defined criterion, is the best of all such acceptable • design problems with static deflection constraints
designs. A standard parameter or stat ic optimization
problem can be stated. The last two problems are concerned with static

structural optimization; only the first six problems
x 1 are discussed in the fo llowing sections.

Find X = x3 which minimizes the objective
function

DESIGN WITH NATURAL FREQUENC Y
x~ CONSTRAINTS

f(X) subject to the constraints g~(x) ~ 0. j = 1, 2 m Structural and mechanical systems should be designed
where X is called the design vector. A trajectory or with natural frequency restrictions to avoid failure
dynamic optimization problem can be stated in due to resonance under the action of external forces.
standard form. The problem of minimum mass design of a structural

element satisfying a constraint on natural frequency
x 1 (t) is not a recent one. Although much work has been

Find X(t ) x2 (t) which minimizes the objective done in this field, many problems remain. The con-
function tradictory nature of the results obtained by different

authors has been discussed (12, 41]. Two basic
x~ (t) problems are

f( X) subject to the constraints g1(X(t)] ~ 0, j • minimization of the mass of the structural ele-
1, 2 m, where each of the design variables x~ is ment subject to a specified natural frequency
a function of the parameter t. Mathematical pro- constraint, called the primal problem
gramming techniques are generally used for solving • maximization of the natural frequency of vibra-
parameter optimization problems; optimal control tion with an isoperimetric constraint on the
theory, Pontryagin’s maximum principle, and cal- structural mass, called the dual problem
culus of variations are usually used for solving trajec-
tory optimization problems. No definite answer is available for the solution of

the dua l problem when there is no solution for the

~~~ Structural optimization problems can be classified primal and vice versa (12] . Hati has tri~d to answer
according to the major constraint, as stated below, this problem (41].
A’ois.ser, D(~~mn nt of M.chankW En In .rfng. Indian
hwtItu~ of T~~,nOWy, Kartper-2ee016, India



Most work on the optimum design of vibrating beams cells was varied parametrically to find the optimum
is concerned with Euler-Bernoulli beams. The effects number of cells. Multiple constraints in the optimiza-
of rotary inertia and shear deformation on the op- tion of such structural elements as columns, portal
timum design of vibrating beams have been con- frames, and rectangular plates have been considered
sidered [10. 171. It has been found that the inclusion (8.9]. A steepest descent method for boundary value
of rotary inertia and shear deformation terms reduces state equations was developed and applied; con-
the weight savings available compared to an Euler- straints were imposed on design variables, displace-
Bernoulli beam. Some investigations have been made ment , buckling, and natural frequencies of the struc-
with a constraint on higher order natural frequency tural element.
and/or with multiple frequency constraints (13, 14.
17. 18). The optimization o4 bars subjected to The optimization of stiffened structural elements has
longitudinal, torsional, and lateral vibrations has been considered (3, 16) . Circular cylindrical shells
been investigated using Pontryagin’s maximum were reinforced with T-ring stiffeners for minimizing
principle (7] . weight and for maximizing the separation of two

natural frequencies (31. The optimization of stiffen-
The thickness distribution of a rectangular plate ed cylindrical panels with weight as the objective
whose fundamental natural frequency of transverse function has been presented [16) ; constraints were
vibration attains an optimum value for a given volume placed on the frequencies in the presence of initial
has been considered (15) . A similar problem for the stresses using SUMT.
case of a simply supported rectangular laminated
plate consisting of several layers of equally thick Formulations dealing with the design of vibrating
composite material has been solved [2) . structures using optimal control theory have been

shown to correspond to singular control problems
Optimization techniques have been used to avoid a (4) . For such problems, neither the conditions of
given bending frequency band in the design of the maximum principle nor the classical variational
cross section of a turbine rotor blade [6] . The theory provide adequate tests for optimality of the
centrifugal force of the rotor blade upon the disc , solut ion; hence, supplementary necessary condi-
expressed as a functional, to which it is attached tions must be used to examine the optimality of the
was minimized. The blade was modeled as a Timo- solutions.
shenko beam; rotary inertia and the stiffening effect
of the centrifugal force were neglected. Unexpected-
ly, the results showed that a rotor blade of uniformly DESIGN WITH DYNAMIC RESPONSE
constant cross section satisfies the conditions im- CONSTRAIN TS
posed and optimizes the centrifugal force. The prob-
lem of max imizing a linear combination of the Optimum design with restrictions on dynamic re-
natural frequencies of vibration of an idealized tur- sponse is important in structures subjected to wind
bine disc subject to weight and fabrication con- loading, earthquakes, impacts, gusts, and blast waves.
straints has been considered (5] . Cassis and Schmit [19) considered the optimum

design of planar orthogonal frames subjected to
The determination of thickness variation with width dynamic l oads. They concluded that the feasible

• of a long elastic plate immersed in an ideal fluid design space associated with structural optimization
that maximizes its minimum frequency has been in the dynamic response regime is usually disjoint.
considered (1). The optimization for minimum An algorithm for optimum design of elastic structures
weight of a simple model of a rectangular wing subjected to dynamic loads has been given (20) -

subject to strength and natural frequency constraints The finite element modal analysis and a generalized
has been discussed (11]. The design variables were steepest descent method were used to develop a
the dimensions of the chord and semi-span and the computational algorithm. Structural weight was
thicknesses of the spars and wing skin. The wing minimized subject to constraints on displacement,
was analyzed using a cylindrical tube theory; the stress, frequency, and member size. A uniform
Fiacco-McCormick interior penalty function algor- tubular cantilever beam subject to a sinusoidal
ithm was used f or  optimization. The number of wing force at the free end, a uniform tubular centllever
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beam subject to a shock input at the fixed end, and tures with flutter as a major constraint. The reason
a seven-member truss-frame subject to shock input is that flutter behavior was found to bt more im-

• were considered as example problems. The minimum portant than static strength and other dynamic
weight design of linear elastic structures subject to considerations.
periodic dynamic loads within the ~constraint of the
given steady-state defelction specified at a given A review of the state of the art of automated struc-
point of the structure has been investigated (21]. tural design with aeroelastic constraints has been
The approach was based upon Shield and Prager’s published [37). The treatment of parametric con-
principle of stationary mutual potential energy straints with application to optimization for flutter
generalized to include the effect of inertial forces. using a continuous flutter constraint has been dis-
A disjointed feasible space results when the con- cussed (29) . The optimum design of structures with
straint on the first natural frequency is removed flutter as a major constraint has been considered by
during optimization of a thin walled cantilever rod several investigators. Haftka (31] developed a com-
under harmonic loading [22) . McCon~eIl [23) puter program for the design of minimum mass wing
described a method of adjusting the fundamental structures under flutter , strength, and minimum gage
frequency of a structure to a prescribed minimum constraints. The wing structure was idealized by
level; a modified Rayleigh method simultaneously finite elements; second order piston theory aerody-
converged to the fundamental mode while being namics were used for flutter calculations. Mathe-
proportioned according to a fully-stressed optimum matinal programming methods were used for op-
design. The problem of finding design parameters timization. Computation times for the design process
that minimize the cost of an idealized multistory were reduced by three techniques. Iterative analysis
framed structure — subject to the constraint that the methods significantly reduced re-analysis times corn-

• relative displacements between adjacent stories pared to the original analysis of the structure. In

- 
do not exceed preassigned limits when the structure addition, the number of design variables was kept
is subjected to ground motion of a design earth- small by not using a one-to-one correspondence
quake — has been considered (241. The design prob- between finite elements and design variables. Finally,
lam was formulated as a state-constrained optimal a technique for using approximate second derivatives
control problem. Venkayya and Knot [25] designed with Newton’s method of optimization was used.
optimum structures to impulsive type loading. They Such flutter characteristics as flutter speed were
represented the aperiodic forcing function with a found to display discontinuous dependence on the
Fourier integral to determine the dynamic response design variables (which are the thicknesses of the
of the structure. Recent developments concerning structural elements).
the optimum reinforcement of nuclear power plant
structures for protection against aircraft impact Pines and Newman (34) presented a method for
have been discussed [26) . The results of a sample structural optimization in which the aeroelastic
analysis of aircraft impact on a square plate were structural modal shapes were represented as func-
given, but no details were provided with regard to tions of mass distribution, structural stiffness , and
the materials or method used, aerodynamic forces. The optimality condition was

the minimum weight that satisfied given structural
strength constraints and precluded the onset of

DESIGN WITH FLU1’TER CONSTRAINT flutter over the airplane speed-altitude domain. The
minimum weight design of a delta wing subjected to

Flutter speed and frequency are defined, respectively, mult iple constraints has been obtained by using an
as the lowest airspeed and the corresponding circular algorithm based on gradient projection (281 . Analy-
frequency at which a given structure flying at given tical expressions were used to evaluate constraint
atmospheric density and temperature will exhibit gradients, which were calculated only for active
sustained simple harmonic oscillations. Flutter is constraints. Constraint tolerances were also provided.
most commonly encountered on bodies — aircraft A triangular wing having ten design variables and
wings, tails, and control surfaces — subjected to large subject to stress, supersonic flutter , and minimum
lateral aerodynamic loads of the lift type. Consider- gage constraints showed a 44 percent weight reduc-
able ~svrk has been reported in the design of struc- tion in six design steps; a 59 percent weight reduction
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was obtained in 17 steps. considered.

We isshaar [38] minimized the weight of a large Claudon (27] considered an elastic cantilever subject-
aspect ratio panel immersed in a high Mach number ed to nonconservative loading consisting of either
supersonic flow when a critical aeroelastic parameter a tangential load at the tip (Beck’s column) or a
for flutter was held within specified limits. A refined distributed tangential load (Hauger’s column). For a
f inite element technique was used to model the given total mass the mass distributipn that maxi-
panel flutter equations that acted as constraints on mizes the critical flutter load was determined by an
the design search. The opt imization mechanism iterative procedure.
itself was studied to obtain qualitative results. Symo-
dynes [36] presented the gradient optimization of
structures to satisfy flutter requirements. An all- DESIGN WITH CHATTER STABILITY
movable horizontal tail application was used; the skin CONSTRAINT
alone and then the entire structure were resized.
Several methods for sizing finite elements of an air- Severe vibrations in metal cutting machine tools

• craft structural idealization to achieve minimum often give rise to undulations on the machined sur-
weight design under combined strength and flutter face and excessive variations in the cutting forces.
speed requirements have been developed and eval- Such energetic vibrations are self-excited vibrations
uated (39) . Methods based on a combination of commonly known as chatter in machine tools; the
energy principles and optimality criteria and pro- source of self-excited energy is the cutting process
cedures employing numerical search techniques were itself. Because these self-excited vibrations are due to
considered, the interaction of cutting forces and the machine

tool structural dynamics, the structure of the ma-
Segenreich and McIntosh (35) considered weight chine tool should be stable during chatter.
minimizat ion of structures for fixed flutter speed
via an opt imality criterion. Pierson 133) described A computational capability for the automated op-
a gradient projection optimal control algorithm timum design of complex machine tool structures
incorporating conjugate gradient directions of search. to satisfy static rigidity, natural frequency, and
He applied the algorithm to several minimum weight regenerative chatter stability requirements was first
panel design problems subject to a f lutter speed developed by Reddy and Rao (58) . Mathematical
constraint . Numerical solutions were obtained for programming techniques were applied to determine
simply supported and clamped homogeneous panels the minimum weight design of a Warren-type lathe
of infinite span for various levels of in-plane loading bed and horizontal knee-type milling machine struc-
and minimum thickness. Pierson (32) used control tures using finite element idealization, The Warren-

t theory to optimize a rectangular panel subject to a type lathe bed was optimized to satisfy minimum
supersonic air stream on one side, gage, torsional rigidity, and natural frequency require-

ments; the milling machine structure was optimized
A comparison of the results obtained from mathe- with constraints on the static rigidity of the cutter
matinal programming and optimality criteria pro- center , natural frequencies, minimum gage, and
cedures for the minimum mass design of typical regenerative chatter stability.
aircraft wing structures was used to satisfy pre-
scribed flutter requirements (30) - The mathemati-
cal programming method was based on the interior DESIGN WITH PROBABILISTIC CONSTRAINTS
penalty function approach. A Lagrangian optimality -

criterion and an intuitive optimality criterion based Whenever the parameters affecting such design
on uniform strain energy density were considered, problems as material properties and external loads are
Second order piston theory aerodynamics were used random in nature , the optimum design problem must
for supersonic conditions; kernel functions aero- be formulated within a reliability framework. Each
dynamics were used for subsonic conditions. This constraint must be satisfied with a prescribed mini-
study indicated that the optimality criteria were mum probability, and the stated objective function
more effic ient than the penalty function technique must be optimized. Alternatively, the overall reliabil-
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I ity of the system can be defined by considering all The feasibility of applying modern control theory
possible failure modes; a lower bound can be placed to the vibration of structures under random loadings
on reliability during optimization, has been investigated [52) . It was assumed that

such random excitations as wind loads and earth-
• quakes can be modeled by passing either a stationaryExamples of element opt imization in concrete

Gaussian white noise or a nonstationary Gaussianstructures and highway bridge girder elements subject shot noise through a filter. The minimized perfor-to fat igue loading have been discussed (50) , the
mance index consisted of the covariances of both thecomplex interrelationship between elements and
structural responses and the control forces. Underfailure modes in structural systems was also discussed.
these conditions the optimal control law was a linearThe optimum design of structures with random feedback control. The optimal control forces wereparameters has been considered [47] - Rao and Reddy obtained by solving a matrix Riccati equation. Ap-[51) presented a method for evaluating the reliabil-
plication to a multi-degree-of-freedom structureity of machine tool structures using f inite element
under stationary wind load s and nonstationary earth-idealization. Specifically the reliability of horizontal quakes was presented.knee-type milling machine structures with static

rigidity of the cutter center, natural frequencies, and The optimum design of beam-type a~d plate-typeregenerative chatter stability failure modes was structures subjected to a constraint on the probabilityconsidered, A method for optimizing the design of of failure due to combined blast and finite-durationmachine tool structures with reliability constraints acoustic loading has been considered (57) - This prob-was also indicated. lem has application in the design of struct ures located
near rocket testing or launching facilit ies where

A general formulat ion for weight opt imization of structures may occasionally be exposed not only to
/ inoeterm,nate structures subjected to transient blast loads due to explosions but also to rocket

dynamic loads and reliability constraints has been noise excitation. The expressions for the first passage
presented [48) . Two distinct methods of structural probabilities of a linear oscillator were used to deter-
analysis -- numerical integration of equations of mine the damage probability of the given structure.
motion and shock spectra -- were examined and The optimization problem was posed as a constrained
compared for use in the optimization algorithm, nonlinear programming problem. The design of a
Details of the essential computation of standard simply supported rectangular plate was used as an
deviation of response quantities were also examined, example.
The formulations were illustrated using a rigid frame
subjected to an acceleration impulse applied to its
base. The optimum aseismic design of building and DESIGN OF VIBRATION ISOLATORS
equipment has been considered (49) . The structural AND ABSOR BERS
model was typical of single or multistory buildings
with floor, ceiling, or well-supported equipment Isolation devices reduce the unwanted effects of
assemblies. Attention was focused on the random shock and vibration disturbances on critical elements
properties of the earthquake environment and struc- of a mechanical system. Optimum design involves
tural response. The method was applied to the selection of isolators or absorbers that optimize an
protection of industrial equipment in the vicinity index of performance subject to the satisfaction of
of an active fault. When compared to conventional the constraints imposed on other aspects of the
earthquake design and deterministic methods of system repsonse and the parameters describing the
analysis, the advantages of this method are that the isolators or absorbers. A monograph on optimum
random properties of the ground motion are analyzed shock and vibration isolation is available (67).
at all earthquake intensity levels; the results reflect
the location, protection level, and service life of the Hati [411 used the concepts of game theory to design
building; and earthquake damage cost, protect ion a vibration isolation system as a two-criteria parame-

effective and optimal design configurations are second order coupled differential equations and side
disclosed, constraints on the design variables. The first objective

cost, reliabil ity, important design factors, and cost- tar optimization problem subjected to a system of
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‘ was taken as the integrated value of the square of a damper-mass system so as to reduce the main mass
the relative displacement between the main or top displacement. A generalized steepest descent method

• mass (wh ich is to be isolated from the disturbance) was used to obtain the optimum solution. Jacquot
and the base (to which excitation is given). The and Foster [43) considered a double-ended canti-
second objective was taken as the square of the force lever beam as a distributed parameter dynamic vibra-
transmitted to the main mass. In order to determine tion absorber applied to a single-degree-of-freedom
an optimal trade-off between the two criteria, a suit- system in the presence of sinusoidal forces. The
able super-criterion was constructed and the cor- problem was analyzed exactly and by an energy
responding best Pareto-optimal solution determined, approach using a single mode approximation for the
Two different base disturbances were considered in cantilever beam. The results for both techniques
the synthesis problem. A single-degree-of-freedom compared favorably. Damping was introduced in the
system was synthesized to examine the worth of the form of a complex bea m modulus. Optimal tuning
multi-degree-of-freedom system with respect to the and optimal damping parameters were found for a
objective considered. It has been shown that an given ratio of absorber mass to main mass.
indirect synthesis method can be used in the efficient
optimal design of multi-degree-of-freedom, mult i-
element , nonlinear , transient systems [40) - The
technique began with a limiting performance analysis APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
requiring linear programming for a kinematically
linear system. The system was selected by using

• system identification methods such that the designed Conducting an exact (static, dynamic, or aeroelastic)
system responded as closely as possible to the limiting analysis each time a structure is modified makes

• performance. • any iterative design process costly. Hence, several
simple and approximate structural re-analysis tech-

Potemkin and 5m ev (46) treated the problem of niques have been proposed. Arora [53) presented
synthesizing an optimum vibrat ion isolation system a survey of available structural re-analysis techniques
for an arbitrary dynamic linear system. Quadratic based on finite element representation of the struc-
opt imizing criteria involving both motion and trans- ture. Several techniques — initial strain concept of
miffed force were used. A combination of stationary re-analysis, techniques based on Sherman-Morrison
random and deterministic excitation was assumed, identity, general techniques of structural modifica-
A new technique has been proposed for the optimum tions, Taylor’s series approach, iterative techniques,
design of linear and nonlinear suspension systems and reduced basis methods for computing static
for rotating shafts [45] . First , a generic force was response — were reviewed~ Three techniques f or
substituted for the suspension system to be designed, predicting frequency response of modified structures
and the absolute optimum (or limiting) performance were also discussed.
characteristics of the shaft were computed. Secon”.
using a chosen suspension system configuration,
parameter identification techniques were used to Efficient modal flutter analysis involving many
obtain the design parameters so that the suspension iterations have been investigated for aircraft struc-
system would respond as closely as possible to the tural design [55) . A method for determining the
absolute optimal performance. A simple Jeffcott magnitude of any particular increment -- mass, stiff-
rotor was used to demonstrate this technique. The ness, damping — necessary to satisfy prescribed flutter
improvements obtainable by using a quadratic-law constraints has been presented [56) . Applicetion of
damper over the linear type, under optimum damping this procedure to the evaluation of flutter with
conditions, have been discussed (42) . external stores was presented with a simplified stiff-

ness optimization procedure. Use of the method in
The optimum design of a dynamic vibration absorber an interactive (computer graphica) mode was dis-
has been treated by a formulation that enforces cussed. Efficient re-analysis techniques using discrete
performance constraints over a range of excitation structural and aerodynamic methods have been used
frequencies (44] . A harmonic force was applied to in connection with the optimal aeroelastic design of
the main mass. The goal of the analysis was to choose an oblique wing structure (54) .
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OPTIMIZATION METHODS • application of geometric , dynamic and stochastic
programming techniques for the optimum design

A survey of analyt ical methods in structural optimiza- of structures subjected to shock and vibration
tion has been published [65] , as has a • basis for a . reliability-based optimization of structures in the
unified theory encompassing modern automated dynamic response regime
design procedures (63) . In the latter , various meth- • application of decomposition principle in solving
ods are reviewed and examples given to indicate the large-scale nonlinear structural optimization
wide range of problems to which the methods have problems involving dynamic response restrictions
been applied. The economics of automating the • handling of dynamic parametric constraints
design process and the development of modular efficiently during the optimization of practical
software packages based on the finite element meth- structures
od for analysis are briefly discussed. a structural optimization in shock and vibration

environment with integer or discrete variables
The efficiency of three unconstrained minimiza-
tion methods — Powell’s, requiring no derivatives;
Fletcher-Powell’s, requiring f irst derivatives; and
Newton’s, requiring first and second derivatives -- REFERENCES
was studied using SUMT [61). Subsequently the
computational efficiencies of three constrained 1. Banichuk , N.y. and Mironov, A.A., “Optimiza-
nonlinear programming techniques -- sequential tion of Vibration Frequencies of an Elastic

• linear programming, Zoutendijk’s feasible directions Plate in an Ideal Fluid,” PMM d. AppI. Math.
method, and SUMT (using Powell, Stewart , Fletcher- Mech,, 39 (5), pp 853-863 (1975).
Powell and Newton methods of unconstrained op-
timization) — as applied to the minimum weight 2. Bert , C.W., “Optimal Design of a Composite
design of plane trusses and plane stress plates were Material Plate to Maximize Its Fundamental
studied [60) . Frequency,” J. Sound Vib,, 50 (2), pp 229-

237 (1977).
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[64) . The dangers of structural optimization, from 6. De SiIva , B.M.E., Negus, B., and Worster , J~,
the view point of structural stability, have been “Mathematical Programming Methods for the
discussed (66) . Optimal Design of Turbine Blade Shapes,”

J. Sound Vib., 46 (4), pp 501-514 (June 1976).
V

CONCLUSION 7. Filippov , A.P. and Grinev, V.B., “Application
of Pontryagin’s Principle to Bar Optimization

~~~~ It can be seen that the following structural optimize- Problems,” (In Russian), Strojnicky Casopis,
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LITERATURE ’ REvIEw~~~~ 1~:

The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture, consists of two to four review articles each month, 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a “digest” of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor, this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles include technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, and
recommendations, Review art icles are wl’itten by experts in the shock and vibration
field, - -

This issue of the DIGEST contains review articles on analysis techniques for experi-
mental frequency response data and approximate methods for determining the vi-
brat ional modes of membranes, M. Radep of the Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest
has wr itten a review of techniques for frequency domain po!t test analysis of
vibration data. J. Mazumdar reviews approximate methods for determining the
vibrational mooes of membranes. This is the second review in this series.
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ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF EXPERIME NTAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA

M . Rade.

Abstract - A review is given of techniques for fre- FRE QUENCY RESPONSE ANALYTICAL
quency-domain post test analysis of vibration data. EXPRESSIONS
Emphasis is on procedures for curve fitting algebraic
expressions of transfer functions to experimentally For lightly damped structures, the transfer function
measured frequency respon data for systems with between points j and 2, for proportional viscous

• nonproportional damping and/or closely ipaced damping can be written
modes N

H.2(i~4 
~ 2 2

- - . r=i mr (
~~r+i2~~~,w -

Measurement of the dynamic characteristics of N 
(1)

mater ials and structures is an increasingly important ____________________

part of the design and development of air- and space- r 1  1 + iwO1 (r) — (r)

crafts , automotive and railroad vehicles, and machine -

tools and other equipment. Dynamic analyses are For proportional hysteretic damping the transfer
made in both the time-domain and the frequency- function is
domain; the latter is sometimes preferred by mechani- (r) (r)
cal and structural engineers. N 4’ 4’~

- 2
r=1 mr(wr ~ 9r”r — w 

(2)
Generally, the system under test is assumed to be N p0

(r)
linear; to have constant real parameters; and to be = 

r~ 1 1 + iQj (r) — ~~~~~ (r)
nongyroscopic , deterministic , asymptotically stable
and of finite dimension. When attention is restricted wr are undamped natural frequencies; mr, modal
to single-input/output measurements , the system is masses; 

~r’ modal damping ratios; 9r’ modal damping
represented by the matrix of transfer functions, factors; and 1~’~”~ 

} ,real modal vectors.
whose elements are Laplace transforms of the re-
sponses of the system to a unit impulse input at For moderately damped structures, the transfer func-
time zero. tion between points j and 2, for nonproportional

viscous damping can be written

A transfer function can be written as a rational frac- = 
2N qJr)q~r) N 5,2

(r) 
~ 2

(r).

tion or in terms of the modes of vibration of the 
H12(iw) 

r~~ 
ar(iw—pr ) r~1\~” 

— Pr 
+

structure. The transfer function evaluated along the
• frequency axis is referred to as a frequency response N p (r) + ~~~~ 

(r)

function. Measured frequency response functions are = 

r~1 1 + iwO1 (r) — ~~2 

~ 2 
(r)

being used to obtain the system’s natural frequencies,
damping values, mode shapes, modal masses, and For nonproportional hysteretic damping the transfer
stiffnesses or, alternatively, the analytical expres- function is
sions for the elements of the matrix of transfer func- N w’~~wQ~~ 

N
tions. Surveys of the methods used in the field of H 2(iw ) E _~ 

~ 
• 2 2 2

modal analysis and system identification of vibrating r 1  mr(Xr— w ) r~i mr(w r+ I w r—w

structures have been presented (33, 45, 49-5 1, 54, N p (r)~ jp1
(r) (4)

~
°‘ ~~~ - r~i 1+iO~‘Polytechnic Institute Buch., st, Roman I. 2



where 
~r wr(

~~r+i~ 1 ) are complex frequencies; If the input forcing function cannot be measured
j q(r) } and 

~ 
w(r) } , complex modal vectors; iii r. under some restr ictive conditions, transfer functions

complex modal masses; and 0r’ complex quantities calculated from minimum phase response spectra
depending on the mass and damping distribution. (361, from random decrement signatures 1581 ,
The • denotes the conjugate. or from the autocorrelation function of the response

(24) are used, mainly in flutter testing.
The corresponding transfer function, defined in
terms of the Laplace variable s, is Measurement considerations have been published

(3 , 22, 34, 41 , 66, 721 . Data manipulation tech-
2N 6-2 (r) N 5.2(r) 6.2(r). niques are available to overcome the noise problem

H’2(s) ~~ = ~ + • 
(5) (24, 27) and truncation effects (36, 751 . Multi-

r=1 ~~Pr r 1  ~~~ ~~~ direct ional measurements have been reported (13,
(r) 141,

where P r are pore locations and &jQ , complex resi-
dues. Multi-point (either simultaneous or successive) ex-

citation techniques and related data analysis tech-
For heavily-damped structures, the transfer funct ion niques are available (2, 5, 6, 15, 16, 25, 44, 56, 69,
has a rat ional fraction form .

‘ 73, 74, 80, 81] ,This problem will be discussed in
N N 

- 
detail in a future review paper. Single-point excitation

H~Q(iw) Z P~(iw)1’ / I Or,(iw)’1 (6) techniques are considered below.
n0  - n=0

where P~ 
and °n are real coefficients (with Q

~
=1). CURVE FIllING IN THE FREQUENCY PLANE

Depending on the closeness of resonances and the
FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMEN T amount of damping, single-degree-of-freedom or

multi-degree-of-freedom curve analysis techniques are
For a system with a frequency response function used.
H(iw), whose response to excitation x(t) is y(t)

Y(iw) Y(iw)’X (iw) Sxy (iw) One-degree-of-freedom analysis techniques are appli-
H(iw) = 

- 
= 

- • 
= 

. (7) cable when the overlap between modes is small.X(ica) X(ic~4’X (1w) Sxx (iW) . . -A general assumption is that the ofl-resonance vibra-
tion has a (zero or) constant contribution to the total

X(iw) and Y(iw) are Fourier transforms of x(t) response in the neighborhood of any resonance.
and y(t), X (iw) is the complex conjugate of X(iw),
Sxy (iw) is the cross-spectral density of x(t ) and Most of the techniques used in connection with sys-
y(t), and Sxx (w) is the power spectral density of tems having proportional damping have been r,resent-
x(t ). - ed in a previous review article [61). Graphical tech-

niques for analyzing systems with nonproportional - 
-

For steady-state harmonic excitation, x ( t ) x0eiWt , damping have been developed for both viscous (64,
821 and hysteretic (31,84) damping.

y(t) y0 , ~~ y0H(iw) — —
~~

-
~~~

- -i-— e ~~~~~~~coS~~~i Sifl~ Woodcock (821 demonstrated the validity of the
° ° ° (8) frequency spacing method and described the rotation

of resonance diameters in the Argand plane for
For transient excitation, equatIon (7) is used either systems with viscous nonproportional damping. Ha
off-line, with digital computers or on-line, with also proposed a method that avoids the need to lo-
real-time FFT analyzers. For random or pseudoran- cate the resonance points on vector plots; the forcing
dom excitation, equation ~~ is used; the spectral frequency values for which the in-phase and in-
densities can be calculated as Fourier transforms of quadrature components of the response reach an
the corresponding correlation functions. extremum are used. Klosterman (31) extended the
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findings to systems with hysteretic damping. Zimmer- sufficient to cause significant errors by single-degree-
man (841 established formulas for viscous damping of-freedom techniques. Elimination from the fre-
evaluation based on the diagrams of the ~ector quency-response equation of the relatively isolated
components of the response. Richardson [67 ) and/or highly damped modes could be done after
proposed new equat ions for both residues and pole inspection of response curves.
locations of transfer funct ions derived for systems
with relatively separated complex modes. Curve fitting methods for highly resonant structures

can be divided in direct methods and parameter
It has been shown 18, 191 that , if the modes are estimation methods. Direct methods (nonstatistical
uncoupled and well separated in frequency , the di- parameter determinat ion methods) suppose zero
ameters of the circles fitted in the Argand plane to error between measured and calculated values of the
the near-resonance points of the displacement re- response. Techniques have been derived to consider
sponse are normal to the force reference direction. viscous 178) and hysteret ic 146, 76) proportional
If the modes are uncoupled, but close in frequency, damping, as well as viscous 135, 84) and hysteretic
the diameters have a phase offset relative to the force 1481 nonproportional damping.
reference direction due to the variation with fre-
quency of the off-resonance modes. If the modes In the phase separation method, Stahle (76) used
are coupled, the resonance diameters have additional single-degree-of-freedom graphical methods to deter-
phase offsets, mine the undamped natural frequencies and the

• hysteretic damping factors from the diagram of the
The amount and type of nonlinearities can be deter- in-quadrature component of the acceleration re-
mined by plotting a family of vector diagrams for sponse. The modal matrix is then extracted from the
different force amplitudes and the isochrones drawn response matrix evaluated at the resonance fre-
through the points of equal frequency . These are quencies. A similar method used [78) for viscously
straight lines only in the range of amplitudes where damped systems is based on the response displace-
the system is linear. Their deviation to the left or ment magnitude curve -and on the matrix of the
to the right is the best indication of whether the in-quadrature part of the response. No improvement
elastic characteristic is softening or hardening (62] . of the initial estimates of wr and 9r or 

~
‘r is carried 

—

For relatively separated modes, the deviation from out. Modes whose natural frequencies are not visible
the circular shape of the vector diagrams indicates in the response plots cannot be determined by this
the type of damping nonlinearity [1). Application method.
of the excitat ion with forces in quadrature to the
analysis of a class of nonlinear systems has been Natke (46] proposed and applied [47) a method in
considered (631 . which measurements of both in-phase and in-quadra-

ture components are used at forcing frequencies in
The limitations of the classical method of Kennedy the neighborhood of system resonances. After elimin-
and Pancu are generally known (19) . It has again ation of the modal matrix , a set of N quadratic equa-
been proved (291 that plots of the derivative of the tions of order N is obtained. From these equations
Nyquist plot arc length w ith respect to frequency, the natural frequencies and damping factors are
locate maxima w ith increased accuracy. The limits obtained after a mean-value calculation; thus no
of single-degree-of freedom methods have been graphical technique is used to obtain prior estimates
evaluated by considering ways in which the response of Wr and 9r’ The modal matrix is then obtained
of one mode of vibration might interfere with the as in (76) .
response of an adjacent mode. A simplified inter-
ference boundary has been determined (40] that An iterative mode-by-mode approach has been
relates modal damping ratios and the ratio of neigh- used (171. When the dominant mode in each mea-
boring natural frequencies (only for proportional sured bandwidth is removed from the mobility
damping). eigenvalue equations, the iterations converge on the

next most dominant mode. The procedure can
In genera l, mult i-degree-of-freedom analysis tech- reveal modes that are completely masked If , at each
niques must be used when the modal overlap is measured frequency, the dominant elgenvalue is

p.
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greater than the eigenvalues of the other modes, been reported (8,91 for systems with a small number
But, if two modes are nearly co incident , the con- of modes and measurements with small resolution
vergence is very slow; the approximation of the between data points. When the order of polynomials
dominant mode might then be inadequate for a suit- is large, information is lost by truncation because
able estimate of the following modes. Neglecting the each polynomial is dominated by its highest degree
influence of the modes outside the frequency range term. The method seems unsuitable if some modes
of measurements is common to all these techniques. are very near resonance frequenc ies and relatively

important damping ratos. A similar method has
The phase separation method preceded by the modal been used by Mannetje [39) -

matrix elimination has been extended [35, 841 to
systems with viscous and to systems with hysteretic A different approach involved reducing the problem
nonproportional damping [48] - One method [35) so as to minimize a quadratic functional and then to
requires prior knowledge of the system mass matrix a simple system solved by Cholesky ’s method. After
for a complete identificat ion and leads to a large the coefficients of the response function , written as
system of nonlinear equat ions. Another method a rational fraction are identified , the poles are deter-
1481 leads to determination of zeroes of N poly- mined by factoring the denominator; the function
nomials of N-th degree and solution of two systems is then resolved into simple components, and the
of linear equations. Again some averaging is necessary modal parameters and complex modal vectors cal-
as for proportional damping. culated .

Cottin and Dellinger [4] developed one method An experimental technique [4] has been extended
(48 1 for flight flutter testing, using the Fourier (77] to the case in which there are more forcing
transform of the truncated response to an impulse frequencies than measuring points. An overdeter-
excitat ion. Elimination of the matr ix of residues mined system of equations was solved by the method
leads to a system of nonlinear equdtions that is solved of least squares. Good results were reported for
by an iterative method, application of the method to a real system with

natura l frequencies close to each other.
Parameter estimation methods can be classified as
one-step methods and iterative methods, most mini- Iterative estimation methods are available for sys-
mize the deviations between measured and calculated tems with proportional viscous [10,30) and hystere-
values of the frequency response and use a least - t ic 118] damping, as well as for nonproportional
squares error procedure. viscous [19 , 20, 27, 36 , 67] and hysteretic [21]

damping.
One-step least-squares curve fitting methods have
been reported for systems with viscous nonpro- Klosterman and Lemor [30] used the peaks in the
portioria l damping [7 ,8,9,42 ,771 - r~3g~nar ,~ purtiun of tne response to est imate the

undamped natural frequencies; they are not improved
One approach is to multiply out the series in equa- afterward. A graphical curve fitting method was
tion (3) to obtain a rational fract ion of two fre- used to determine initial esttmates for the damping
quency-dependent polynomials. I-f the considered ratios. A least squares technique was used to set up
error is simply the difference between the absolute an iterative procedure between the in-phase and
magnitudes of the actual frequency response func- in-quadrature components of the response. The

• tion and the polynomial ratio , minimizing the sum of procedure converges onto the modal vectors and
the so defined errors at the experimental points leads effective damping ratios. Residual complicances are
to a nonlinear least squares problem. In order to added to equation (1).
linearize the minimization problem, the above de-
fined error is multiplied by a weighting funct ion, Davis (10) described a technique In which starting
usually the denominator polynomial. estimates of natural frequencies and damping ratios

are used. The mode shape coefficients are deter-
Dat and Meurzec (7) used a formulation which leads mined by a least-squares fit of a modal model to the
to en eigenvalue problem. Positive experience has measured in-phase and in-q uadrature components
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~~~~~~~
_ of the acceleration response. Residual compliances portional damping.

- 
- and rigid body inertias are added to the frequency

equation. In order to decrease the rms error between Lenz and McKeever [36] reported- results obtained
model and response data , a computer program was using a Modal Analysis Package software in con-
written; it used an iterative procedure to obtain the nection with the Time/Date 1923/50 Time Series
best values for the resonance frequencies and damp- Analyzer. It is an algorithm used to transfer mathe-
ing ratios, matically from the Fourier representation of a system

to the Laplace plane. The Laplace software contains
Estimates of the natural frequencies and initial zero procedures that attempt to identify the modes with
damping factorS have been used [18) . The in-quadra- the highest spectral energy and the lowest damping.
ture component of the displacement mobility was The procedures involve calculating a modal energy
measured at a number of forcing frequencies and value for each pole as a percentage of the total energy
measurement points greater than the number of in the frequency band being analyzed and considering
modes assumed. The method of the pseudoinverse only those modes whose energy is greater than a
matrix was used to develop a double iteration pro- preselected cutoff value. Checks performed on digital-
cedure that converges to thn best solution for the ly generated transfer functions and on analog model
modal matrix. Modal mobilities were calculated responses have shown errors in the estimation of
from the matr ix of the measured response and the closely spaced modes with damping ratios higher than
modal matr ix , from which the modal parameters ~ = 0.035. The accuracy was improved if two inter-
were obtained, far ing modes were both highly damped.

The coefficients of the partial fractions have been The modal analysis and system identification meth-
determined from equation (3) for a maximum of ods developed by Richardson and Potter [60, 66 , 67)
five modes of vibrat ion [191 . A least squares tech- have led to the implementation of the program
nique was used in which the nonlinear problem was entitled “Modal Analysis System” on the FFT
obviated by a Taylor series expansion. The coef- Dynamic Analyzer HP-5451 B (23) ; it transforms the
ficients of the denommators were stage one estimates, measured frequency response functions into a La-
obtained from circles fitted to loops of vector plots place description via an iterative least squared error
in the vic inity of the resonances. The coefficients of technique. The modes are identified from their
the numerators were stage two est imates obtained resonance peaks on the frequency response mag-
by a least squares procedure in which stage one as- nitude curve; initial estimates of their pole locations
timates are kept constant. All are then used as initial and residues are given as starting values. With each
estimates in an iterative process in which the entire iteration of the algorithm new values of the tour
vector plot is again fitted to equation (3), and new unknowns for each mode are simultaneously es-
values of the coefficients are obta ined. The method timated , thereby reduciry the error between the
is limited to systems with modes that could be measured and analytical responses. Experience with
recognized frdm vector plots. In a further applica- this program has been described [27 , 55) -

tion of the method [201 , the resonance frequencies . _ -

and damping rat ios were determined from the Fourier Goyder [ 2 1)  has shown that if a large number of
transform of the one-sided auto-correlation function modes is to be considered, term by term fitting of
of the response to impulsive or random excitation. the ~ res in equation (4) would seem to be prefer-

able. In his method the frequency response curve
Richardson [67) noted that the transfer function is divided into intervals, each containing one reso-
shown in equation (5) is a linear function of the nance ftequency and therefore corresponding to one
residues. Hence, a simultaneous linear equation solu- - term in equation (4), Initial approximations to all

- - tion algorithm — using a least squared error tech- terms are first obtained; best estimates for the corn-
nique -- for identification of residues in combination plex mode shapes and resonance frequencies are
w ith a search procedure that iterates toward an op- calculated for each interval, minimizing a linear err or
timum estimate of the pole locations, is a reason- function w ith respect to each of the four unknowns
able approach to determining modal parameters for from equation (4). Each time en estimate for a term
highly resonant systems w ith moderate nonpro- is obtained, a better approx imation is done for the 
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off-resonance contribution from adjacent frequency Dudnikov [121 . Unfortunately, this is a graphical
intervals; thus, a better estimate is obtained of the method based on limited data measured at low
complex mode shapes and resonance frequencies, frequencies.
Effe cts of residual compliances and inertias were
also considered.

CONCLUSIONS
From the viewpoint of parameter identification,
all the methods presented are response-error modeling
techniques. If differences occur between analytical Frequency response data analysis methods based

results and the corresponding test results , the mathe- on the theory of nonproportionally damped systems

matical model can be improved by analytical methods have the best capability to accurately describe the

(521 - 
dynamics of actual structura l syste’ms with both real
or complex modes of vibration. Use of hysteretically

Special methods like those proposed for base excited damped models leads to simpler equations. Unfor-

systems ( 1 1 , 38) and for gyroscopic systems [831 tunately for broad excitation methods — which are

are not discussed herein. presently receiving widespread use due to evident
advantages -- these models are inappropriate, being

For heavily-damped systems, for which individual postulated for harmonic mot ion only,

modes of vibration are not distinguishable, the
frequency response is curve fitted by a transfer func- Promising results have been reported in obtaining

tion expressed as a rational fraction of the form Laplace descript ions of -the dynamic response from

shown as equation (6). . measured frequency domain functions by rational
interpolation. Because the rational interpolation

Methods for evaluation of the polynomial coeffic ients problem can be numerically ill-conditioned, a topic

have been reviewed [26, 32, 71) . A general discus- for further research is that of approximate identifica-

sion from the viewpoint of interpolation theory has tion and partial realization.

been given (681 . Techniques used by control system
engineers can be used to identif’~’ such rational There is need for more comparative studies to eval-

fractions. 
- uate the limits and merits of existing frequency

domain analysis techniques and to establish the best

Kardashov and Karnyushin [28) determined ap- methodology to be followed in specific applications.

prox imate values of the polynomial coefficients by A reconsideration of the existing analytical tech-

direct interpolation of a finite set of transfer data niques.that could provide a nonlinear analysis capabil-
measured at discrete frequencies. Corrections were ity is necessary.
calculated via a weighted least squares method. Data reduction techniques should be developed in

Levy (371 solved the linearized interpolation prob- association with data collect ion prcc*’dures and

lem; he used as the weighting function the poly- accomplished with as much operator interaction as

nomial of the denominator . Similar approaches h~~ 
desired. More advantage should be taken of the

been used [43, 531 . Sanathanan and Koerner (70) availability of highly automated data acxluisition
improved Levy’s method by an iteration procedure systems and advances in optimal estimation theory.

that effectively eliminated the weighting; this leads
to large errors for systems with moder$e damping.
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A REVIEW OF APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR DETERMINING
THE VIBRATIONAL MODES OF MEMBRANES

j. Marzumdar

Abstract - This review is a follow-up of an earlier tion, finite differences, the f inite element method,
review of approximate methods for determining and the constant deflection contour method.
vibrational modes of membranes published in 1975.
The earlier review described the world literature from Free Vibration Analysis
the tim. of Chladni (1802) until the end of 1974. Free vibration problems for membranes of general
The present review is restricted to the period from shape can be described by the methods mentioned
1975 to date. above. However, because approximate solutions for

the equation of motion or approximate boundary
The c lassical differential equation governing the conditions are used, it is difficult to obtain good
free vibration of a membrane is given by results for higher mode vibration. Hence the above-

1 a2 w named methods cannot be expected to yield good
V 2w = —i- —i— (1) results for the transient response case.

where c2 Tip; c is the wave propagation speed, Jones [111 recently presented an approximate
T is the tension of the membrane, p is the superf icial formula
density, and ~~2 is the Laplacian operator in two 

~~ 3 2
dimensions. It is well known that this simple equa- ( )  = (2.4048) /4 W’ max (2)
tion does not have simple solutions if the geometry
of the membrane boundary is other than a circle or for the frequency of vibration ~, of several dynamic
a rectangle . Hence approximate methods are used, systems, including that of a membrane. He showed

that, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, the funda-
This review is divided into linear analysis and non- mental frequencies of a vibrating membrane can be
linear analysis . obtained if the static deflection mode W’, corre-

sponding to the unit load of the membrane, is known,
This is an interesting piece of work despite the lack

LINEAR ANALYSIS of a formal derivation of this simple relationship.

Vibration problems of membrane’; are often discussed Sundararajan [32) also formulated a similar approxi-
by using the results obtained in such problems as mate relationship between the frequency and the
the oscillatory motion of an enclosed body of water, static response of undamped, linearly elas~dc systems.
the axial shear vibration of a long elastic bar, and the This relationship was used to calculate the funda-
propagating modes of certain acoustical waveguides. mental frequencies of membranes and plates having
The reason is that all of these problems are classed different geometries and boundary conditions,
as one type of boundary value problem. It has recent-
ly been shown [18) that the human eardrum also In another interesting study Eastep (5) proposed
behaves like a thin membrane; in addition, a mathe- a method for obtaining approximate fundamental
matica t model based on membrane hypothesis has frequencies for noncircular, doubly-connected mem-
been developed to analyze the modus operandi of branes. The method considers both inner and outer
the mitral valve of the human heart [19) . boundaries as perturbations from concentric circles;

the ’ perturbation shape is expressed as a Fourier
Approximate analytical methods for the study of ser ies. The resulting natural mode expression is in
problems in~~Iving complicated cross sections include terms of a series of Bessel functions of the first and
Rayleigh’s method, Rayleigh-R itz method, Galerk in’s second kind. Approximate frequencies of the funda-
method, conformal mapping, point matching, colloca- mental mode of ring membranes in the shape of an
0.parrm.nt of Applied Msth.m.tks, The Univereity of
Ad.l.W., South AuatralI.



elliptica l ring, a circular-eccentric ring, and a square trigonometric element was very good when compared
ring were obtained; a comparison to an exact solu- to solutions using the polynomial elements [20) .
t ion for the elliptical case was given. Ring membranes Laura and Maurizi (12) subsequently compared
having other boundary curves can be treated in a numerical results of values obtained in the case of
similar manner , as it is necessary only to obta in the domains of octagonal shape. Because the boundary
representation of the boundaries in the form of a value problem is analogous to the buckling of a
Fourier series. . polygonal plate under in-plane hydrostatic pressure

or free f lexura l vibration of the simply supported
Sato (27, 28, 301 discussed the free vibration of both polygonal plate, numerical results are applicable.
composite ellipt ical membranes consisting of con-
focal elliptical strips and composite rectangular Nagaya (21 , 22) proposed a method of solving vibra-
membranes consisting of linear str ips. Solutions for tion problems for a membrane having a circular outer
the former were developed in terms of Mathieu and boundary and an eccentric circular inner boundary.
modif ied Mathieu functions; solut ions for the latter The frequency equation for the membrane is given,
were in terms of simple trigonometric functions, and the dependence of the natural frequency on the
Equations for frequency and eigenfunctions were eccentricity is obtained,

• obtained.
An interesting method for determining eigenvalues

The free vibration of an elliptical membrane has also in polygonal domains with concentric circular per-
been discussed by Osmoloskii [24] , who used an forations involves constructing appropriate coor-
asymptot ic power series to obtain the frequency dinate functions that identically satisfy the boundary
equation. Formal solut ions to the same elliptical conditons [14] . A vibrational principle is used to
membrane problems (together with elliptical plate generate a simple frequency equation. Various
problems) were also obtained in terms of Mathieu approximate methods for the solutions of membrane
functions and modified Mathieu funct ions [25, 26] . problems have been summarized [13) . -

Consideration vas given to the symmetric modes.
Transition to the corresponding circular case was Forced Vibration
obtained with degenerate forms of Mathieu functions. When a membrane is driven by a force distributed

over its surface, forcea vibration results. The litera-
The vibrat ion of skew membranes has been studied ture dealing with such problems is very limited
using the perturbation theory (34) . Simple analy- because of the mathematical complexity of the
tical expressions for the frequencies were functions forc ing function.
of skew angle, Such formulas are useful for design
purposes. , The usual procedure for analyzing forced vibration
- 

is to express the forcing function in terms of the
In an integral equation approach (3, 4) the Helm- eigenfunctions of the corresponding free vibration
holtz equation was first converted to an integral and to obtain the amplitude and time response of
equation of the Fredholm type using Green’s func- ~ ich mode. Leissa (15) recently proposed an interest-
tions. The approximate solution of the integral ng ,method for the study of forced vibration of
equation was then obtained numerically, continuous systems including membranes, The merit

- of this method is that the response of the forced
Holovchan [7) discussed the problem of free vibra- vibration can be obtained without the free vibration
tion of a rectangular membrane with a semicircular eigenfunctions. Hutter and Olunloyo (9) used
cut- out at one edge. Natural frequencies and modes matched asymptotic expansions to study membrane
were determined from a truncated infinite system deflection under statie and dynamic loading. This
of homogeneous linear algebraic equations. Un- work constitutes the first attempt In the literature
fortunately, no numerical calculations were carried of membranes to use this technique for constructing
out, the response either to steady forced vibrations

(as opposed ~
‘-

~ the eigenvalue problem) or to impact
In a finite element study using trigonometric terms, loading. In general, whenever the forcing function is
the accuracy of the solutions obtained with the sinusoidal, both spatially and in time, the character

T _  - - :  
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of the solution changes from exponential to sinu- Hutter and Olunloyo [8) investigated the dynamic
soidal, dependinq on whether the frequency is higher response of a rectangular membrane. Solutions were
or lower than its spatial mode, constructed by using the singular perturbation

technique (method of matched asymptotic expan-
Sato [291 discussed the problem of forced vibration sions); results for eigenvalues and e’igenmodes were
of a composite elliptical membrane consisting of listed for various boundary conditions.
any number of confocal elliptical layers of different
materials. Recently Mazumdar and Hearn [191 The nonlinear vibration of a circular membrane nas
applied the theory of forced vibrations of membranes been studied with a perturbation scheme (35) .
to the study of human mitral valve leaflets and The parameter is the amplitude of transverse dis-
obtained results for clinical utilization of a prosthetic placement; periodic solu?inr~c were obtained. The
valve leaflet, exact solution has been obtained in closed form for

the dynamic response of an infinite elastic membrane
to a suddenly applied, radially expanding ring load

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS [36) -

During the last ten years or so, there have appeared A relatively simple method for obtaining accurate
a number of research papers on nonlinear vibrations; approximate solutions to the nonlinear deflection
however, a number of~ unanswered questions remain of membranes has been suggested [10, 17) . Jones
for future study. [101 obtained the general solution to the large am-

plitude deformation of membranes. Membranes of
The differential equations governing the large am- various shapes were considered; the results were
plitude nonlinear vibrations of membranes follow shown to be in excellent agreement with other
directly from Von Karman’s corresponding flat solutions. This work gives the solution for all mem-
plate equation in which the plate stiffness is zero , brane shapes in a simple form without involved
Except in rare instances, however , nodiréct methods mathemat ical analysis. Mazumdar and Jones till
are available for solving nonlinear boundary value obtained the general solution of the large amplitude
problems. Consequently, a great deal of effort has nonlinear vibration of membranes of arbitrary shape
been directed toward obtaining approximate solu- using the Berger approximation, in which the second
t ions. strain invariant in the total strain energy of the

membrane is neglected. It has been shown that the
Many axfsymmetric nonlinear membrane problems mode shape is the same as that for the small ampli-
have been solved in recent years; relatively few tude vibration. Some comparisons for the circular
non-axisymmetr ic membrane problems have been and rectangular membranes were given.
investigated. Tielking and Ferg [321 studied prob-
lems usually encountered in rubber technology. Their The nonlinear dynamic equation for membranes
method involves minimizing the potential energy has been formulated using constant strain triangular
by means of the Ritz procedure. The resulting non- finite elements in conjunction with the central dif-
linear equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson ference time integrator [231 . The nonlinear dynamic
method. Their formulation and solution techniques response of membranes has also been studied using
were extended to the non-exisymmetric problems the finite element technique [11. This technique was
(6] . applied to the vibration of a square membrane to

0 
. demonstrate the accuracy of the formulation.

Another interesting study on axisymmetric deflection
of an annular membrane with the outer edge attached
to an immovable ring support and the inner edge FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
connected to a weightless rigid circular disk has been
reported (2, 311. Approximate solutions of the Since the last review 1161 , the author had hoped to
nonlinear differential equations were obtained find some report s of experimental work on mem
for the deflection and radial displacement using the brane vibration; unfortunately none were found.
perturbat ion method. Since the introduction of time-averaged holography,

- 
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however, it is anticipated that the results of mem- Math. Mech , pp 795-806 (1974).
brane vibration studies will be more accurate. The
author [18) recently used this technique to study 10. Jones, R., “A Simplified Approach to the Large
vibration frequency of the tympanic membrane. Deflection of Membranes,” Intl. J. Nonlin.
There still exists the need for extensive experimental Mach., 9, pp 141-145 (1974).
work to validate theoretical results and to provide
direction for further investigation. - 11. Jones, R.,  “Approximate Expressions for the

Fundamental Frequency of Vibration of Several
!)vnamic Systems,” J, Sound Vib., 44, pp 475-
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- : BOOK REVIEWS

FRACTURE AND FATIGUE CONTROL FINITE ELEMENT APPLICATIONS
IN STRUCTURES IN VIBRATIONS PROBLEMS

S.T. Rolfe and J.M. Barsom M.M. Kamal and J.A. Wolf , J r . ,  editors
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood C l i f f s , New Jersey American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NY , 1977

(papers presented at the Design Engineering Technical
Conf erence , Chicago, Illinois

This book is a welcome addition to the few published September 26-28, 1977)
texts in the field of fracture mechanics. It can well
serve as an introductory textbook fér senior or
beginning graduate students, as well as a valuable In one paper in this volume J.K. Vandiver discusses
reference for the pract icing engineer, the dynamic analysis of offshore structures; 39

- references are given. Analysis methods are standard,
but offshore structures present special problems,

The first six chapters address the fundamentals of including limited knowledge of marine foundations ,
the field of linear elastic fracture mechanics. These’ and how structura l response is changed by foundation
chapters clearly cover the theoretical development of settlement and structural degradation. There is little
stress intensity factors; test methods for obtaining field data with which to compare analyses.
critical stress intensity factors; the effect of tempera-
ture, loading rate, and plate thickness on fracture
toughness; and the relationship between stress, flaw Application of the finite element method to mecha-
size, and material toughness. Specific design examples nisms is discussed by R.C. Winfrey. The simple
are also given , presentation is intended to describe the essentials

- to a reader who has modest familiarity with analytical
methods and finite elements.

Subcritical crack growth by fatigue, stress corrosion,
or corrosion fatigue are treated in chapters seven
through eleven. These sections also contain a wealth H,A. Kamel and D. Liu survey structural dynamic
of plotted experimental data. The final chapters problems in ships and list 168 references. Greatest
t reat fracture criteria , notch toughness criteria , attention is given to the source and nature of dy-
fracture control plans, and an introduction to elastic- namic loadings. Some attention is given to p,oblems
plastic fracture mechanics, of such vessels as tankers , container ships, and hydro-

foils. Greater use of finite elements in the calculation
of hydrodynamic forces is advocated .

In summary, Fracture and Fatigue Control in Struc-
tures is an excellent textbook. Both authors are
highly respected experts in applications of fracture Finite element models for automotive vehicle vibra-
mechanics. Severa l excellent example problems in tions are surveyed by M.M. Kamal and J.A. Wolf , J r . ,
the body of the book demonstrate the practicality in a paper with 102 references. They discuss discreti-
of linear elastic fracture mechanics. zation of the structure, data preparation, and com-

parison with test results. Attention is given to vehicle
vibration, impact dynamics, and vehicle acoustics.

S.E. Benzley
Sandia Laboratories

Abuquergue, NM 87115 N. F. Rieger discusses finite element analysis of turbo-
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machinery blade problems. He discusses the nature that research scientists cannot offer simple design
of the problems, surveys applicable finite elements, expressions.
and outlines analysis procedures for steady state ,
vibration modes, dynamic stress, and fat igue stress Damages resulting from flow-induced structural
problems. There are also recommendations for vibration were discussed. These problems have
research , resulted in structural damage to several types of

valves and gates, concrete erosion of tunnels and
RD. Cook stilling basins, and destruction of steel liners. Field

University of Wisconsin experience indicates that serious damage results
Mad i son, Wisconsin 53706 whenever excessive cavitation or vibration occurs

during operation. The damage resulting from flow-
induced vibrations also occur in aircraft , watercraft ,

FLOW-INDUCED STRUCTURAL buildings, mar ine structures, heat-exchanger tubes,
VIBRATIONS nuclear fuel rod s, and piping systems.

E. Naudascher , Editor
Springer-Verlag, 1974 Many authors contributed to flow-induced vibrations

of such bluff bodies as circular cylinders and pris-
This book contains papers, general lectures, and matic bodies having equilateral triangular and square
workshop reports presented at the 1972 IuTAM- cross sections. All studies were experimental in-
IAH R Symposium in Karlsruhe, The expressed pur- vestigations and had one or several of the following
pose of the symposium was to provide an oppor- objectives: (1) to measure the lift force and its
tunity for the exchange of ideas and information dependence on system parameters; (2) to find the
among representatives of fields as diverse as aero- correlation length of flow field along the flow stream
dynamics, theoretical and exper imental fluid me- and along the structural member; (3) to find the
chanics , structural mechanics, hydraulics, and hy- phase relationship between lift force and structural
draulic machinery. Seven sessions and five workshops motion; (4) to find the effect of the vibration am-
were held. The topics of the technical sessions were plitude of the structure on the lift coefficient; (5)
as follows: generation of oscillatory flows; mathe- to find the damping factor; (6) to find the instability
matical models of flow-induced vibrations; and flow- parameters and their stability limit; (7) to find the
induced vibrations of hydraulic structures, beams response induced by drag force; and (8) to find
and bridge-decks, bluff bodies, mar ine structures, and methods for suppressing flow-induced vibrations.
shells and pipes; and flow- induced vibrations relating These studies have supplied additional insight to the
to construct ion. The purpose of the five workshops constituent parts of f luid/structure interactions.
was to def ine the research priorities in flow-induced
vibrations, The topics of discussion were new theore- In the area of mathematical modeling, most of the
ticai and experimental approaches; air and water studies were confined to the respc n’.e of a single
craft; buildings, towers, and bridges; hydraulic struc- structural member to cross-flow. The quasistatic
tures and machinery; and marine structures. In all , model has successfully predicted galloping pheno- -

49 papers, five general lectures, and the summaries mena; no urgent need exists to improve the model.
of five workshops are included in the book. A separ- However , in vortex-excited motion, none of the
ate volume containing all discussions during the - mathematical models considered includes any analysis
sessions, not included in the book , is availab le from of the flow field , Much research is need ed in this
the Institute of Hydromechanics, University of Karls- area. Very little discussion concerned breathing
ruhe, Kar lsru he , Germany. oscillations, or ovalling of the top of a cylindrical

stack in a cross-flow , and the important problem of
Throughout the book a gap exists between research tube vibr~ ion in cross-flow through tube banks.
scientists and design engineers. In most of the work
presented by research scientists the models are too Other flow-induced structural vibration problems
idealized and too far from reality to be of much included the responses of buildings to wind excite-
use to design engineers. On the other hand, the tion, of tall chimney structures to vortex shedding,
systems presented by designers are so complicated of hydraulic gates to water flow , of vane bends to
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von Karman vortex trail, of check valves to water
f l o w, of bridge decks to wind load, of bluff bodies
to turbulence-boundary-layer pressure fluctuation,
and of pipes conveying fluid. All these problems are

• discussed in the book. But the subject of f low-in-
duced structural vibration is still in a relatively early

t 

stage of development. More intensive study is needed.

On the whole, this book is very informative. The
reader will f ind  an interesting discussion dealing with
a broad spectrum of fluid/structure interaction
problems. This beautifully produced volume should
be of interest to researchers and engineers working
in the general area of fluid/solid interaction.

5.5. Chen -

— 
Components Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois
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SHORT COURSES
I

FEBRUARY for the analysis and diagnosis of rotor vibration
problems; and an appreciation of how these tech-

MACHINERY VIBRATIONS COURSE niques are applied to correct vibration problems,
Dates: February 26-  March 1, 1979 Technical personnel who will benefit most from this
Place: Shamrock Hilton Hotel, Houston, TX course are those concerned with the rotor dynamics
Objective: This course of machinery vibrations will evaluation of motors, pumps, turbines, compressors,
cover physical/mathemat ical descriptions, calcula- gearing, shafting, couplings, and similar mechanical
tions, modeling, measuring, and analysis. Machinery equipment. The attendee should poss ess an engineer-
vibrations control techniques, balanc ing, isolation, ing degree with some understanding of mechanics
and damping, will be discussed. Techniques for of materials and vibration theory. Appropriate job
machine fault diagnosis and correction will be re- functions include machinery designers; and plant,
viewed along with examples and case histories. Tor- manufacturing, or service engineers.
sional vibration measurement and calculation will
be covered, Contact: Mr. Frank Ralbovsky, M T I , 968 Albany-

Shaker Rd., Latham, N Y 1 2110 - (518) 785-2349.
Contact : Dr . Ronald L. Eshleman, Vibration

— Institute, Suite 206, 101 W. 55th St.. Clarendon
Hills, IL 60514 - (312) 654-2254/654-2053. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Dates: March 12-16. 1979
Place: Phoenix , Arizona

MARCH ME ASUREMENT SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
Dates: March 19-23, 1979

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING Place: Phoenix, Ari zona
Dates: March 6-8, 1979 Objective: Program emphasis is on how to increase

- Place: San Diego , California productivity, cost-effectiveness and data-validity of
Objective: This seminar covers theory, operation data acquisition groups in the field and in the labora-
and applications — plus additional capabilities such tory. The program is intended for engineers, scien-
as transient capture, amplitude probability, cross tists, ano managers in industrial,-govemmental, and
spectrum, cross correlation, convolution coherence, educational organizations. Electrical measurements of
coherent output power, signal averaging and plenty mechanical and thermal quantities -~re the major
of demonstrations, topics.

- 
Contact : Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego, Contact: Peter K. Stein. 5602 E. Monte Rosa,
P.O. Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112 - (714) 268- Phoenix, AZ 85018 - (602) 945-4603~~46-7333.
7100.

APPLiCATIONS OF TIlE F1NITE ELEMENT
MACHINERY VIBRATION SEM I N A R  M ETHOD TO PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING
Dates : March 6.8, 1979 Dates: March 12-16, 1979
Place: New Orleans, Louisiana Place: The University of Tennessee Space Inst.
Objective: To cover the basic aspects of rotor-beer- Objective: This course will concentrate on material
ing system dynamics. The course will provide a funda- developed recently and provide a solid foundation
mental understanding of rotating machinery vibra- for those relatively new to the field. Topics to be
tions; an awareness of available tools and techniques - covered are the treatment of mixed type equations
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which occur in transonic flow and wave mot ion in V I B R A T I O N  A N D  SHOCK SURVIVABILITY
nonlinear solids , mixed type elements which are of Dates : April 2-6, 197 9
importance in systems such as the Navier- Stokes Place : Wilmington , Massachusetts
equations, the interrelationship between the equation Objective : Topics to be covered are resonance and
formation and the iterative scheme needed to solve fragility phenomena, and environmental vibration and
any of the nonlinear equations , the advantages of shock measurement and analysis , also vibration and
hybrid elements, and the use of interact ive graphics shock environmental testing to prove survivability.
as an aid to problem solution. This course will concentrate upon equipments and

techniques , rather than upon mathematics and
Contact: Jules Bernard, The University of Tennes- theory.
see Space Institute , Tullahoma , TN 37388 - (615) -

455-0631, Ext. 276 or 277. Contact : Wayne Tustin , 22 E. Olivos St., Santa
Barbara , CA 93105-  (805) 963-1124.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES -

Dates: March 19-22, 1979 M ACHINERY VIBRATION MONITORING AND
Place: Detroit , Michigan ‘ A N A L Y S I S  S E M I N A R
Object ive : This seminar provides practical laboratory Dates: April 10-12, 1979
experience on getting good data and recognizing bad; Place: New Orleans, Louisiana
diagnosing machinery with Vibration Spectrum Object ive : This seminar will be devoted to the Un-
Analyzers; solving structural problems with Transfer derstanding and application of vibration technology
Function Analyzers; and demonstrations using to machinery vibration monitoring and analysis.
state of the art F FT processors, ‘ Basic and advanced techniques with illustrative case

- histories and demonstrations will be discussed by
Contact; Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego, industrial experts and consultants. Topics to be
P.O. Box 671 , San Diego, CA 92112 - (714) 268 - covered in the seminar include preventive mainten-
7100. ance, measurements , analysis , data recording and

reduction, computer monitoring, acoustic techniques,
misalignment effect s, balancing, mechanical imped-
ance and mobility, turbomachinery blading, bearingAPRIL fault diagnosis, torsional vibration problems and
corrections, and trend analysis. An instrumentation
show will be held in conjunction with this seminar .

RANDOM VIBRATION AND ACOUSTIC NOISE
Dates: April 2-4 , 1979 

- Contact : Dr. R.L. Eshlernan , Vibration Institute ,
Place: The Open University, Milton Keynes, U K  S~~ie 206, 101 W. 55th St., Clarendon Hills , IL
Objective; The course will cover the following 60514- (312) 654-2254.
topics: descriptions of vibration and acoustic data;
response prgperties of mechanical systems; probabil-
ity and amplitude functions; correlation and spectral CORRELATION AND COHERENCE ANALYSIS
density functions; data collection , processing and FOR ACOUSTICS AND VIBRATION PROBLEMS- 
analysis; applications to vibration prediction prob- Dates: April 16-20 , 1979
lems; applications to frequency response estima- Place: UCLA
tion problems; applications to multipath propagation Objective: This course covers the latest practical
problems; applications to source localization prob- techniques of correlation and coherence analysis
lems; and applications to structural and equipment (ordinary , multiple, partial) for solving acoustics and
failure prediction problems . vibration problems in physical systems. Procedures

currently being applied to data collected from single,
Contact: Dr. M.A. Dorgham, Faculty of Technol- multiple and distributed input/output systems are
ogy, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton explained to: classify data and systems; measure
Keynes MK 7 6AA, UK - (0908) 63945. propagation times; identify source contributions;

34 
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, - evaluate and monitor system properties, predict JUNE
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output responses and noise conditions; determine

:. nonlinear and nonstationary effects; and conduct ACOUSTIC EMISSION STRUCTURAL MONITOR-
dynamics test programs. INC TECHNOLOGY

- Dates: June 18-19, 1979
— 

Contact: P.O. Box 24902, Continuing Education Place: Los Angeles, California
in. Engineering and Mathematics, UCLA Extension, Objective: A theory and practice course covering
Los Angeles, CA 90024 - (213) 825-3344i~25-1 295. each of the various facets of acoustic emission struc-

tural monitoring technology; basic phenomena,
state-of-the-art applications, f ield testing experience,

- MAY applicable codes and standards and instrumentation
design and calibration. Includes “hands-on” opera-

MACHINERY VIBRATION ANALYSIS - 
t ion of minicomputer and microcomputer acoustic

Dates: May 8-10, 1979 emission systems. This course is designed for poten-
Place: San Diego, California tial users of acoustic emission structural monitoring
Objective: The topics to be covered during this systems. -

- 
course are : fundamentals of vibration; transducer -

concepts; machine protect ion systems; analyzing Contact: C.A, Parker , Nuclear Training Center ,
vibration to predict failures; ba’ancing; alignment; Atomics International , P.O. Box 309, Canoga Park ,
case histories; improving your analysis capability; CA 91304 - (213) 341-1000, Ext. 2811.

-

- 
managing vibration data by computer; and dynamic
analysis.

- Contact : Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego,
• P.O. Box 671 , San Diego, CA 92112 - (714) 268-

7100.

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING AND SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING -

Dates : May 21-25, 1979
-

, Place: The George Washington University
Objective: This course provides up-to-date technical
knowledge of logical expression, analysis, and invén-

- 
tion for performing and managing software architec-
ture, design , and productbn, Presentations will
cover principles and applications in structures pro- 4

- gramming and software engineering, including step- -

wise refinement , program correctness, and top-
down system development.

- Contact : Continuing Engineering Education Por-
/ - - gram , George Washington University, Washington,

D.C. 20052 - (202) 676-6106 or toll free (800) 424-
9773,
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PREVIEWS OF MEETINGS

INSTITUTE OF E N V I R O N M E N T A L  SCIENCES TO HOLD SILVER J UBILEE ANNUAL MEETING

The Silver Jubilee Annual Meeting of the Institute lights within the major session topics of The Earth,
of Environmental Sciences will be held at the Olym- The Space, The Induced, The Pollution and The DOD
pic Hotel, Seattle, Washington on April 30 through Reliability Environments are: CLIMATICS presenta-
May 2, 1979. The Technical Program is shown on this tion by the Army Test & Evaluation Command;
page. SPACE APPLICATIONS selected NASA Tech.

Briefs; ENERGY sessions related to Earth and Space;
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE curricu-

The Technical Program will be preceeded by a special lum and student participation.
Awards Presentation Breakfast and Keynote Address
on Monday, April 30th. The Technical Program The Annual Banquet will be a Gala Silver Jubilee
has been completed. The matrix of the program Celebration at Jack McGovern’s Music Hall located
shows the “Learning To Use Our Environment” several blocks from the Olympic Hotel meeting
sessions as they are now scheduled. Some of the high- headquarters.

Institute of Environmental Sciences - 25th Annual Meeting
Olympic Hotel - Seattle, Wa~iington

“LEARNING TO USE OUR ENVIRONMENTS”

Space Earth Induced Pollution DOD Reliability
Date Environme nt Environment Environment Environment Environment

Monday • Keynote
AM. • Exhibits

• Students Speak on Environmental &Ienc,s

~ P.M. Space Power Climatics Electromagnetics Waste Management Management
Energy Acoustics Electromagnetics Pollution Control Manacjement

Tuesday - -

kM. Remote Sensing DOE Activities Shock Urban Air DOD Specs
Remote Sensing Energy Resources Transportation Visibility DOD Specs

Y
- 

- 1 P.M. Space Simulation Solar-Standards Screening Air Resources Design
Cyrogenics Solar-Collectors Screening Water Resources Qualification

- 
-

A.M, . Exhibits • Environmental ci.ncea Currkulum • Environmental Strom Testing Handbooi
15

P .M. Applications Climatics Solar-Materials Effect Assessment Growth
Applications Climatics Solar-Coatings Energy Alternates Quality2 Applications Climatics - Env. Litigation Economics Screening
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ABSTRACTS FROM
THE CURRENT LITERATURE

Copies of articles abstracted in the DIGEST are not available from the SVIC or the Vibration Institute (except
those generated by either organization). Inquiries should be directed to library resources. Government reports can
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN Z~~~plication of the Calculus of Variations to the
Existence and Bifurcation of Periodic Motions
in a Class of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

- T.L. Johnson
Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell Univ., 163 pp (1978)
UM 7817762

ANALYTICAL METHODS
Key Words: Normal modes , Nonlinear systems

The calculus of variations is applied to study part icular
periodic motion s in a class of two degree’of -fr eedom non.
linear conse rvative dynam ical systems. Motions which pass

79-199 th rough points of maximum potential energy (zero kinetic
Conservation Laws of Dynamical Systems Via D’A~ 

energy) and maximum kinetic energy (zero potential energy )
have been called nonl inear normal modes. Among all suchembert s Principle normal modes for a given system , the class of modes which

B. Vujanovic provide Jacob i’s Principle of Least Act ion with a true mini-
Inst. of Information Sciences and Elect ronics, Univ. mum are considered in this work . Al t of the results presented
of Tsukuba, 300-31 , Japan , Intl. J. Nonlin . Mech., In this work are independent of the value of system total
13 (3), pp 185-197 (1978) 18 refs energy . Thus , large nonlinear effects may be considered.
— Illustrative examples are included throughout.

Key Words: Numerical analysis , Dynamic sy stems

In thIs note a method is studied for finding the conserved 79-202
quantities of noncon servative holonomic dynamical system s. On a Stationarity Principle for Non-Con servative
In contrast to the class ical Noetherian approach, which is- . - - Dynam ical Systemsbased upon the variat ional princ iple of Hamilt on , the start-
ing point in this note Is based on the differential principle TM. Atanackovic
of D Alembert which is equally valid for conservative and Faculty of Technical Sciences, Univ. of Novi Sad,
nonconservative systems. In The second pan of th is note , 21000 Novi Sad, Yugoslavia , Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech ,
an attempt is med. to employ symmetry properties as a 13 (3) pp 139-i 43 (1978) 8 refs
vehicle for obtaining approximate solutions of linear and —

non-linear dynamical systems.
Key Words: Equations of moti on , Vari ational methods

A station arity principle for non -conservative , holonom ic
dynamical systems is formulated. It is based on the notion

79-200 of G&eaux directional der ivative . Its relation to the classical
Element Space. and Their Separation for Deter- 5~:~~~~~~~

Princi Pte with non’commutativ. vari ational

mining Bounds to Eigenvalues in Vibration Problems
E. Dokumaci
Faculty of Mech . Engrg., Ege Univ., Izm ir , Turkey ,
J. Sound Vib., 59 (4), pp 557-566 (Aug 22, 1978) 7~ 203
2 figs, 3 tables, l0refs Computational Aspects of Tine Integration Pro-

cedures in Stnsctural Dynamics. Part 2: Error Pro-
Key Words: Boundary value problems, Eigenvalue problems, pagatson
Finite element technique K.C. Park and C.A. Felippa

Structures Lab., Lockheed Palo Alto Res. Lab.,
In this paper the concept of convergent eigenvalue trnasfor- Palo Alto, CA, J. AppI. Mech., Trans. ASME, 45
metions Is introduced. The use of the finite element method ,~~ ~~~~ ~ , ‘~ i~ ~~

. ,~ 
—

,, Pp w,.~-v1 1 1Sept 1~ 78) ~ igs, 1~, refsfor obtaining close upper and lower bounds to the .1gm -
values of continuous systems In free vibration Is discussed.
Crlterie are derived for the determination of th. elements Key Words: Dynamic structural analysIs, Error analysis

- - - - which give upper and lower bounds to the elgmnvslu.s end
their applicabilIty Is discussed with referenCe to some vibes- The propagation of computational error In the direct t ime
tlon problems of beams. Integration of the equations of structu ral dynamics Is Inves-

3 8 I



-. tigsted. Asymptotic error propagation equations correspond- N. Sugimoto
ing to the computational paths are derived and verified by Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Faculty )f Engrg. Science,
means of numerical experiments. Osaka Univ., Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan, J. Ac~~ust.

Soc. Amer , 64 (4), pp 1190-1195 (Oct 1978) 4 figs,
B refs

79-204
The Inertial-Damping Collocation Approximation Key Words: Numerica l analysis , Elastic waves, Init ial value
(JOCA ) for Uncoup ling Fluid-Structure Interaction problems , Mode coupling
Problems 

. Ini tial value problems are solved numerically for the equa-F. DiMaggio , D. Ranlet , H. Bleich , and M. Baron tion s propo sed in a previous paper for describing the non-
Dept. of Civil Engrg. and Engrg,, Mechanics, Colum- linear mode coupling of elastic waves. Mode coupling arising
bia Univ., New York , NY 10027, Mech. Res. Comm., as a result of nonlinear in teractions between the main pulse
5 (4), pp 207-2 10 (1978) 4 refs end disturbance is investigated.

Key Words: ‘Interaction: structure-fluid
VAR IATIONAL METHODSThe doubly asymptotic approximation is presented and

applied in modal form . In this paper, an uncoupling scheme
is exhibited which, in addition to approaching exact steady
state solutions at zero and infinite frequencies, as the DAA 79-207
does, permits matching exact solutions at two intermediate Computational Aspects of Time Integration Proce-
frequencies. dures in Structural Dynamics. Part 1: Implementation

C.A. Felippa and K .C. Park
Structures Lab., Lockheed Palo Alto Res. Lab.,

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS Palo Alto , CA, J. App). Mech., Trans. ASME, 45 (3),
PP 595-602 (Sept 1978) 1 fig, 4 tab les , 12 refs

79-205 Key Words: Dynamic structural analysis , Error analysis
Analytical Experimental Correlation of a Nonlinear
System Subjected to a Dynamic Load A unified ~~~roach for the implementation of direct time

Integration procedures in structu ral dynamics is presented .J.C. Anderson and S.F. Masri Two key performsnce assessment factors are considered ,
Univ. of Southern California , Los Angeles, CA, viz., computational effort and error propagation.
ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-37

Key Words: Beams, Pipes (tubes), Nonlinear systems CRITERIA , STANDARDS, AND
Analytical and ex perimental studies of the dynamic re- SPECIFICATIONS
iponse of a system with geometric ~r.iI mater ial nonlin ear-
ity are describ.d. Dynamic excit atio n consists of sinuso idal
end impulsive base acceler at ion. The dynamic system , which 79-200Is repruentstlve of many prsctlcal cases Involving mechanical
equipment and piping sy stems, consi sts of a cantilever beam Noise in Ships
with a gapped support st the free end. The material non- J.C. Johnson
linearIty considers both the effect of y ielding and the effect Applied Res. Lab., The Pennsylvania State Univ.,
of strain rate on the Initial yield level. University Park , PA, Noise and Fluids Engineering,

W inter Annual Meeting of ASME , Atlanta, GA;
Nøv 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hickling, ad., ASME, N.Y.,

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS NY: 1977, pp 39-44 ,4 figs , 3 tables

Key Words: Standards and codes, Ships , Noise reduction,
79~ 9~ 

Vibration control

Numerical Investigation of Nonlinear Mode Coupling The matter of setting specific standard s for allowable noise
of El*stic Waves levels In commercial ships must necessarily be e cooperative
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venture between the state of sh ip registration, the ship- Is reviewed .
builder, and the slilpowner. While this Ia obviously a deli-
case and cumbersome background In which to work , the,,
have been impressive advances In the development of rash-
tic guals for maximum permissible noise level s and practical SURVEYS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES
techniques for noise and vibration control during the past
fIfteen ysers. This paper presents a summary of such goals
end techniques as agreed upon for the protection of ship 79211safety, end the health and comfort of ship occupants.

Automob~e Impact Teds. Volume 2. 1973-August-
1978 (A Bibliography with Abstracta)
E. Kenton

79-209 National Tech, Information Service , Springfield, VA ,
Aircraft Noise 163 pp (Aug 1978)
R.E . Russell NTIS/PS-78/0892/6GA
Noise Technology, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.,
Seattle, WA , Noise and Fluids Engineering, Winter Key Words: Bibliographies, Collision research (automotive)
Annual Meeting of ASME,- Atlanta, GA; Nov 27 -

Dec 2, 1977, A. Hickling, ad., ASME, N.Y.. NY: This bibliography covers impact tests for car design, for

1977, Pp 29-38, 23 figs studying passenger safety, and for design and safety of
highway structures and barriers. Imp.ct tests for car deisg n
Include areas such as collision research, research on standsrdKey Words: Regulations , Aircraft noise vehicles and their crashworthiness, damage susceptibility,
end automobile-bodyitructural studies for design of bump-An overview of cur rent and proposed comm.rcial airplane era, doors, end front end. Passenger safety studies includenoise regulations Is presented. Noise contributIons from the accident research, injury severity, biornechanics, kinematicsindividual components of a typical airplane powered by end modeling; anthropomorphic test dummy usage; designhigh bypass ratio engines are described followed by a die- of safety devices for occupant protection , such as belts andcussion of the con stituent elements of the airplane noise air begs; and pedestrian safety studies. Impact tests of high.reduction engineering process. A brief status report is pro~ way structures and barriers Include design and safe ty studiesvided on the state of techno loov of each of the major air- on median end treff Ic barr iers , crash cush ions, breakawayplane noise components. The scope o f .  required national sig~ and luminaire supports , gu.rdr. ils, bridge rails , andresearch effort is indicated , as Implied in recently proposed like structures. This updated bibliography contains 157aircraft noise regulatory requirements. abstracts, 28 of which are new entries to the previou s edition .

79-210 79-2 12
Regulation and Control of Ground Vehicle Noise Improved Passenger Equipment Evaluation Program
R. Hickling Technology Review
Fluid Dynamics Res. Dept., General Motors Res. A,L, DeVj(Iiers , A.L. Dow, R.B, Watson , and A. UherLabs., Warren , MI, Noise and Fluids Engineering, Unified Industries, Inc., Alexandria, VA., Rept. No.
Winter Annual Meeting of ASME, Atlanta, GA; FRA/ORD-78/38, 89 pp (May 1978)
Nov 27- Dec 2, 1977, A. Hickling, ed., ASME, N.Y., PB~283 659/1GA
NY: 1977, pp 19-28, 7 figs, 57 refs

- Key Words: Rail transportatIon, Vibration isolation, Sue-
Key Words: Regulations, Ground vehicles, Noise generation pension systems (vehicle s), Reviews

During the past decade, regulations were enacted in the USA The status of two foreign rail technol ogies Is analyzed In this
that are beginning to hare a sig nificant effect on the noise second of four semiannual reports. The two technol ogies
of newly-manufactured trensportatlon end construction are Trucks and Ceibody Construction. Trucks are discussed
vehicles, At the sam. time user preferences are continuing from the viewpoint of thur function In the rail vehicle sus-
to play a role in the control of vehicle noise . The develop- pension sy stem. ThIs function consists of vehicle guidance,
ment of the regulations is reviewed hare end possible future vibration Isolation, vehicle support, and traction and braking .
trends are discussed. To meet the regulatory standards and Several current trucks are reviewed, followed by a discussion
to satisfy user needs, it Is necessary to develop an Increased of radial-axle trucks. Carbody construction is reviewed from
understanding of the mechanisms of noise generation In 1965 forward. French technology, 1965 to 1976, Is covered ,

* vuisici Current knowledge of individual noise mechanisms followed by discussion of two modern trains, the TGV

_ _ _ _  - 
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(France) and the ET 403 (Germany), Advanced techno logIes 79-2 15
are then discussed, principally construction with aluminum Balancing Machines Reviewed
extrusions tollowad by a short discussion of composit e D.G. Stedelba~~rmaterials. Schenck Trebel Corp., Deer Park, Long Island, NV

11729, Shock Vib . Dig.. IQ (9), pp 3-9 (Sept 1978)
6 figs, 4 refs

79-213 Key Words: Reviews , Balancing machines

- Literature Review-Elastic Co.atanta for Airport ThIs article reviews the history of balancing machines and
Pavement Materials compares various types currently In use.

• JL. Green
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vick~~urg, MS. Rept. No. FAA-RD-76- 1 38, 141 pp 79-316
(Mar 1978) Tranaomic Blade Flutter: A Survey of New Develop.
AD AO56 195/1 GA mania

M.F . Platzer
Key Words: Reviews, Airports, Aircraft ianding areas, Pave- Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940,
ments, Vibratory techniques 

Shock Vib. Dig., 10 (9), pp 11-20 (Sept 1978)
A literature review was made to support in ongoing study 1 f ig, 77 refs
to develop a method for evaluatIng airport pavements based
on the layered elastic theory end using constants as deter. Key Words: Reviews, Blades, Fluster
mined from vibratory test results. The review covered the
definitions end relations between elastic constants, methods This paper is a review of current work In transonlc blade
used by various rase.rchers for measuring .Itic constants, flutter resserth. Aerodynamic theory and flow models are
and values of elastic constants found (or used) by vwio us summar ised. Analyses of supertonic and transonic flow past
reaserchers. The review also Included a study to determ ine 

~~ihlming caacules, blade row Interactions, and three-
the sensitivity of pavement responses to arbitrarily U5*IId dimensional unsta.dy flow througIt rotating annular cascades
values of elastic constants and an examination of the rela- we given. Experimental studies ire described.
tionihips between vibrator test results and elastic constants.

79-217 -
Recent Progress in the Dynamic Plastic Behavior of
Structures. Part I

A Review of Dynamic Re~ onae of C mpoites N. Jones

T.C. Lee and T.C.T. Ting Dept. of Ocean Engrg., Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., -

Dept . of Materials Engrg., lPinois Univ. at Chicago Cambridgn, MA 02139, Shock Vib. Dig., j .Q, (9)~
Circle , Chicago, IL , Rept. No. AMMRC-TR -78-20, pp 21-33 (Sept 1978)71 refs
141 pp (Apr 1978)
AD-A055 739/7GA Kay Words: Reviews, ~~nemic plasticity, Beams, Fibir

composites. Modal analysis, Trenweras sheer deformation
effects, Rotatory inertia effects, Interaction: structure-fluid

Key Words: Reviews, Con,poslte structures, Transient —

response, Harmonic waves This two-part article reviews the ih.rstura on the dynamic
- plastic response of str uctur es publ ished since 1975. The

The purpose of this project was to review the stun of the review focuses on th. behavior of tuch simple structural
art on the dynamic response of composites and to naggsst components as beams, plates, and shells subjected so dy-
possible future research directions. More than three hundred neinic loads that enras extensive plastic flew of material.
papers are reviewed end compiled at the end of this report. Part I deals with recent work on the behavior of ideal fiber-
The existing theories of the dynamic repsonas of compoeltas reinforced beams. hl ier modal response of beams, and

4 are summarized. The harmonic waves and transient wares influence of traiwasrse Wiser and rotatory lnertle, eppuoxi-
In, and the experiments on , composites are discussed. The mate methods of analysis, rapidly heated structures, fluid-
differences between various theories end possible future structure Intsraction, and dynamic plastic buckling. Pan ii
research directions are presented, contains a diseussion of a few numerical studies on the

_ _ _ _ _  
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dynamic plastic response of structures and some miscellan- COMPUTER PROGRAMSeous comments and concluding remark,

t~. MODAL ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
GENERAL

(Also see No. 243)

79-218
Mode Coupling in a Sound Channel with Range-
Dependent Parabolic Velocity Profile
F.S. Chwieroth, A. Nagi, H. Uberall, R.D. Graves, 792~~
arid G.L. Zarur Description of a Computer Program and Numerical
Dept. of Physics, Catholic Univ., Washington, D.C. Techniquea for Developing Linear Perturbation
20064, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., -~~~~ 

(4), 
~~ 1105-1112 Models from Nonlinear Systems Sinulationa

(Oct 1978) 7 figs , 27 refs J .E. Dietid onne
Langley Res. Center . NASA, Lang ley Station , VA ,

Key Words: Mode coupling Rept. No. NASA-TM-78710; L12114, 41 pp (July
1978)

Pierce and Milder hare developed a normal-mode theory N78-28865
with adiabatic separability for sound propagation In a chan-
nel whose environmental parameters depend not only on Key Words: Computer programs, Mathematical models,depth, but in a gradual fashion also on range. If range depen. P.IIUrbetIOn theory , NonlInear systemsdance is less gradual, the range equations become coupled
and energy transfer between modes takes place. We have A numerical technique was developed which generates

• investigated this coupling phenomenon for a parabolic linear perturbation models from nonlInear aircraft vehicleprofile model with linear range dependence, usIng a method simulations. The technique Is very general and can be appliedof approximate dlagonallzatlon for uncoupling the range to simul ations of any system that ii described by nonlinearequations, and have shown the energy transfer between
differential equations . The computer program used to gener-modes to become significant for sufficiently large range ate these models Is dIscussed, with emphasis placed onvar iations of the profIle.
geniretion of the Jacobian matrices , calculation of the co-
efficients needed for solvIng the perturbation model , and
generation of the solutIon of the linear differential equations.
An example application of the technique to a nonlinear
model of the NASA termInal configured vehicle is Included.

79-219
Understanding MOdal Analyóe
S.C. Walgrave and J.M. Ehlbeck

79-221Freightiiner Corp., SAE No. 780695, 16 pp, 19 figs,
6 refs SRS: A Program for Computing and Matching Shock

• Reaponr Spectra
M,R. PosohnKey Words: Modal analysis
Lawrence Livermore Lab., California Univ., Liver-

This article reviews the fundamentals of vibration theory more , CA, Rept. No. UCID-1 7735, 32 pp (Feb 10,
and discusses how the concepts used In describ ing the motion 1978)
of single mess-iprin damper system can be extended to N78-28382descrlb. the motion of structures and sy stems via model
analysis. The material presented progresses from a discussion Key Words: Shock response spectre, Computer programs
of a single maas-spring.damper system to modal propert ies
of mulsidegree of freedom syst ems to frequency respome A program named SRS is avaIlable on the T-DAC computer ,
and mode superposition methods. Although these techniqu es at B836, and at B864/858 for the calculation of shock
are not new, the Intent is to prevent the fundamentals of response spectra of pulse waveforms used In environmental
modal analysis for those not already well acquainted with the testing. The capabilities of the program are described and its
theory and techni ques involved, use Is illustrated by an example.
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79422 186 pp (Jan 1978)
Dynamic Finite Element Analyna of Two Compact AD-A056 544/OGA

A.S. Kobayashi, V. Urabe, S. Mall, A,F. Emery , and
W.J. Love Key Words: Computerized simulation. Trucks, Interaction:

vehicle-terrain, Computer programs, Manuals and handboalcs
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA , ASME Paper No.
78-Mat-i 7 Recorded simul ation control scheme is a method of gener-

ating realistic Inputs for vehicle shake tests. The scheme
Key Words: Computer programs, Crack propagation, Steels, involves generating axle displacement records by simulating
Finite element technique vehicle operation over the specified terrain, itoring the

• records In memory of a control system and using them to
A dynamic finite element code was used to compute the provide Input signals to the vehicle shaker. This user’s manual
dynamic stress intensity factors and crack arrest stress in. provides Instructions on Implementing the scheme.
tensity factors which are related to the crack run-arrest
responses In longitudinal and tranaverss wedge-loaded com-
pact specimens machined from A5338 and 1018 steels,
respectively. Measured crack velocities were used to pre-
scribe crack motions In the longitudinal and tranwerse
wedge-loaded compact specimens under fixed wedge die- 79 223
placements. Prediction of Satellite Substructure Response to

Acoustic Excitation. Volume 1: Application of the
rn

Dynamic Statistical Approach to the Prediction

79-223 Study of the Dynamic Characteristics of Satellite

Shake Testing of Vehicles Thtongk Recorded Sinula- LbatI~~~~~ Assemblies and of their V~ ratoiy

ties Control Scheme. ~~~~ 1 
Behavior in a Random Diffuse Acoustic Environment

A.B. Bogiiani. KM. Captain, and R.B. Fish Final Report (Application De L’Approche Dynasts.

Foster-Miller Assoc., Inc., Waltham, MA, Rept. No. que Statistiqise A LEtude Previelonelle Des Charac-
TAC-7622-VOL.1, TARADCOM-TR-12347-VOL-1 , teristlquea Dynainiques D’Aemnblages de Soua.

113 pp (Jan 1978) Structures de Satellites et de Leur Cainportesnest

AD-A056 543/2GA Vibratoke Date, line Anabiazace Acoustiqi.e AJeatoire
Diffuse)

Key Words: Computerized simulation, Trucks, Interaction: A. Bourgine, R. Tretout , P. Monteil , and J.P. Bobi-
vuhiclataiyaln, Computer programs chon

Direction Scientifique de Ia Resistance des Structures,
Recorded simulation control scheme described in this report Office National d’Etudes at de Recherches Aero-
Is a method of providing realistic inputs to a vehicle shaker. spatiales, Paris, France, Rept. No. RTS-5/3277;
The scheme involves generating ixIe displ.~.mant records ESA-CR(P)-1 048, 240 pp (Dec 1977) 

• 
-by simulating motion of the vehicle operation on the sp~ecI-

fled terrain, storing the records in memory of a controi ( In French)

shaker. A terrain-tire-vehicle model needed to simulate va
system and using them to provide input signals to the vehicle N78 28497

hide motion is developed. The vehicle selected for th. model Ks.y Word,; ~~acecreft, Acoustic response, Statistical
is a typical three axle military truck. The tires era ~~~emM analysis, Vibration response, Acoustic excitation
ad by any of these Independently developed models: point
contact model, rigid tread band modal, fixed footprint -

modal and adaptive footprint model. The possibility of predicting the vibratory behavior, in a
a - vlst spectral domain, of satellite structures consisting of

assemblies of various substructures in a random diffuse acous-
t ic environment was studied. In the theoretical pan, in which

79-224 • the dynamic statistical approach is used , the problem of
Recorded Sinulation Control Scheme. U.er s ManuaL ao~~~g assembly problems also with respect to forecasting

voi~n. II structural characterist ics is tr etad. The calculation of vibra-
tion transfer between structure arid equipment is dealt with.

14 A.B. Boghani and R.B. Fish Experiments performed with a satellite substructure consist-
Foster-Mifler Assoc., Inc., Waltham , MA, Rapt. No. Ing of three elements are described. The software used In

• - - TAC-7822.VOL-2, TARADCOM-TR- 1 2347-VOL-2, the study Is presented.
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79-226 Key Words: Spacecraft, Acoustic response , Computer(
Prediction of Satellite Substructure Reepoaae to programs
Acoustic Excitation. Volume 2: User and Program-
snag Manual of the PRA Software for the Cascade The ASS program permits the calculation of the dynamic

characteristics of a structure consisting of an assembly ofAar”.4Jy of Subatnictuies and for the Calculation two substructuras. The calculation is performed (IRIS 80)
of the R.epoaae of a Structure to an Acoustic 

~~ with machIne readable date spectra and frequencies) ob-
vicoasnenL FieaJ Report (Manuel. D Utiliaation et tam ed from tests. The number of data is optimized using
De Prograsnmation du Logiciel Pm D’As.emblage nymetric and hermicity properties of certaIn matrices. One
en CaaiaiIe de Scsi-Structures et de Calcu) ile ~ calculation Is performed in on. run of the data processing

routines, but several calculations cw~ be performed duringReuponar D une Structure a Un Environnesnent the same lob. A complete description of the program, in-
Acosatique) cluding flies used, memory requirement, command cards,
P. Montej l end G. LeDeunff error messages, and meanlnge, is given. All subroutines of
Direction Scientifique do Ia Resistance des Structures, th. program em Iistsd. - -

-

Office National d’Etudes et do Recherches Aero-
spatiales, Paris. France, Rapt. No. RTS-6/3277;
ESA-CR(P)-1048, 191 pp (Jan 1978) 79-228
(In French) Prediction of Satellite Substructure Reeponar to
N78 28498 Acoustic Exeitatio*. Volume 4: User and Program.

ming Manual of the SET Program for the Calculation
Kay Words: Computer Program5, Spacecraft, ACOustic of Stnieh.re-Equ~ m-st Tranéer. Final Report
re~sones (Mamsela D’Ut~im*ion at do Psogranimatios dv
The PRA program permits the ~~~~~~~~~~~ alc~~~~~ 

Logiciel SET do C.lcul de Tranelest Stnsctnre.
of the acoustic response of a structure from its dynamic ~ l~~flesl)
characteristics: it takes into account the prlnlcpal arithmetic P. MonteH
operations of the spectra, the trajectories, and also the Direction Scientifique de Ia Resistance des Structures ,
calculation of curtain predictive functions. It provides a link Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aero-with the programs SET and ASS A complete deacription
of the PRA computer program, Including Input file, out- spatiales, Paris, France, Rapt. No. RTS-8/3277;
put tile, user commends, necessary fields, posslbl• values, ESA CR(P) 1 048,50 PP (Jan 1978)

given. All subroutines of the program are listed. N78-28500
error messag.e and meanIngs, and memory requirement Is (In French)

- 
79-227 Key Words: Computer programs, Spacecraft equipment
Predictio. of Satellite Substnicti ue Reeponee t~ 

r.psonse, Acoustic excitation

Acoustic Excitation. Volume 3: User and Program- Th UT program permits the calculation of the acoustic15Mg Manual of the ASS Program for the Calcula. response of equipmert mounted on a structure from machine
ties of Dynamic Characteriatica of en Assembly of readeble date, In random order, obtained from tests. The
Two Substructures fr~~ the Dy s k  Ch~ acte~~ j~s calculation Is performed (IRIS 80) In one run and It is ‘ip to
of the Two w~ds Su struetwea. F~ II a.,~ 

the user to define and to o~lIect on input cards the test
_____ 

date to be used for date pi’ocssslng. A complete description(Mumsla D~UIâi..tl es at di Progr sdoss Di of the program, IncludIng files used, memory requirements,
~ Lugjei4 ASS Di Cecil Des am datijues ~, on input curds the test date to be used for date processing.

~~~Ji, . Dun ~
4—

~~~.ge de Deux SosoSlmetu,e. A complete description of the program. Including flies used,
Co— — ------t lee C&.i~~JII1qSIII Dysamiques di Ce. ms,toiy requirements, commend caids, error messages, and
Di~5M~~ P,in.. ~~~~~~ 

rnesnings, is given.

P. Monteil 
-

Direction Sclsntiflque do le Resistance des Structures, -

Office National d’Etudes at do Recherches Aero- 79-239
spstlilss, Pwis, Francs, Rapt. No. RTS.7/a277; Ussr’s GuM. for a Modular Flutter Analyds Software
ESA-CR(P)-1048, 85 pp (Jan 1978) Syat. (Fast Varelosl.O)
(In French) R.N. Dsnnarals and R.M. Bennett j
N78-28409 Langley Am. Center, NASA, Langley Station, VA ,
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V.

Rept. No. NASA-TM-78720, 147 pp (May 1978) 79-231
-
~ N78-28101 Bane Mechanions of Noise Generation by Fluids

‘- R.C. Chanaud
Key Words: Computer programs, Flutter, FAST (computer Dyne-Systems, Inc., Denver , CO. Noise and Fluids
progremi Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME,

Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, A. 1-lickling, ed.,
The use and operation of a group of computer programs to .4
perform a flutter analysis of a single planer wing are di- ASME, N.Y., N . 1977 , Pp 45-50, figs
scribed. This system of programs is called FAST for Flutter
Analysis System , and consists of five programs. Esch program Key Words: Noise generation, Fluid-induced excitation
performs certain portions of a flutter analysis and can be
run sequentially as a job step or individually. FAST uses The basic equations for the production of sound by fluid
natural vibration modes as input date arid performs a convert- motion are related. Model techniques that result from these
tional V1 type of solution. The unsteady aerodynamics equations help to clear ly define the natu re of a noise problem
programs in FAST are based on the subsonic kernel function on a complex machine and the dynamic verlebies that deter-
lifting-surface theory although other aerodynamic programs mine its magnitude. Noise control at the source . accom-
can be used. Application of the programs is illu strat ed by pllahed by lessening the magnitude of these verlebles, is
a sample case of a complete flutter calculation th at exercIs es discu ssed .
each program. 

-

79-232
Noise Calculation on the Basis of Vortex Flow

ENVIRONMENTS Modeli
J.C. )-iard,n
Langley Res. Center, NASA, Hampton, VA , Noise
and Fluids Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of

- ASME, Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2. 1977, A. Hick-
(Also see Noi. 208.209,210,274 .276,330 

ling, ed., ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977 , pp 59-68,9 figs, 21
344 357 373 374) refs

Key Words: Sound waves, Wave propagatIon

A technique for noise calculatIon on the basis of vortex flow
models It described. The “reflection principle” was ax-

Pseliweary Study of the Effect of the Turbulent tended to the whole class of potential flows which may be
Flow Field Around Complex Surface. on Their sowed by the method of Images. Several examples of such
Acoustic ~~i~tj s~ noise calculations are included.
WA. Olsen and D. Boldman
Lewis Res. Center, NASA, C’evetand, OH. Rept. No.
NASA-TM-78944; E-969 1, 32 pp (1978) 79.233

-: N78-28886 Ret ied Sinplified Formulae for Calculat ing the
• Speed of Sound inSea Water -

Key Words: Noise generation, Turbulence, Fluid-Induced 0. Ross
excit.etion Saclant ASW Research Centre, La Spezia, Italy ,
Fundamental theories for noise generated by flow over Rept. No. SACLANTCEN-SM-107 , 15 pp (Mar 15,
surfaces exist for only a few simple configurations. The role 1978)
of turbulence In noise generation by complex surfaces AD-A056 556/4GA
should be essentially the same as for sim ple configurations.
Examination of simple-surface theories Indicates that the Key WordL Underwater sound, Sound propagatIon
gsstiai distributIon, of the mwt velocity and turbulence
properties era sufficIent to define the noise emission. Mea- Recently-publIshed data on the speed of sound in water
uarements of these flow propertie. were made for a number as a function of temperature, salinIty, and pressure reveal

~~~ of simple and complex surfaces. The configurations were significant differences from former data. In the present
$ selected because of their acoustic characteristIcs are quits memorandum a number of simple equations are developed

different. from the new data. Sound speeds calculated using these
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equations are shown to be In agreement with the new data J.E. Sneckenberger
to w ithin 0.1 rn/s over a wide range of temperatures and Mech. Engrg. and Mechanics, West V irginia Univ.,salinities at atmo~theric pressure, and to within 0.5 rn/s Morgantown, WV , Noise and Fluids Engineering,at great depths, It is shown that the disagreement between

• experiments Is of such magnItude as not to merit equations Winter Annual Meeting of ASME, Atlanta, GA;
any moreprecise then those developed herein, Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, A. Hickling, ed., ASME, N.Y .,

NV: 1977 ,pp 131-136, l3figs ,2 tables

79-234 Key Words: Nozzles , Noise generation , Noise reductIon
Evaluation of the Annoyance Due to Helicopter The objectIve of the research reported In this paper was to
Rotor Noise reduce the noise level produced by the air-abras ive discharge
H. Sternfeld, Jr. and L.B. Doyle through the nozzle of an industrial blast system with out
Boeing Vertol Co., Philadelphia, PA, Rept, No. appreciably affecting the existing surface Improvement
NASA-CR-300 1, 74 pp (June 1978) performance. ExperImental development using noise reduc-

tion techniques extrapolated from aerodynamic jet noiseN78 24903 abatement methods led to several improved nozzle end add-
on silencer designs. The experiment al facilities developed for

Key Words: Helicopter rotors , Noise. Human respona, measurement of sou nd presser, level, abrasive flow rate and
Noise tolerance abrasive velocity are descr ibed.

A program was conducted in which 25 test subjects adjusted
the levels of various helicopter rotor spectra unt il the com-
bination of the harmon ic noise and a broadband backgr ound 79237
noise was ‘udged equally annoying as a higher level of the Diff ract ion Effect. of Baffles on Acouatic Direetivity
same broadband noise spectrum. The subjective meopire of Pattoma
added harmonic noise was equated to the difference in the W.J. Hughestwo levels of broadband nolle. The test participants also
made subjective evaluations of the rotor noise signatures Applied Res. Lab., Pennsylvania State Univ., Univer-
which they created. The test stimuli consisted of three de- Sity Park , PA , Rept. No. TM-77-304 , 171 pp (Nov
grees of rotor Impulsiveness, each presented at four blade 12. 1977)
passage rates. Each of these 12 harmonic sounds was corn- AD-A056 292/6GAbined with three broadband spectra and was adjusted to
match the annoyance of three differen t sou nd pressure
levels of broadband noise . Key Words: Baffles, Acoustic diffractIon

The acoust ic diffraction phenomena which occur at the
edges of a baffle Is investigated both experimentally and

79435 theoretIcally. Various sharp-edged and cylindrical-edged
Factory Noise: Its Generation and Control baff les ware constructed in which geometry, impedance.

and structural resonances were controlled. Data ware ob-T.A. Dear tam ed as a functIon of incident pressure, angle of IncIdence,Aooustics & Noise Control, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and frequency, using two tranaducert, one In the far field
& Company, Wiimington, DE, Noise and Fluids and one on the baffle surface. Also Investigated I. the effcict
Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME, At- of placing small scattering barriers at the edge of rigid be ff1.
lanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2. 1977, A. Hickling, ed., surfaces.
ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977, pp 7-18, 7 figs, 2 tables ,
11 rots

RANDOM
‘VKey Words: Machinery noise, Noise reduction. Industrial (Also see No. 288)

facilities 4
Case histories and new tools for the control of machinery 79.238noIse are presented.

The Energy Envelope of a Randomly Excited Non-
Linear Oscillator
J.B. Roberts

79-236 School of Engrg . and App). Sciences , Univ. of Sussex ,
Mr-Abra.ve Blast Noise Brighton BN1 gOT. UK , J. Sound Vib., 60 (2),
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pp 177- 185 (Sept 22~ 1978) 10 refs This paper presents an analytical study of the cova riance
kernels of a damped linear two-degree-of-freedom system
that is subjected to spatially correlated nonstationery ate-Key Word ;: Random excitation , Oscillators , Non -linear chast ic excitation consi sting of modulated wh ite noise . Atheories unit-step intensity function end an exponential function,
resemblin g the envelope of a typical earthquake, are con-The exact differential equation for the energy envelope of sidered in conjunction with a propagating disturbance.a randomly excit ed non-linear oscillator is app roximated Resu lts of the analysis are used to determine the dependenceby a time -averaging procedure . The resu lting equation ShOWS of the peak transient mean-square response of the systemthat , if the damping is sufficiently light and the correlat ion on the uncoupled frequen cy ratios , mass ratios , wave props-time scale of the exc itat ion process is sufficiently small , gatlo n speed, shape of the intensity function, and systemthe energy envelope can be approximated as a one-dimen- damping .sional Merkov process , governed by an appropri ate Fokker-

Planck equation. The physical significance of the various
terms in this latter equation is emphasized.

SEISMiC
(Also see Nos. 256, 355, 377)

79.239
The Effect of a Feedback Operation on the Probabil- 79.241
ity Distribut ion of a Non-Stationar y Non-Linear Structural Walls in Earthquake-Resistant Buildings.
Vibrator y System with an Arb itrary Random Input Dynamic Analysis of Iso lated Structural Walls -
M. Ohta , M. Nishimura , and S. Hiromitsu Psuasnefric Studies
Dept. of Electrical Engrg., Hiroshima Univ., Hiro- A.T. Derecho, S.K. Ghosh , M. lqbal , G.N. Freska kis ,
shima, Japan, J. Sound Vib ., -~~ (4), pp 533 555 and M. Fintel

• (Aug 22, 1978) 4 figs, 1 table , 13 rets Construction Tech . Labs., Portland Cement Assoc ,
Skokie , IL, Rept. No. PCA-SER-1587 , NSF/RA-

Key Words: Random excitation , Statistical analysis 78005, 233 pp (Mar 1978)
PB-283 705/2GAThis paper provides a new method for the unified statistical

treatment of the output probability expressions, when an
arbitrarily distributed and correlated random signa l is passed Key Words: Earthquake resistant structures , Walls , Parame-
through a class of time-variant vibrato ry sy stem having a tar identification technique
non-linear element in the forward path and a linear element
of finite memory type in the feedback path . The statisti ce l The results of a parametric study to identify the most signifi-
expressions derived can reflect various effects of the feed back cant structura l and ground motions parameters, as these
operation due to the linear element into the second and affect the dynamic inelastic res ponse of isolated structural
higher expansion terms of series soluti ons. The method walls , are presented. The parameters examin ed include in-
essentially depends on an introduction of the multivariete tanslty, duration and frequency content of the ground
statistical Laplace expansion method which includ es the mot ion and the following variables relating to the structure :
statistical Lagrange expansion msthod reported previous ly, fundamental period, yield level in flexu re, yield stiffne ss
The experimental resu lts obtained by means of digita l simula - rat io , unloading and ieload lng parameters character izing the
tion are in good agreement with theory . decreasing stiffness hysteretic loop essun ed for the model,

damping, stiffness, and strength taper along height of struc-
ture, end base fixlty condition.

79-240
Response of a Multi degree-of-Freedom System to 79.242
Nonstationary Random Excitation Architectural Design of Build ing Components for

~ I S.F. Masri Earthquakes
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Southern California , G.M. McCue, A. Skaff , and J.W. Boyce
Los Angeles, CA , J. Appl. Mech., Trans. ASME, MBT Associates, San Francisco , CA, Rept. No. TX-

~~ 

- 45 (3), pp 649-656 (Sept 1978) 10 figs, I table, 11-601, NSF1RA-780159, 233 pp (1978)
l5refs PB-283 571~~GA

excitation member,, Seismic response- 
-~ Key Words: Multidegree of freedom systems , Random Key Words: Earthquake resistant structures, Structural
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Review of the dynamic prlnicp les governing site and building M.M. Swisdak . Jr.
response provides the basis for a conceptual modal of build - White Oak Lab.. Naval Surfa ce Weapons Center ,
ing and component interaction during earthqu akes. This Silver Spring, MD, Rept. No. NSWCIWOL/TR-76.conceptual modal consists of: a four-part Dynamic Model.

• which describes the variou s elements of a building, their 116, 112 pp (Feb 22, 1978)
interact ive relationships during earthquake s, and the effect AD A056 694/3GA
of their interaction on overall building response; and, the
dynamic environment, which describes the nature of the Key Words: Underwater explosions , Explos ion effects
seismic motions that a component will be subjected to In
a particu lar location of a building. Any given component This report updates an earlier report. The tables , charts,will have Its own particular dynamic environment. The and graphs contained herein show the effects of explosivesconceptual model is then applied to architectural design deton ated underwater.procedures: two studies illustrate the design of building
components according to the principal s of the model: - in
a case study of an enclo su re wail system, design objectives
are defined, alternative design concepts studi ed, and the well 79-245
designed to mast the given seismic design criteria; - a study 

Response of Shallow-Buried Structures to Bu stof selected ceiling and partition systems defines generic
Loadsceiling systems and partitions, discusses their possible re-

sponses to input motion s, Ident ifies potentially damaging S.A. Kiger and J.P. Balsara
responses, and suggests means of achieving compatib ility Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station.between systems. Vick~~urg, MS, l4pp (June 1978)

AD-A056 455,~GA

79-243 Key Words: Undergr ound structures, Hardened Installations ,
Dynamic Response of Reinforced Concrete Struc- Blast response , Vulnerability, Nuclear explosions
hues

Hardness levels of shallow-burled struct ures for vu ln.rabll-S.K . Sharma Ity studies are primarily obtained from calculations using . -Construction Engrg. Res. Lab. (Army), Champaign, an undamped single-degree-of-freedom ISDOF) elastic-
IL. Rept. No. CERL-SR-M-243, 28 pp (July 1978) plast ic model , Recent and past tests on burled structures are
AO-A056 627/3GA discussed. 

-

Key Words: Earthquake resi stant structures , Reinforced
concrete, Finite element technique, Beam-columns, Corn- 79-246puter programs 

A Study of the Flow Field Induced by an Explosion
Near the GroundBeam-column and plane stre ss finite elements were described

for an inelastic analysis of plane AC structures under earth- J.H.B . Anderson
quake-type ground motion. Material non linearit les in the Defence Research Establishment , Suf f ield Ralston , 

. 
-

beam-column finite element were taken Into account by Alberta , Canad a , Rept. No. DRES-TN-424 , 27 ppconsidering cycl ic inelastic deformations throughout the (Apr 1978)element . The plane stress finite element allowed for cracki ng
AD-A056 665/3GA• of the element In tension . These elements were incorporated

In the DRAIN-2D computer program , which was determined
to be flexible and effic ient. Preliminary results for simple Key Words: Explosions , Shock waves
structures showed that , with the addition of new finite
elements described In this report, this program would be An experiment is described in which an attempt was made
very useful for practical lnv.stigatior’-s of AC structures, to investigate the phenomenology of an alvburst explosion ,

in partIcular those phenomena related to the interaction of
the blast wave with the ground beneath the cherga. The
experIment conducted under tree-field conditions Is de-

SHOCK acri~~~.(Also see Nos. 221,302,316, 333,361) - 
-

79.244 • 79-247

Explosion Effects and Pmp1sstiea. Part IL Ezplosio. Craa Testing of Nuclear Fuel Sl4ping Containers• Effect. In W.*er R.M. Jefferso n and HR. Yoshimura

- JV. •

~~~
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Sandia Labs., Albuquerque. NM, Rept. No. SAND- Frontal crash testing techniques for automobiles are in-
77~1462,50 pp (Dec 1977) ve~~~ted. A comparison of the 0°-cresh (vertical against

a fixed barrier) at 30 mph end a 30°-angled crash against• N78-28467 a fixed barrier shows th at the 30° crash Is prefsr ~~ie.
L • -

Key Words: Shipping containers , Transportat ion effects .
Collision research (automotive)

TRANSPORTATION
In an attempt to understand the dynam ics of extra severe (See No. 247)
transportation accidents and to evaluate state-of-the-art
computational techniques for predicting the dynamic re-
sponse of shipping casks involved in vehicular system crashes,
a program was initi ated to Investigate these areas. Com-
putational method s for predicting the effects of the accident PHENOMENOLOGYenvironment were utilized and the damage Incurred by a
container as the result of such an accident was calcul ated.
The second phase involves the testIng of 118 scale models
of transportation systems. Through the use of inst rumsn ta.
tion and high-speed motion photography, the accident en- COMPOSITEvironments and physical damage mechanIsms wets studied (Also see No. 214)In detail . After correlating the results of these first two
phases, a full scale event Involving representative hardware
was conducted. Results indicate that both computat Ional 4

techniques and scale modeling are VIable engineering ap- 79450
ptoeches to studying accident environments and Physical A Comparative Study on Tranatrerac ~Jastic Wave
damage to shipping casks. Propagation las Laminates: Subsonic Case

R.J. Alfrey and R.A. Scott
Dept. of AppI. Mech . and Engrg. Science, The Univ.

79-248 of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml 48109, J. Sound Vib..
Perfonnance of Advanced Passive RestraInt. 60 (2). pp 239-250 (Sept 22, 1978) 8 figs, 31 refs
R.W . Carr
Dynamic Science , Inc., SAE Paper No. 780679, Key Words: Layered materials, Composite structures.
8 PP. 2 figs, 2 tables PerIodic respoon, Moving loads

Many approximate theories have bien advanced for theKey Words: Colli sion research (automotive), Safety ra- 
~~~~~ of elastic wave prop.gstion In layered composites.strairit systems Most comparisons between these theories and the linear
theory of elasticity have been restricted to cases of harmonicA program to integrate advanced restraint eystems into a wave propagation. In this paper, such comparisons are made• small production vehicle and to evaluate their performance In a somewha t more demanding context: namely, the steady- 

-over a variety of impact conditions Is described. The vehicle stat. response of an unbounded periodically layered mediumselected for this program win the 1976 Volvo 244 and the to a moving subsonic load, simulated by a self-equilibratingrestrelnt systems used were those developed for the Mini- body foecs Both the load speed as’cl load thickness arecars RSV. • 

adj ustable , lendi ng a valu able flex ibility to the study.

79-249 79-351
FioutalCraá-Testing Techniques (8.itra~ ant The Resonance-Impedance Method as a Meana for

- - - - lesuetik dee Fiontal-Crach-Testa) Quality Control of Advanced Fibre Reinforced PIaa-
-
I ~ 

J. Fischer tic ~~~~~• Friedenstrasse 76, 7542 Schomberg 4, Automobll- R.J. Schliekelmann
tech. Z., 80 (9), pp 407-413 (Sept 1978) 11 figs , Technological Centre, Royal Netherlands Aircraft

~ 

10 rets Factories, Fokker , Schlphol-Oost, In: AGARD ,
(In German) Non-destructive ln~~ection Relation sh ips to Aircraft

_____ 

Design and Materiel, 16 Pp (Mar 1978)

TestIng techniques

49

Key Words: Collision ,aae.rdt Isutomotive), omoblIe~ N78-26475
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Key Words: Fiber composites , Laminates, Resonant fre- Key Words: Flutter, Aerodynamic loads
quencles, impedance

The development of the equations of dynam ic equilIbrium
The principles of the resonance frequency/Impedance math- for a lifting surface from Lagrange’s equation Is reviewed
ad are discussed. Detection of laminate th ickness variations , and restated for general exponential growing end decaying
matrix density vari ations , and delarninstions Is considered oscillatory motion. Aerodynamic forces for this motion are
along with application of the m.thod -to Inspection of ad- obtained from the th ree-dimensional supersonic kernel
vanced composite structures, function that Is newly generalized to complex reduced

frequencies. Illustrative calculations were made for two
flutter models at supersonic Mach numbers. Preflutter and
postflutter motion isodecrsment cuvves were obtained.

DAMPING

79-254
79.252 Noise Radiated from Hydraulic Circuits

Equivalent Viscous Damping of Elasto-Plastic Sya- H.R. Martin
teme Under Si uaoidal ~~~~~~ 

UnIv. of Water loo. Waterloo , Ontar io, Canada,
R.G. Merritt ASME Paper No. 78-DE-23
Construction Engrg . Res. Lab. (Army), Champa ign ,
IL , Rept. No. CERL-SR-M-242 , 27 pp (July 1978) Key Words: Hydraulic equipment , Noise generat ion

AD.A057 225/5GA This paper present s experimental data showing the distribu-
tion of vibration and radiated noise from a typical hydraulic

Key Words: V iacous damping circuit. Relationships between component surface move-
ment and the resultant Lp levels can be seen, together with

This report addresses the possibility of establishing a simple the excitati on of component casing modes. The effect of
algorithm applicable to structural design that would provide Increase of hydraulic load is also demonstrated,
information on a nonlinear structural system baied on
information or a linear damped structural system. Two -
variables were considered — geometric stiffness and resonant
amplitude. SOIL

ELASTIC 79-255
(See No. 311) Torsional Soil-Structure Interaction Effect.

P.C.-K. Lam
Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Akron , 204 pp (1978)

FATIGUE UM 7819074 -

(See No 26O) 
• •

Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure, Torsionnl response

Closed-form solutions expressing the torsional soil-structure
FLUID interaction effects are developed by a semi-Inverse method

(Also see Nos. 230,290,294) with the aid of Laplace and Hankel transforms. Numerical
results are obtaIned by Iteration of a structural model sub-
ject to the El-Centro , Call~omi. earthquake of May 18,
1940 end - an ideal ramp-sinusoidal ground acceleration.
Interaction effects are evaluated by comparing the free-field
response spectrum with the output acce lerat ion respons e

Analy.. of Pseflutter and Postilutter Charicteristics spectrum. For the soil-structure mechanism Investigated.
with Motion-Matched Aerodynamic Force. - interaction effects evaluated by an existi ng equivalent spring-
H.J. Cunnin gham dsihpot solution are found to be In good agreement with
La ~ u Res Center NASA Len le Station VA those determined from the closed-form continuum formula-ng . , , g y 

‘ tions of the torsio nal interaction problem. In addition .Rapt . No. NASA-TP-1232 ; L-12109 , 33 pp (July numerical results indicated that the torsional soil-structure
1978) Interaction effects are signIficant in the seismic analysis
N78-28481 • of structural buildings
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79-256 in the granular material by aIrcraft loading .
Soil Structure Interaction in an Arbitrary Seissnic

• Environment
A.J. Gomez-Masso VISCOELASTIC
Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Texas at Austin , 311 pp

~1978)
UM 781764 1 79-259

Uniaxial Pulse Propagat ion in a V iscoelaatic Medium
Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure, Seismic excitation Governed by a Boltrni~itn Superposition Integral

J.E. Cole. Ill and A. BarakatA plane str ain method for soil-structure interaction analysis
valid for a completely general seismic excitation with an Dept. of’ Mech. Engrg., Tufts Univ., Medford, MA
approximation for 3-dimensional geometry has been devel- 02155, J. Sound Vib., 59 (4), pp 567-576 (Aug 22,
ooad . This method consi sts of the superposition of the free 1978) 5 figs, 11 refs
field motions and the interact ion motions, and it is carried
out by the com puter program CREAM developed for the

Key Words: Wave propagation, Viscoelastlc mediaCOC 1600 System .

The problem of pulse propagation through a linear viscoelas-
tic medium is formulated by using the Bolt zmenn superposl-

79 257 tion integral. The relaxation times and coefficients which
describe the modulu’s of a real material are therefore used

Propagation and Decay of Waves in Porous Media directly in the formul ation. The basic equation governing
V. Mengi and HO. McNiven the wave motion is a partial integro-dIfferential equation.
The Middle East Tech. Univ., Ankara , Turkey , J. The resulting Initial value prob lem Ii solved via Laplace
A~~ust. Soc. Amer. , 64 (4), pp 1125-1 131 (Oct transforms and the asymptotic behavior of the solution Ii

discussed. Pulse shapes for a real material (monodlspersive1978) 1 fig. 7 refs
poiystrene) are calculated by using the numer ical procedure
of Dubner and Abate to evaluate the Inverse Laplace trans-

Key Words: Wave propag ation . Porous materials , Fluid - forms.
filled media

A study is made of -the propagation of wave fronts in two
types of fluid -filled porous media, anisotrople and Isotropic. EXPERIMENTATIONThe characterist ic equation governIng wave propagation
velocities In anisotropic media Is obtained by using the

• motion of surface. of discontinu ity . -

BALANCING
(See No. 215)

79-258
Comparison of Soil Moduli Obtained from Non-
Destructive Dynanic Testing and Conatitutive Eqea- DIAGNOSTICS
W .H. Highter
Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engrg , Clarkson

79-260College of Tech., Potadam , NV , Rept. No. AFOSH-
- Acoustic Emission Monitoring During Rupture TestTR-78-i 056, 42 pp (1978) 

of Presume Ve.eI and Laboratory Fracture TedAD-A055 670/4GA
N. Ohtsuka , M. Nakano , and H. Ueyama
Chiyoda Chemical Engrg. and Construction Co., Ltd.,Key Words: Aircraft lending areas. Pavements, Nondestruc-

tive testing, Conititutive equations Kanagewa, Japan, ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-1 8

This report describe, an effort to determine the degree of Key Words: Diagnost ic techniques, Acoustic techniques,
agreement between modull of airfield granular bees materials Pressu re vessels
as measured by a nondestructive (vibratory) pavement
evaluation procedure and as predicted from conuiltutive The pwpose of this paper is to try to make clear the cor-

51

equations that rSlat~ ,nodull to states of st ress Induced relation between acoustic emission IAE) monitoring during

-
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F, a hydropveeaarlzing rupture test of a model vessel and during control as well as measurements of physical properties.
its simulating laboratory teats, discussing the rsIatlonth~ Application areas and instrumentation used are discusaed.
between AE and fracture mechanics-

79-264
79-261 Torsional Vibration Measurements in Preventive
Testing the Behavior of Structures Maintenance of Rotating Madsinery
R.W . Lally H. Hershkowitz
PCB Piezotronics , Inc.. Buffa lo , NY , TEST, 

~~ New Jersey Div., Scientific-Atlanta , Inc., Randolph
(1/2). pp 10-15 (Aug/Sept 1978) 8 figs Park West , Route 10, Randolph Township, NJ

07801, 5th NatI. Conf . on Power Transmission, Proc.,
Key Words: Diagnostic techniques Chicago , IL , pp 161 -1 69 (Nov 7-9, 1978) 12 figs,

3 tables , 5 ref sTechnology for monitori ng mechanical, hydraulic, pneu-
matic and acoustic structures is summarized. It in~rolves the
nature and behavior of models, excltars, sensors, and com- Ke~r Words: Diagnostic techniques , Torsional vibration,
puters. Rotating structures, Machinery

This paper covers several awects in the applIcation of tor-
sional vibration measurements to preventive maintenance

79-262 of rotating machInery. The purpose of making such measure-
Non-Destructive lnqeetioss s.f Composite Materials ments is to verIfy that the sy stem is performing to the criteria

established by the manufacturer and that various componentsfor Aircraft S ~uctural App atiosu of the system are in proper working order.
D.E.W. Stone
Structures Dept., Royal Aircraft Establish ment ,
Farnborough, UK , In: AGARD , Non-d estructive
Inspection Relationships to Aircraft Design and 19-265
Material , 18 pp (Mar 1978) Monitoring and Diagnosing Process Deviations in

Marine Diesel EnginesN78-26474
H. Fagerland, K. Rothaug, and P. Tokle

Key Words: Nondestructive tests , Fiber composites Ship Research Institute of Norway, Inst. of Marine
Engrs., Tech. Repts., Trans., Vol. 90, 5cr. A, Pt. 7,

The capabilities and limitations àf various nondestructive pp 321-349 (1978)13 figs , 14 rets
inspection techniques to detect defects in fiber reinforced
plastics are reviewed. Emphasis I placed on carbon fib~ Kay Words: Diagnostic techniques, Marine engines. Dieselreinforced plastics. Difficulties in transferring laboratory engl~~techniques to prototype and production structural com-
ponents are discussed along with problem areas. The role of m~ piper oescribas the basic principles and recent exper-acou stic emission in nondestructive Inspection is considered . 

~~~ with condition monitoring and fault dlagn. s1s in
marIn, diesel engines. A condition monitoring system forms
the besis of a condition.based maintenance system. Three
different condition monitoring systems are described. A79.263 survey of monItoring objectives as wail as system layout

Dyasunic No destructive Testing of Materials and service experiences Is given. A computer based dlagnos-
EM. Uygur tic system is described. Both the theory behind the system
Dept . of Metallurgical Engrg., Middle East Technical and service experiences are given.
Univ., Ankara , Turkey, In: AGARD , Non-destructive
Inspection Relationships to Aircraft Design and
Materials, 43 pp (Mar 1978)
N78-26470 Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic

System (AIDAPS) - Teat Cell Data Collection and
Key Words: Nondestructive tests T.ChIIiCI1 Support
It is shown that damping or internal frlctLn a.ai frequency J.V. Hickey
measurements can be used for fl~~ detect ion and quality Bell Helicopter Textron, Fort Worth, TX, Rept. No. I52
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USAAVRADCOM-TR-78 -4 , 4~~ pp (Aug 1977) The feasibili ty of measu ring JT9O propulsion system flight
AD-A055 38519GA inertia loads on a 747 airpl ane is studied . Flight loads beck-

ground Is discussed including the current status of 747/
JT9D loads knowledge. An instrumentation and test plan

Key Words: Aircraft, Diagnost ic techniques is formulated for an airline -owned in -service airplane and the
Boeing.owned RAOO1 test airplane. Technical and cost

This report cover; the work accomplished in direc t support compari sons are made between these two options. An overall
to th. AIDAPS proto type development. Work covered technical feasibility evalu ation is made and a cost summary
includes: test cell data for the AIDAPS developer to use presented . Conclusions and recommendations are presented
in determining diagnostic and prognostic logic: collection in regard to using existing inertia load s data versu s conduct-
of engln.erlng data and technical support for AIDAPS ing a flight test to measure inertia loads.
integration into the OH-i and AK-i aircraft ; and providing
technical representation at AIDAPS development sites.
AIOAPS was intended for use in Army aircraft and was
intended to be used to reduce maintenance cost end improve 79 269
flight safety by continuous in-flig ht monitori ng of aircraft An Ultraaonic Nondestructive Test Procedure for
subsystems.

the Early Detection of Fatigue Damage and the
Prediction of Remaining Life
J.M. Carson

79.261 Ph.D. Thesis, Drexel Univ., 94 pp (1978)
Potential Applications of Acoustic Emission Tech- UM 7817991

nology u a Nondestructive Evaluation Method for
Naval Aviation Ground Support Key Words: Nondestructive tests , Ultrasonic techniques ,

Fatigue (materials)W .F. Hartman
Knoxv ille, TN, Rept. No. NAEC-92-127, 19 pp The goal of nondestructive testing may be simply expressed
(July 5, 1978) as the detection and complete specificatio n (size , shape,
AD-A056 650/5GA - orientation , etc. ) of flaws. This is seldom possible , however.

The most dangerous flaw is one that is crack-li ke or that
serves as a crack Initiation site. A procedure to detect andKey Words: Aircraft, Aircraft equipment , Nondestructive estimate fatigu e damage occurring as such a site is reported.

tests, Diagnostic techniques. Acoustic techniques

This report presents the reiults of a survey of the potential
use of acoustic emission monitoring for specific inspection
and maintenance tasks in perfor mance of ground support EQUIPMENTof Naval aircraft . One potential applicatIon , detecting corro-
sion in compo si tes, Is identifi ed as worthy of an implementa-
tion study, since the U.S. Air Force has already proven
feasibility. Feasibility studies are recommended for AE
detection of defects in landing gr.ar, cockpit canopies, fuel 79-270
tanks, helicopter rotor blades , retreaded tires and fan blades. Frequency Axis Nonnalization Techniques for
Research and development programs are suggested for bear- Rotating Machinery AnalysisIng noise analysis, w,ld Inspection, and damage assessment 

~~. Flinkin composites.
Rockland Systems Corp., West Nyack , NY , SN.
Sound Vib., 12 (9). pp 4-6 (Sept 1978) 6 figs

79.268 Key Words: Spectrum analyzers
JT9D Engine Diagnostics. Tadi 2: Feasibility Study
of Meaainng in-Service Jiigi~ L0nd5 A spectrum analyzer is described by means of whIch the user

can zoom and frequency normalize at the same time This
P G. Kafka , M.A. Skibo , and J.L. Wh ite occurs because the frequency transl ato r usa, en all-digital
Boeing Commercial Air plane Co., Seattle , WA , Rept . architecture and an algorithm that makes the center fre-
No. NASA-CR-135395; D6-44664 , 68 pp (Oct 15, qu.ncy end bandwidth of th , translator proportional to the
1977) sampling rate clock. (Not every alidigital translator possess-

es these properties). Another advantage of all-digital in-N78-27 124 plamsntat lon Is that It is drift-free, end, of cou rse , pre-
serves high accuracy and dynamic range regardless of the

Key Words: Aircraft engines, Diagnostic tachniques frequency magnification employed.
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FACILITIES TECHNIQUES
(Also see Nos. 249 , 288, 380)

79-273
19-271 Modal Confidence Factor in Vibration Testing
Dynamic Analysis of Electrohydraulic Shaking Tables SR .  lbrahim
D. Rca , S. Abedi-Hayati , and Y. Takahashi Old Dominion Univ., Norfo lk , VA , J. SpacecraftEarthquake Engrq. Res. Center , California Univ., Rockets , 15 (5), p 313 (Sept/Oct 1978) 3 figs, 4
Richmond, CA , Rept. No, UCB/ EERC~77/29, NSF/ tables, 4 refs
RA-770529, 66 pp (Dec 197 7)
P8-282 569/3GA Key Words: Vibration tests , Modal tests

Key Words: Electrohydr aulic shaker ;, Mathematic al models, The modal confidence factor (MCF) Is a number calculated
Earthquakes , Simul ation for every identified mode for a st ructure under te st. The

MCF varies from 0.00 for a distorted nonlinear , or noise
The frequency re sponse chara cteristics of two shaking tables mode to 100.0 for a pure structur al mode. The theory of
have been determined experimentally. The lighter table , the MCF is based on the correlation that exists betwee n the
weighing 2,000 lb (900 kg), was used primarily to determine modal deflection at a certain station and tha modal defiec-
the effects of a resonant structure on a shaking table ’s fra- tion at the same station delayed in time. The theo ry and
quanc y response. The heavier table , weighing 100,000 lb application of the MCF are Illustrated by two experiments.
(45,300 kg) , was used primari ly to determine the affect s of The first experiment deals with simulated responses from a
foundation compliance on a shaking table ’s fr ecuency two -degree-of-freedom system with 20%, 40%, and 100%
response . Mathematical models were formulated for bo th noise added. The second experiment was run on a generalized
tables, and the models were refined by adjusting paramete rs payload model. The free decay res ponse from the payload
to obtai n the best corre spondence between the computed model contained 22% noise.
and experimental frequency responses. The mathematical
models were then used to study the effects of a resonant
structure and of foundation compliance on the fr equency
responses of shaking tables and on the ability of shakIng 79-274 -
tables to reproduce earthq uake-type motions. Acoustic Impedance Measurement Using Sine Sweep

Exc itation and Known Volume Velocity Technique- R. Singh and M. Schary
Carlyle Compressor Co., Carr ier Corp., Syracuse,

INSTRUMENTATION NY 13221, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 64 (4), pp 995-
(Also see No. 275) 1003 (Oct 1978) 8 figs , 2 tables , 14 refs

Key Words: Acoustic Impedance, Measurement techniqu es

The direct determination of acoustic impedance require s
79-272 - the measurements of both pressure and volume veloc ity, but

- she latter in general cannot be measured directly. Thus , otherQuality Contro l of Thenno.ets
means must be adopted to bypass this measurement problem .A L. Hasse l 

- . This paper presents two methods which utilize excitation of
Instrument Product s Dlv ., DuPont Co., WI lmington , a system with known volume velocity . Thii , along with
DE, lndus. Res., pp 160-163 (Oct 1978) 4 figs , measured pressure res ponse, provides both magnitude and
7 rots phase of impedance as continuous functions of frequency.

The first method uses a convertible acoustic horn driver for
excitation , The second method uses for exci tation en electro-Key Words: Vibration analyzers dynamic shaker driv en piston which carries en accelerometer.

Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DuPont 9811 Is described 4
which provides Information on the degree of cures of thermo-
sets and permits assessment of their ultimate properties. 19-275
~~n

0
c~

s 
a a ~ c 

the relationship between 
Investigation of Torsional Vibrations on Commercial

to overcome amplitude decay is used to calculate energy V ebicks ‘ Part 2 (Toruioasecbwingungawster.ucliun.
sbeorption term , tan 5. gess hal Nutafahreeugen)
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E. Lauster and W. Maier S.H. Loewenthal
Spiegelberg 5, 7759 lmmenstaad , Automobiltech. Z., Lewis Res. Center , NASA, Cleveland, OH, Rept. No.
80 (9), pp 417-42 1 (Sept 1978) 23 figs NASA-TM-78927; E-9667, 10 pp (1978)
(In German) N78-26444

Key Words: Measurement techniqu es, Measuring equipment , Key Words: Shafts , Power tran sm ission sy stem s, Design
Torsional vibrations , Trucks . Gearboxes techniques , Fatigue life

Measurement techniques and equipment used for measure - A new standard for the design of transmission shafting Is
ment of vibrations by gearbox manufacturers are presented . reported . Computed was the diameter of rotating solid steel
Most critical vibrations or iginate outside the gearbox and the Waits under combined cyclic bending and steady torsion is
authors discuss which vibration s influence the gearbox. presented . The formula is based on en elliptical variation of
The input shaft end connections to the output flang e are endurance strength with torque exhibited by combined
preferred measuring points , however , measurements can also stress fatigue data. Fatigu e factors are cited to correct sped-
be taken at other point s of the drive line , e.g., engine, the men bending endurance strength data for use In the shaft
drive shaft , or the axle drive . The method is illustrated in formula. A design example illustrates how the method Is
an example measuring and analyzing truck vibrations , to be applied.

79-276 79-278
Meaauresnents of the Frequency Dependence of Demonstration of a Supercrstical Power Tran.niai.ois
Nonnal Modes . Shaft
C.T. Tindie, KM. Guthrie , G.E.J. Bold, M.D. Johns, M.S. Darlow , A.J. Smalley, and D.P. Fleming
D. Jones, 1( 0. Dixon, and T.G. Birdsall Mechanical Technology , Inc., 968 Albany-Shaker
Physics Dept., Univ . of Auckland, Auck land, New Rd., Latham, NY 12110, 5th Natl. Coot . on Power
Zealand, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 64 (4), pp 1178- Transmission, Proc., Chicago, IL, pp 207-212 (Nov
1185 (Oct 1978) 8 figs, 9 rets 7-9 , 1978) 11 figs , 4 rots

Key Words: Underwater sound, Normal modes , Measure - Key Words: Shafts , Power transmission systems, Aircraft
ment techniques engines , Critical speeds

An experiment using a vertical array tn detect acoustic nor- Operation of a ve ry flexible power transmission Waft has
mal modes in Wallow water is described , A high signal -to- been demonstrated In a laborator y environment throu gh
noise ratio we ; achieved by the use of pseudorandom pulse four bending critical speeds. Supercritical shafting has long
sequences to modul ate the projector. Wide bandwidth been considered for use in transmitting power , particularly
signals and a tunable acoustic source enabled the frequency In aircraft applications where com ponent size and welgfl Is
dependence of normal modes to be measured and results a principal design factor.
are In good agreement with the thiory. An Improved method
of extracting the signal present in a single mode is described
and used to examine pulse shapes and frequency spectra of
individ ual modes. BEAMS, STRINGS, RODS, BARS

COMPONENTS 
- 

Bond GraphL Normal Modes and Velsicular struc-
tures
D.L. Margolis
Dept. of Mech. Engrg.. Univ. of California. Davis,

SHAFTS CA 95616 , Vehicle Syst . Dyn., 7 (1),  pp 49-63
(Jan 1978) 8 figs. 7 rets

79-277 Key Words: Ground vehicles. Beams, Bond ~ apls technisuss,
- - - , Normal modesProposed Deugn Procedure for Trananission Shafting

Under Fatigue Loading Bond graph modeling techniques are used to represent till
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normal mode dynamic behavior of unif orm Bernoulli -Euler setrementa on Double Cantilever Beam Specimens
beams. Th. Independent beam models are then coupled C. Chow
together to form a distributed system structure of arbitrar y Ph.D. Thesis , The Univ. of Rochester , 179 pp (1978)
complexity. The resulting overall system bond graph Is shown UM 7818251to ylsk l the govern Ing state equatIons in a straightforward
manner. Then, through proper ordering of the equations,
the normal modes and frequencies of the coupled system Key Wards: Cantilever beams , Dynamic tests, Fracture
are easily obts ln.d . This procedure Is demonstrated for a pmp•fl~~
vehicle A-frame structure. In addition , the bond graph
model Is modified to include prima ry and secondary m’s- Investigating the dynamic critical stress Intens ity factor
pension dynamics. versus th. crack propag atIon vel ocity of TI-6A 14V alloy

and AlS I 1018 cold roiled steel is the main purpose of this
work . The dynamic critical stress intensity factor K 10,
can only be measured experimentally end the rapidly wedged

79.281) double cantilever beam modal Is a unique method for K 10
Optimal Dealgn of Uniform Non-Homogeneou s measurements. A new experimental technique was Intro-

duced for achieving the dynamic fracture tasting.Vibrating Beams
V.K . Gupta and P.N. Murthy
Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Indian Inst . of Tech.,
Kanpur 208016, India , J. Sound Vib ., 59 (4), pp 521- 79-283
531 (Aug 22. 1978) 5 figs , 10 refs Vibration of Cantilever Sandwich Beam.

N,A. Rubayi and S. Suresh
Key Words: Flex ural vibration , Beams, Optimization Southern Illinois Univ., Carbonda le , IL, ASME Paper

No. 78-DE-20
Tise problem of optimal design of uniform non-homogeneous
beams undergoing transverse vibr ations is Investigated. The

Key Words: Cantilever beams , Sandwich structures, Naturaloptimal longitudinal modulus distribution Is sought to frequenciesproduce the maximum value of fundamental frequency
for a beam of gIven mass and geometry. Governing equations In this paper, ihe authors develop theoretical analysis forare obtained by using an optimal control theory approach. obtaIning the natu ral frequencies of vibration of cantileverSolutions are presented for hingsd-hinged, free-clamped, sandwich beams subjected to gravity forces only. The methodclamped-clamped end clamped-hinged end.condltions. of minimizing the total energy of the system was used for

determining the frequencies. In addition , experImental work
was carried out on various typ es of cantilever sandwich
beams to correl ate these theo ret ical analyses.79.281

A Simplified Method for Calculating the Natural
Freqssesiey of Valve Superstructures
L.I. Ezekoye 79-284
West inghouse Nuclear Energy S~ stems, Pittsburgh, High Frequency Flexural Vibration of Thick Rect.
PA, ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-4 B~fl ~fld ‘tituS

N.M. Nelson
Key Words: Cantilever beams, Beams, Natural frequencies Dept. of Mod,. Engrg ., Univ. of Sydney, Sydney

2006, Australia, J. Sound Vib., 60 (1 ) , pp 101-1 18
An approximate and simplified method for calculating the (Sept 8, 1978) 3 figs, 12 tables, 24 rots
maximum static deflection and the natural frequency of
cantilevered beam type designs such as valve operators under
earthquake excitat ion is presented. This method was devel- ~~~ Words: Flexura l vibration, Rectangular plates, Bars,

Rotatory Inertia effects, Transverse Wear defo rmation effectsoped In response to the need to evalu ate the pertinent
peramstars during the design phase so as to assure that the
final asesmbly meets the minimum natural frequency r - With the Timothenko equation for th. bar end the Mindlin
qulremset for the equipment specification, equation for the plate Bolotin s solution fitting technique

is employed to provide estimates of natural frequencies and
approximate modal shapes for finite bars end plates. Unlike
Bolot in’s bou ndary region solutions, which setisfy only the
Euler-Be rnoulli equation In the case of the beam and the

79 282 l.agranga equation In the case of the plate the solutions
Dyn Ie Fracture Testing Using Shear Force Me.- adopted here setlsfy the Tlmoshon ko equation for the bar

5 6 I
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arid the Mindl in equation for the plate. M.S. Dhotarad. N. Ganesan, and B.V.A. RaoS.. Dept. of AppI. Mech ., Indian Inst. of Teth,, Madras
600036, India, J. Sound Vib., 60 (2), pp 217-237
(Sept 22, 1978) 11 figs 13 tables , 22 refs79-285

Equivalent Linearsution Modeling Applied to Non-
linear Distributed, Diacrete Parameter ~~~~~ Key Words: Transmluion lines, Vibration dampers

Cable Systems Various forms of dampers are used to suppress vibrations In
R.A . McLauchlan tranenisslon lines. in the present paper a study has been
Ph .D. Thesis. The Univ . of Texas at Austin. 333 pp made on vibrat ions of transmission lines having one or more
(1978) dampers (Stockbridge type) near each end of the span for
UM 7817679 dIfferent cable lengt hs. An attempt Is mad. here to study

the effect of the location of dampers on maximum strains
produced in di. He.. A comparatlva study of the maximum

Key Words: Cables, Equivalent linearization method s’j-alns produced is also made for various wind pawer Input
assumptions. In addition, a finite difference method is used

Two equal linearization models are developed to describe to find the natural frequency and a finIte element method
the one-dimensional, vertical motion of hybrid nonlinear is used to find the natural frequency end mode shapes of
dynamical systems which consist of distributed parameter the cable with and without a damper.
cable segnients and discrete payload bodies. These models
assume taut cable systems of moored or free floating con-
figuration, Single frequency end random surface excitatIon
cases are considered in the two models. The constitutlve BEARINGS
relation for the fluid drag involves a drag coefficient, and the
sign and the square of the relative velocity betws n the
cable or the payload and the surrounding fluid. The models

79.288are the fir st to consider the depth or the length vari ation of
the tangential drag coefficient of the cable segments . The Critical In~~ection of Bearings for Life Extenóon
cable drag coefficient is calcul ated ass function of the local J.R , Barton, F.N. Kusenberger . and ftT. Smith
cable Reynolds number. The payload drag and Inert ia coat— Southwest Res. Inst., San Antonio , TX . In: AGARD ,
f icient s are calcul ated as functions of the local payload Non-destructive In~,ection Relationships to Air-Strouhal number. The effects of local variation with velocity
of the Reynolds number upon the cable drag and of the craft Design and Material .29 pp (Mar 1978)
Strouhal number upon the payload dreg are included in N78-26472
the single frequency and stochastic equivalent lineerlzatlons.

- Key Words: Ball bearings. NondestructIv, tests, Testing
techniques

79-286 Research with the object of developing more definite non-
Superbasmoaic Vjbratjona of Order 3 in Stretdied destructive inspection methods for Improved reliability and
Strings quality of rolling elem ent bearings is reviewed. Inspection
C R . Raghunandan arid G.V. Anand of precision mainthaft and transmission bearing aas.mbtles
Dept. of Electrica l Communication Engrg , Indian In which the Individual components - os tar race, rolling

elements, (bills or rollers) and inner race - can be separatedinst. of Science, Bangalore 560012, India, J. Acoust. I. empiiasized. Results obtained w ith magnetic perturbation
Soc. Amer., 64 (4), pp 1093-1100 (Oct 1978) 10 for flaw detection, Barkhausen Noise Analysis for residual
figs. 18 ref s stress asueamn.nt, and laser scattered radiation for surface

fini sh and surface anomaly detection are presented. The
critical inspection of bearings for life extension programKey Words: Strings, Soperhirmonic vibrations concept is described.

Sup.tharmonlc vibrations of order 3 in stretched strings
driven by a single-mode planar simple-harmonic force are
Investigated. After giving a faw analytical results, the problem 79.289Is thoroughly lnvestlgstad numerically.

Sound Noise Generated from BaR Bearing in High
Speed Rotation
A. Nagamatsu and M. Fukuda

79-287 Tech. Dept., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Tokyo. Japan
Trmm.rns.on Line Vibrations Bull. JSME, 2]. (158), pp 1306-1310 (Aug 1978)
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13 figs, 11 raft 79.292
- - Aerodaatic Characteristic. of a Cascade of Blade.

Key Words: Ball bearings, Noise generation B.M. Rio and L. Kronenberger , Jr.
Texas A&M Res. Foundation, College Stat ion , TX ,

The noise g.nerated from ball bearings rotating vertically at Rept. No. AFOSR-TR-78-102 7, 32 pp (Feb 1978)
high speeds up to 900 rps Is measured and analyzed under AD-A055 619/1 GAmany kinds of outer race supports. The results are compared
with those at low speed rotat ion of about 50 rpa. The main
components of frequencies are composed of integral mul- Key Words: Compressor blades. Flutter , Computer programs
tiples of the rot ating frequency as wall as the natural fre-
quencies of the outer races, the retainer, the rotor , and other A general aerodynamic theory and a numerical lift ing su rface
parts of the rot ating instrument. technique based on velocity potential formulation for pre-

dicting aerodynamic derivatives of a cascade of blades In
subsonic flow is descrIbed. The unsteady airload prediction
method Is applied for pyadicting the flutter boundaries of

BLADES a single degree-of-freedom In torsion of a cascade of blades.
(A lso see No. 216) Also, a general flutter prop-am is developed for a two degree-

- of-freedom staggered cascade In subsonic flow . By utilizi ng
an iterat ive procedure which permits frequency variation.
the flutter frequency and the flutter speed of the reference

79-290 al~’foiI are obtained as a function of cascade parameters.
Experinental Study of the Aeroacouatic Mechanism The computer program uses vary efficient techniques in
of Rotor-Vortex Interactions computing unsteady loads, di . flutter frequency , and the
L.J. Leggat and T. E. Siddon flutter speeds.
Defence Res. Establishment At lantic Dartmouth ,
Nova Scotia, Canada, J. Acoust . Soc. Amer. . 64 (4),
pp 1070-1077 (Oct 1978) 14 figs , l3refs 79-293

Unsteady Blade Rows its High-Speed Flow
Key Words: Fans, Rotor blades, Noise generation , Vortex- M. Kurosaka
Induced vibration General Electric Corporate Res. and Dev., Schenec-

tady, NY , Rept. No. SRD-78-063, AFOSR-TR-78-The Interaction of a naturally occurring vortex and an
axial flow fan Is investigated using cross-correlatIon and 1055, 158 pp (May 1978)
real-time observation techn iques. The experiments indicate AD A055 620i~ GA
that the rotor-vortex Interaction can be a significant source
mechanism producing dlicrete.tone fan noise. Key Words: Compressor blades, Flutter

This report covers analytic Investigations toward defining
the Instability boundar-ies of low Incidence supersonic com-

79.291 presaor flutter. A closed form expression was developed for
The Use of Skewed Blades for Ship Propellers and the unsteady pressu re distr ibution for a flat plate cascade in
T,ud Fans supersonic flow Which Is valid for a frequency rang, of
N A Brown practical interest. The work - was extended to symmetric

parabolic arc airfoils in cascade. Finite thickness was shownBolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Noise and Fluids to here a first order effect on the flow field. Coupling the
Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME. flow analysis with blade vibration modes indicatesebending
Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hickling, ed., instability In the frequency range of conventional design in
ASME, NY ., NY: 1977 , pp 201-208, 11 figs. 8 ref s general agreement with experImental date. An expression

for the frequency of the unsteedy pressure along the sta-
tionary rotor casing due to a vibrating blade row was derived.Key Words: Fan blades, Man n. propellers, Trucks It indicates casing treatment tuned approximately to bled.
passing frequency and Its harmonics should be effective inThe noise performanc. of fans l~ Improved by the appl ica- absorbing this unsteady flow energy.

tion of skewed blade technology. Substantial reductions are
achievable In the fluctu ating aerodynamic forces and/or
their radiation efficiency which yield both discrete frequency
arid continuous spectrum fan noise compon ents. Examples
are gIven of the design of a pal, of engine cooling system fans
for a heevy truck, one of which Incorporated skewed blades. Hydioela.tie V ariables lnfluistä g Propeller and
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Hydr ofad Singlig J.K. Floyd
W.K. Blake , L.J. Maga, and G. Finke istein American Air Filter Co., Power , 122 (10), pp 64-67
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center , Betheatla. ( Oct 1978) 7 figs , 2 tables

t ~~~~
- MD, Noise and Fluids Engineering. Winter Annual

Meeting of ASME , Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2. 1971, Key Words: Valves, Noise reduction
R. Hickling, ad., ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977 , pp 191-
200 14 figs 17 refs When valve noise emissions exceed the designated criteria ,

a silencer generally is installed to attenuate the noise. Since
vent noise has broadband frequency characteristics, a com-

Key Words: Propeller blades, Turbine blades, Airfoils , binatlon absorptive/reactive silencer Is needed to effective-
Fluid-induced excit ation , Noise generation ly abate the noise . A typical silencer of this typ e Includes

a diffuser, Inlet expansion chamber , and a diss ipative muffler
This paper summarizes the results of a series of experi menta l sect ion. The purpose of the perforated Inlet dIffuser is to
and analyt ical Investigat ions of propeller singing . These reduce steam velocity to subsonic levels and to lower thrust
basic studies sri directed at determinin g the effects of both loadings . Low-frequency noise also is reduced when It is
ge metric and structural modificatIons on the flow-lnduc.d used in conjunction with an inlet expansion chamber. The
vibr ation of streamlIned bodies. The phenomenon Is exam- remainder of the silencer is designed to absorb the higiter-
ined within the framework of an analytical model of the frequency sound components of the noise source using per-
excitation of trsnererse bending modes of the hydrofoil for atad metal Wbes backed by long-strand gas-fbers.
or propeller blade by spe~~.dependent hydrodynamic pres-
sures.

COLUMNS CYLINDERS

79.295 79-297
flexural-Flexural Osc~lationa of Beck s Column Natural Vibrations of Orthotropic Cylinder. Under
Subjected to a Planar Hannonic Excitation Initial Stress
M.R.M. Crespo Di Silva L.G. Brad ford and S.B. Dong
Dept. of Engrg . Science , Univ . of Cincinnati , C m -  Dept. of Mechanics and Structures, Univ. of Califor-
c innat i , OH 45221 , J. Sound Vib., 60 (1) . pp 133- nia , Los Ange les, CA 90024 , J. Sound Vib., 60 (2),
144 (Sept 8, 1978) 6 figs , 16 refs pp 157-175 (Sept 22, 1978) 6 figs , 6 tablel, 9 refs

Key Words: Columns. Flexur al vibration, Harmonic ax- Key Words: Cylinders, Layered materials. Orthotropism,
citation Finite element technique , Natural frequencies

The non-linearly coupled flexural-fiexura l oscillations of a A finite element method Is presented for the ena~yal~ of
non-conservative column with tv,o m d  endsnt load parama- the vibratory characteristics of laminated orthotropic cylln-
tars are Investigated by analytical methods with th. objective dens. The cylinder may here an arbit rary number of bonded
of determining the quantitative and the qualitative behavior elastic orthotropic cylindrical iamlnatec, c-ech with distinct
of the response. The column is subjected to a planar periodic thickness, density and mechanical properties. Th. formula-
diatnllluted loud who.. frequency ii near the .igsnfrsque ncy tin is capable of treating a three-dimensional Initial stress
of its free bending oscill ations. The analytical results of the state which Is radially symmetric. Biot s Incremental defer-
analysis are compared with those obtained by numerical mation theory Is the basis for this study. A homogeneous,
integration of a sef of non-linear differential equations Isotropic cylinder was analyzed and these numerical results
obtained by the application of Galerkin s method to th. wire In excellent agreement with those from an exact snaly-
original equations. us. Additional examples of two geometries of a three-layer

composite and a sandwich cylinder are given to further II-
iustn .ta the Influence of the Initial stress on the physical

CONTROLS behivlorof such structures.

79496
Use of 5iescers is One Way to Redssee Vest,VaIv. . DUCTS
Noise (Also see No. 3261



!‘ 79.298 ASME, Atlanta. GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, A . Hick-
Non-Linear Duct Acoustics and Its Application to ling, ed, ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977 , pp 177-178, 8
Fan Noise figs, 12 refs
P.G. Vaidya
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.. Seattle, WA, Noise Key Words: Ducts. Acoustic Impedance
and Fluids Engineering, W inter Annual Meeting of
ASME, Atlanta. GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, B. Hick- An experimental investigation of the effect of mean flow

on the acoustic Impedance of a duct exit is reported. Theling. ad.. ASME, N.Y.. NY: 1977 , pp 1 37-1 ~~ impedance tube technique was ued to measure the standing
2 figs. 12 rats wave directly In front of the duct exit for both no flow and

superimposed mean flow cases. A revision of the well-known
Key Words: Ducts , Fans, Noise generation , Nonlinear transmission theo ry is used to calculate the reflectio n coef-
theories f ic ient and complex acoustic impedance of the duct exit

from the standi ng wave data .
It Is often assumed th at if the Intensity of sou nd is not -
too high, linear acoustics Is valid. This paper points out that
this assumption is not justified in many cases of Interest.
The paper describes some of the clues to detect such non - 1930 1
linear effects. This is followed by a case-study typ e analysis Acoustic Energy Flux in Nonhomogeneous Ducts
of the problem of Mult iple Pure Tones (or the buzzsaw noise) w. Mohr~ng
which are radiated by .aroenglne fans at supersonic t ip Max-Planck-lnstitut f . Stromungsforschung, 3400
speeds. The analysis illustrates several Interesting featu res
of nonlinear duct acoustics. Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany, J. Acoust.

Soc. Amer., 64 (4), pp 1186-1189 (Oct 1978) 1 fig,
10 refs

“9-299 Key Words: Ducis Sound propagation
Flow-Generated NoNe in Ducts
G.P. Succi A study of the scattering matrix S of sound waves propa-
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. MA, Noise gating In an lnhomogsneous duct which consists of two
and Fluids En9ineenng, Winter Annua l Meeting of inl-Inf lnlte ducts, connected somehow, Is undertaken. The

ASME. Atlanta , GA.~ Nov 27-Dec 2. 1977, B. Hick- scattering flte t rix contains all reflection and tr an~nission
coefficients from the nth Into the mth propagating mode

ling. ad., ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977, pp 145152 , ~ ton upstream and downstream propagation . A mean flow Is
figs, 10 rats included.

Kay Words: Ducts, Nohe generation . Fluid-Induced excIta-
tion 79-302
A turbulent jet was used to excite high order acoustic modes Laz~e Amplitude Wave Propagation in Exttanit Sye.
In a rectan jln- duct. The measured pressur, spectra ax~ tema of Two-Stroke Engines
hlbited asymmetric sinpilanitles (pressure spikes) at the M.J. Murphy and D.L. Margo lis
aitoft frequ.ncles of the first few tran werse modes . In the 

~~~rence Livermore Lab., Livermore , CA, SAE No.high frequency limit, where the number of propagating 780708, 16 pp. 15 tigs 8 refsmodes is large, the spectra resembles free space jet spectra.
The spectra In these limits are determined by the acoustic
response of the duct. A linear theoretical analysis, based on Key Words: Motorcycles, Exhaust systems, Ducts . Gee-
an Isotropic model of the turbulent fluctuations, Is developed metric effects , Wave propagation
to predict this spectra.

The characteristics of large amplitude wave propagation In
variable area ducts were Investigated in order to gain a more
thorough understanding of exhaust system s for power tuned

79.300 two-stroke engines. An apparatus to simulate the power
Eff ect of Flow on the Acoustic Impedance of a stroke of a two-stroke motorcycle engin, was developed.
Duct suit usi ng a stock, Yamehe 360 MX barrel , cylinder head, piston

M. Abrishaman and ring. in this way , a single pulse of pressurized air cou ld
be Introduced Into virtually any duct geometry . An osctllo-

Spectral Dynamics Res. Corp., Cincinnati, OH, Noise scope trac of the subsequent exhaust pulse and duct interec- 4
and Fluids Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of tion was photog raphed. The resu lting pressure-time histories
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were used to experimentally evaluate the effects of several obtained by Galerkln’s method, it Is necessary to distinguish
duct terminations on the shape and timing of the reflected between snap-throug h on the initial oscillation (Immediate)
wave. The investig ation resulted in quantifying the effects and snap-through occurring during a finite time of the re-
of an orifice plate and converging core termin ation and In sponse. Critical magnitudes for both cases are compared to

• determining the best termination for a Yamaha 360 MX a distribution independent lower bound obtained from an
engine , analysis of the critical points.

79-303 GEARS
A Cross Correlation Technique for Inveatjating In- AIso see No. 275)
temal Flow Noise
A.V. Karve l is and G . Reethof
Res. and Dcv. Division. The Babcock & Wilcox Co.,
Alliance, OH, Noise and Fluids Engineering. Winte r 79-305
Annual Meeting of ASME, Atlanta. GA; Nov 27-Dec Load Distribution Between Harmonic Drive Teeth
2, 1977 , A. Hick ling, ad., ASME, N.Y., NY; 1977, V.P. Fuks and V.A. Finogenov
pp 153-160 ,9 figs. 19 refs Royal Aircraft Establishment , Farnborough, UK,

Rapt. No. RAE-Lib-Trans-1929; BR6919, 14 pp
Key Words: Ducts , Piping, Cross correlation technique (Aug 1977) (EngI. transi. from isv. Vyssh. Uchebn.

- Zaved. Machinostr. USSR, v . 12, pp 23-28 (1971))
The correl ation techniq ue can be of great value In studies 0f N7 ~Interna l flow noise. Considerable quantitative data can be -

extracted by cross correlation comput ations of dynamic
wall pressure transducers In ductad flow applications. A Key Words: Gears
series of correl ation experiments , concerned with valve noise.
are presented which se,ve to identify the adventag.i and A harmonic tooth gear consisting of an Immobile rigid gear.
limitations of cross correl ation techniques. it Is seen that the a rotating flexible gear and a cam generator are examined.
acoustic component of pressure In a turbulent flow duct A method is given for determining the load acting on the
can be obtained, and its power calcul ated in certain octave teeth of this harmonic gear.
bands if the gross flow ii nearly fully developed. This In.
format Ion can also be used to deduce the nature of the in-
ternal excitation of piping.

MEMBRANES, FILMS. AND WEBS

FRAMES, ARCHES
(Also see No. 326)

79-306
On the Dynmuc Snap-Out Instability of Inflated

79-304 -NonLinear Spherical Membranes
The Effect of Spatial Distr ibution on Dynamic N. Akk as
Snap-Through Dept. of Civil Engrg., Middle East Tech, Univ..
E.R. Johnson and 1 K.  Mclvor Anka ra, Turkey, Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., ia (3), pp • 

-

Dept. of Engrg. Science and Mechanics, Virginia 177-183(1978) 4 figs, l2refs -

Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blackit urg, VA
24061, J. AppI. Mcdi., Trans. ASME, 45 (3),pp 612- Key Words: Dynamic stability, Membranes (structural
618 (Sept 1978) 5 figs, 2 tables, 10 refs members)

• The dynamic behavior of a spherical membrane, made of
Kay Words: Arches, Snap-through problems Mooney material and subjected to a uniform Inflating step-

pressure, is stud ied. Its phase-planes and nondkucnslonal
The effect of the spatial distribution of impulsive loads on radius versus t ime curves are plotted for different values of
dynamic snap-through of a shsllow circular arch Is considered the materiel constants. The cond itio ns for dynamic snap-

~~~~~ In detail. The Budlansity-Roth crIterion is used to esta blIsh out Instability are discuss ed. The relations between the static
critical magnitudes of the load for many distr ibutions by behavior of the membrane and the dynam ic instab ilIty
numer ical integration of an approximate set of equations are pointed out.

- 
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PANELS Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL, ASME Paper
(Also gee No. 333) No. 78-PVP-1 5

Key Words: Circular cylinders . Tubes, Fluid-induced excite-
79,,307 tion

~ffecta of Environment, and Danpmg and Coupling - . . . -This paper descr ibes a series of exper imental Investigations
Propertie. of Coanpoite Laminates on Panel Flutter of single tubes subjected to cross flow . The experiments
S.N. Chatterjee and S.V. Kulkarni have two dist inct features: the fluid damping In the lift and
Materials Sciences Corp.. Blue Bell, PA, Rapt. No. dreg direction is measured as a function of reduced flow
MSC/TFR/802/1 151, AFOSR-T R-1 066, 1 ~~ ~~ 

velocity , and the detailed response characteri stics of the tube

(J n 1978) are obtained at various reduced flow velocities .

AD-A055 753/8GA

Key Words: Panels, Composite structure., Geometric effects. 79-310
Variable material properties, Flutter Cross Flow Induced Vibrat ions in a Tube Bank

D.S. Weaver and L.K. Grover
• The dynamic response of composite materials has been McMaster Univ., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, ASMEinvesti gated with the objective of assessing the influence of

the geometry and the material vari ables upon the vIbrational Paper No. 78-PVP-25
frequenc ies and dispersion characteristics in composite
laminates. These studies are an essentia l first step In assess- Key Words: Tubes , Fluid-induced excitation , Wind tunnel
Ing the response of $ structure subjected to mos-e complex tests
transient and aerodynamic ioads which are frequently ex-
perienced In aerospace structures. This paper presents results from a wind tunnel investlgstlon

of a parallel triangular tube array In cross flow. Vortex shed-
ding, turbulent buffeting, and fluid-elastic instability were
observed.

PIPES AND TUBES
(Also see No. 260)

79-311

79.308 Excitat ion Sources of the Flow-Induced Vibrations

V ibro-Impact Response. of a Tube with Tube- and Noise in Tube Bank Heat-Exchan gers

Baffle Interaction Y.N. Chen
Y.S. Shin and J.A. Jendrzejczvk Research Lab. for Vibrat ion and Acoustics, Sulzer
Argonne National Lab., Argonne , IL , ASME Paper Brothers Ltd., Winterthur , Switzerland. Noise and

No. 78-PVP.20 Fluids Engineering , Wi nter Annual Meeting of ASME,
Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hickliog, ad.,

Key Words: Tubes, Heat exchang ers, Finite element tect~- 
ASME, N.Y.. NY: 1977 , pp 239-243, 7 figs, 21 rats

niqu.-
Key Words: Tubes , Heat exchan gers , Fluid -Induced excite-

The reletlvety small, inherent tube-to batf ie hole clearances t ion , Vo rtex shedding, Acoustic resonance
associated wi th manufacturing tolerances In heat exchangers
affect th. vibrational characterIstics and the response of the This paper shows that there are several sources in addition
tube. Numerical studies were made to predict the vlbro - to the Karman vortex shedding for the excitation of the
impact response of a tube with tube-baffle interaction. The acoustic resonance of the lateral fluid column at the shell
finite element method has been employed with a nonlinear side of the staggered tube bank heat-exchangers. The Kar-
elastic contact sprlng4ashpot to model the effect of the man vo rtex shedding is confined to the large tube spacings.
relative approac h between the tube and the baffle plate .

79.309 79-312
Dynamic Response of a Circular Cylinder Subjected Pipes Supported at Both Ends Cannot Flutter
I. Uquid Cioss Flow P.J. Holmes
S.S. Chen and J .A. Jend rzejczyk Dept. of Theoretical and Appi. Mech., Cornell Univ.,

f :1 
0 ,



Ithaca, NY 14853, J . App i. Mech,, Trans. ASME, analysis of large piping networks using the one dimension al
45 (3). pp 61 9-622 (Sept 1978) 3 figs , 12 refs method of characteristics applied to a fluid hammer formula-

tion. The effec t of elastic plastic deformation of piping on
pulse propagation Is included in the computation . Each pipe

Kay Words: Pipes (tuba~t), Fluid-filled containers , Fluid- is modeled as a series of rings, neglecting axial effects, bend-
induced excitation , Flutter , Suppoi’ts ing moments, and inertia. The fluid wav e speed isa function

• of pipe deformation and, consequently, of position and time.
A development of Liapunov’s second method is used to stud y Comparison with existing experimental data indicate that
the local and global stability of the equilibrium positions this simple fluid structure interaction model gives surprising-
adopted by a pipe conveying fluid . The pipe is simply sup. ly accurate resu lts for both pressu re histories in the fluid and
ported at both ends and the analysis includes first-order strain hi stories in the piping.
(structural) non linearitiee. The major conclusion is that ,
contrary to the suggestions of lineer analyses and of recent
nonlinear numerical studies , sustained flutter motions are
impossible In the cage of the equation studied here . 79315

Design and Analyas of a Compact A rray of (Class 1)
Nuclear Piping for Large Anchor Movements and

79.313 Seismic Supports
An Experimental Study of Contro lling the Sound P.H. Stubley and T.W. Ricker
Distribution in a Tube by Using Auxiliary Driving Sheridan Park Res. Community, Mississa uga , Ontar io,
Sources Canada, ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-29
DN . Dutt and B. S. Ramakrishna 

0

Dept. of Electrical Communication Engrg., Indian Key Words: Piping systems, Cooling systems, Nuclear

Inst. of Science, Banga lore 560012, India, J. Sound reactor Components . Seismic response
0 0 Vib., 60 (2). pp 267-271 (Sept 22, 1978) 5 f igs , 0

The design of the syst em which su pplied coolant to each
14 ref s fuel channel in the core of a CANDU reactor involves layout ,

sizing, and analysis of a tightly packed array of small’diame-
- Key Words: Tubes , Active control , Sound propagation tar pipes, called feeders. This paper describes the design and

- analysis of these feeders, with emphasis on two features.
This paper deals with an experimental method of actively
controlling t he sound distribution In a tube. A tube is driven
by a simple harmonic sound source and the sound wave
pattern ingide the tube is controlled by applying external PLATES AND SHELLS
(control) sound sources v~ehlch are electrically connected (Also see No. 284)
to the driving source. The contro l is achieved by changing
the position and magnitude of the control sources, It is
experimentally shown that it is possible to reduce the sound
energy over a portion of the length of the tuba without 793 16
reducing at the same time the sound energ~’ over the remain- Optimum Dynanic Design of Nonlinear Plates Under
ing length of the tube. Possible application to the control Blast Loading
of transmission of noise through alr’conditioning ducts is J.M. Ferritto
discussed . Civil Engrg. Lab. (Navy), Port Hueneme, CA , Rept.

No. CEL-TN- 1518 , 3 pp (Mar 1978)
AD-A055 601i~ GA

79.3 14
Computing the Effect of Plastic Defonnation of Xey Words: Plates , Blast loads . Design techniques, Corn’
Piping on Pres.u-e Transient Propagation puter programs , Bla st resistant structures , Containment

0 C. K . Youngdahl and CA.  Kot structures

Arg onne National Lab., Argonne , IL , Rept. No.
A computer program was developed to determine the ap-

CONF-771120-20 , l5pp (1977) proxim ate nonlinear dynamic response of plates gubl.cted
N78 28490 to blast pressure loading. Given the explosive parameters and

geometry of the plate , the program computes the blast
Key Words: Piping system s, Computer programs , Fluid environment and the st ructural res istance , mess , end stiffness
hammer - of the plate end solves for the dynamic response. The pro-

gram contains optimizat ion subroutines that provide for
The computer program PTA-i performs pressure trans ient automatic optimum design of least-cost plates. The report

_ _ _  
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gives a user s guide and sample problems with data Input 79-319
and program output. The bnaginasy Part of Input Admittance: A Physical

Explanation of Fluid-Loading Effects on Plates
P.W. Smith , Jr.

79-317 Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., 50 Moulton St.,
Force and Moment Impedance of Infinite Plates Cambridge, MA 02138, J. Sound Vib., 60 (2), pp
S. Ljunggren 213-216(Sept 22, 1978) 6 refs
Swedish Council for Building Res., Stockholm ,
Sweden, Rept. No. ISBN-91-540-2824-8 , 175 pp Key Words: Plates , Fluid•inducsd excitation

0 (1978) 
Crlghton has remarked on the su rprising behavior of thePB-283 260,QGA 
input admittance (parti cularly the imaginary part or suscep-
tance) of en infinite fiat pl ate with heavy fluid loading: for

Key Words: Plates, Structural members, Impedance a point force , it has asymptotically the sign appropriate to
a spring, while for a line force the sign is that for a mass .• The mechanical excitation of a plate with infini te extent However , it was observed in both cases that the susceptance

is studied and described in terms of impedances. Two cases Is more nearly sprIng- like wi th than without fluid loading;
of excit at ion are treated: a force perpendicular to the plane In a vacuum , the susceptance vanished for the point source
of the plate and a moment with its axis In the plane of the and is strongly massive for the line sour ce. Physical explana-
plate. The force end moment respectively are applied to the dons of these phenomena are found through an identity
plate over an indenter with finite dimens ions , This Indenter between the input admittance and a linear combination of
is for the most part considered as an Infini tely stiff body, time-averaged energy functions. The lower the wavenumber
but some resu lts are also obtained for a non-r igid indenter, of a response compo nent , the greater is Its contributio n to
In the first part of the theoretical analysis, the classical two- kinetic as compared to potentia l energy . The addition of
dimensional bending-wave theory is used for describing the fluid loading causes, through the virtual mass effect, a greater
reaction of the plate . Exact solu tions In closed form are reduction of response at low wavenumber than at high.
obtained for a stiff indenter with a circular area of contact. Hence, the fluid causes the input admittance to become more
In the second part, the general three-dimensional theory is nearly spring-like for both types of source , as observed In
used for describing the reaction of the plate, the precise analysIs.

79-32079.318 - 

Free Vibration of Circular Plates of Arbitrary Thick-Parametric Reaonance of Annular Plates Under
Pulsating Usuform Intern al and External Loads K.T.S.R. lyengar and P.V. Ramanw ith Different Periods Dept. of Civil Engrg., Indian Inst. of Science, Banga-J. Tani and 1. Nakamura lore 560012, India, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 64 (4),Inst. of High Speed Mechanics, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, pp 1088-1092 (Oct 1978) 2 tables, 11 refsJapan , J. Sound Vib., 60 (2), pp 2h9-297 (Sept 22.
1978) 5 figs , 13 refs 

Key Words: Circular plates , Free vibration, Method of
Initial functions

Key Words: Plates, Pulse excitation , Parametric resonance
Free vibration of circular plates of arbitrary thickness is

A study is made of the parametric Instability of annular investigated using the method of initial functions. Seats-
plates under pulsating unifo rm loads applied slmultaneou iy space approach I. used to derive the governing equations of
along the Inner and outer edges, with different periods. The the above method . The formulation Is such that theories of
InstabIlity regions for bosh principal and com bination raw- any desIred order can be obtained by deleting higher terms
names are determined by using Galerkin’s method In con- In the lnf inlte.order differential equations. Numerical resultsjunction with the procedure proposed by Has. Calculations are obtained for f lexural end extensional vibration of circular
are carried out for a typical annular plate, It Is found that plates. Results are also comp uted using Mind lin ’s theory and
the number of instabilIty regions of the annul ar plate under they are In agreement with the present analysis.
pulsati ng uniform Internal and exter nal b eds with different
periods becomes twice th at of the case where a pulsating -

• unIform load acts along only the Inner or outer edge. The 0
,

effects of the stat ic uniform load on the instability regIons 79-321
are found to be entirely different in respect to the aids Deflection of a Vety Flexibk Spinning Didi Due to
applied along the inner and outer edges. a Stationary Tranaverue Load

f1- 1~:-J 
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tlonR.C . Benson and D.B. Bogy
Xero x Corp., Rochester , NV 14644 , J . Appi. Mech., ThIs paper Is concerned with an analytical Investig ation of
Trans. ASME. 45 (3). pp 636-642 (Sept 1978) free flexuraf large-amplitude vIbratIons of rectangular corn-
5 figs , 7 ref S poilte plates . Solutions of the dynamic von Karman-type

equations of these plates In conjunct ion with different
Key Words: Disks (shapes). Rotation . Flexu ral vibr ation , bounda ry conditions are obtained by use of generalized

double Fourier series and the method of harmonic balance.Stiffness
Numerical calcu lations for multimod e vibration; of unsym-

This paper addresses the problem of steady deflection of a metric cross-ply and angle.ply plates having various material
very flex ible spinning disk due to tran sverse loads th at are properties and lamination - geometry were performed for
fixed in space. Membrane theory is used to approach this all-clamped and all-simply suppo rted stre ss-free edges. The
problem . The problem is also formulated with bending stiff- present results Indicate that the effect of coupli ng of vi -
ness retained. The concentrated load problem Is solved by brat ing modes on nonlinear frequencies is not appreciably
use of a Fourier series expansion in the angular direction in significant for isotropic plates but considerably significant
conjunction with a numerical solution for the radial modes . for composite plates, especially for clamped high’moduius

laminates.Graphical results are presented for various values of the
stiffness parameter end load location.

79-32479-322 A Note on Transverse Vibration s of Rectangular
Dynamics of V iacoelaatic Plate with Curved Boundar- Plates Subject to In-Plane Normal and Shear Forces
ies of Arbitrary Shape L. Diez, C.E. Gianetti. and P.A.A. Laura
K. Nagaya Inst . of App I. Mechanics , 8111 Base Naval Puerto

• Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Faculty of Engrg., Yamagata Belgrano , Argentina . J. Sound Vib.,59 (4), pp 503-
Univ., Yonezawa . Japan , J. APPI. Mech., Trans. 509 (Aug 22 , 1978) 7 fig s, 9 refs
ASME . 45 (3) , pp 629-635 (Sept 1978) 6 figs . 9 refs

- Key Words: Recteng uler plates , Fiexural vibrations , Funds-
Key Words: Circul ar plates, Plates, Hole-containing media , mental mode
Viacoelest ic properties. Forced vibration, Free vibration

To determine the fundamental frequency of transverse vibra-
This paper Is concerned with vibration and trans ient response tion of rectangular plates with edges elastically restrained
problems of viscoalastic plates with curved boundaries of again st rotation and sub)acted to uniformly distribu ted in-
arbitrary shape subjected to general dynam ic loads. The plane normal and shear stresses , the plate displacement func-
relults for free and forced v ibration problems are given in t ion is first expressed In terms of polynomial co-ordinate
generalized forms for arbitrary-shaped viacoelastic plates. As functions which Identically satisfy the boundary condItions.
examples of this problem, the free vibration of a cIrcular A frequency equation Is then generated by using a variational
damped viscoelastic plate with an eccentric hole and the formul ation. ‘~lumerical results for both the fund amental
dynamic response of a circular sol id viscoeiastlc plate sub- mode and the fIrst fully ent lsymmetr ical mode are given.
lected to an eccentric annular Impact load are discussed.
Numerical calculations are carried out for both the problem , -
and experimental resu lts are also obtaIned as an addItional
check of this study. - 

79 325
Analyda of Elastic-Plastic Plates and Sheila Under

- Cyclic Loading
79-323 K.W. Neale and Z. Nazl i
A General Mode Approach to Nonlinear Flexural Universite de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec
Vibrations of Laminated Rectangular Plate$ Canada, ASME Paper No. 78-PVP-1 1
C.Y. Chia ar,d M.K. Prabhakara -

Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Calgary, Cal9SfY . Key Words: Plates,Shelle,Elastic plastic prapertses
Alberta, Canada, J. App ). Mech., Trans. ASME.0 

45 (3), pp 623-628 (Sept 1978) 8 figs , 3. tables , Th.b.havlorofalastic.plasticplate and- ihelb structures under
repeated loading Is considered . The typical problem Is formu-16 rets

Kay Words : Rectangular 

Isted in lnc~emental or “ rate” fo rm, and a variat ional method
is appl ied to furnish an approximate solution in a step-wise

latee, Laminates, Flexure l vibra . fashion.
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79-326 and change significantly the shape of the circumferential
The Role of Median Sa lem Carvature ~ 

modes. For the minimum frequency modes, vibrato ry motion
occu rred only on th at sid, of the cylinder where the liquidAmplitude Flexural Vibratioanof Th SImli was deepest. An empirical equation wes derived that givesG. Prathap and K.A.V. Pandalai the equivalent liquid depth of an unt ilted cylinder havIng

Fibre Reinforced Plastics Res. Center, Indian Inst. the seine minimum resonant frequency as a tilted, partly
of Tech., Madras 600036, India, J. Sound Vib., filled cylinder. Circumferential mode shapes of an unti lted
60 (1), pp 119-131 (Sept 8. 1978) 11 figs, 23 refs asymmetric cylinder were similar to those of the tilted .

partly filled axisy mmetric cylinder . Vibratory motion in the
minimum frequen cy modes occurred in most instances only

• Key Words: Shells , Flexural vibration . Rings, Arches on the side of minimum thickness. Correlation between
te st data and results from a reformulated NASTRAN hydrO-

General conclusions regarding the non-linear v ibration of elastic analysis was excellent.
st ructural components like curved beams, rIngs and thin
shells are derived from the study of two specific examples ,
the circular ring and shallow spherical shell. It is seen th at
with careful judgment in the use of mode shapes of one 79.329
or more terms , modal equat ions help one to appreciate much Dynamics of Submea1ed Cylindrical Shells withbetter the physics of the problem , whereas sophisticated 

E~~ n~~ Stiffening -mathematical models tend to obscure this.
K.K. Chu
Ph.D. Thesis , New Jersey Inst. of Tech., 80 pp
(1978)

79-327 UM 7815892
Dynamic Elastic-Plastic Responae of a Containment
Vessel to Fluid Preaawe Pulses Key Words: Cylindrical shells, Stiffening, Submerged struc-G.A. Nikolakopoulou tures
Ph.D. Thesis, Columbia Univ., 53 pp (1978)
UM 7819404 A theoretical analysis is presented for treating the free vi-

brations of submerged, ring stiffened cylindrical shells with
simply supported ends . The effects of the eccentric stiffen.Key Words: Containment structures, Fluid-filled contaIners, a are averaged over the thin -welled isotropic cylindricalElastic-plastic properties, Shells shell. The energy method is utilized and the frequency-
equation is derived by Hamilton~s Principle. All three degreesThe dynamic analysis of the wall of a flu id-filled unstiffene d of freedom are considered. Numerical results are presentednuclear containment veslel, to the fluid pressure exerted for frequencies and mode separation for several cases ofon It when the relief valve discharge piping Is cleared . I. cx- interest, Comparisons with previou s theoretical and experi-tended into the plastic range using two versions of an elastic- mental results indicate good agreement . The cylindrical waveplastic shell theory , 
approximation and the plane wave approxim ation for the
field equation were investigated .

79-328
F.zperinental Studies of Effects of Tilt and Structural 

~~~~~Asymmetry on Vibration Characteristics of hluiii- Acoustical Reflections from Aluminum Cylindri cal
Wal Circular Cylinders Partly Filled with Liquid Shells Immersed in Water
R.W. Herr W.W. Ryan, Jr .
Langley Res. Center , NASA, Langley Station, VA , Applied Res. Labs., The Univ. of Texas at Austin,
Rapt . No. NASA-TP-1211; L12049, 41 pp (July TX 78712, J. Aco ust. Soc. Amer., 64 (4), pp 1159-
1978) 

• 1164 (Oct 1978) 7 figs. l6refs
N78-28480 .

Key Words: Submerged structures, Cylindrical shells, Period-
Key Words: Cylindrical shells, FluId-filled containers Ic response, Acoust ic reflection

The effects of tilt and structural asymmetry on the vibration The purpose of this study was to examine and compar e
characterist ics of partly liquid-filled th in-wall cylinders were theoretical and experimental steady- state response functi ons
experimentally studied. It was found that tilting the longi- for two thin aluminum cylindrical sheUs immersed m a  water
tudinal axis of a partly fi lled axisymmetric cylinder from medium. Theoretical steady-state response functions are
the vertical could markedly reduce Its resonant frequencies presented for air-filled and water-f ilIad cylinders of Infinite 0 0,
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extent for the nondimensionei frequency Ike) ranges from problem is also discussed in length.
near 0 to 52. Experimental measurements are shown for
the air-filled cylinders of finit e length. Two sets of cIrcum-
ferential waves which are analytically derived from the
steady-state response functions are also described and corn- STRUCTURAL
pared with photographs of the corresponding experimental (Also see No. 2171

• echoes. Good agreement between calculated and measured
values is demonstrated.

- - 
79-333
The Shock Tunnel: History and Results. Volumes

79-331 I-V
Non-Linear Static and Dynamic Response of Spleen- C. Wilson , K. Kaplan, and B.L. Gabrielsen
cal Shells Scienctific Service Inc., Redwood City , CA, Rept.
V . Nath and R.S. Aiwar No. SSI-7618-1 ,447 pp (Feb 1978)
Dept. of App). Mech., Indian inst. of Tech., Madras, AD-A055 518/5GA
India , Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., 13 (3), pp 157-170
( 1978) 6 figs , 2 tables , 13 rets Key Words: Panels, Walls, Blast resistant structures, Shock

tube tests
Key Words: Spherical shells , Shallow shells . Dynamic re- This report summarizes the results of a program conductedsponse by the Defense Clvii Preparedness Agency to determine blast
In the present investigation an analytical technique using resistance of wall panels typically found in existi ng struc-

tu res. The object ive of this program was to determine theChebythev series expansion has been presented and used to
blast sheltering capabIlity of structures in the Nationalstudy the non-linear transient behavior of shallow spherical
Fallout Shelter Su,vey Inventory and to obtain Informationshells w ith and without damping . The two coupled non-
which could be used to upgrad, thes. structures.linear differential equation governing the shallow shell

behavior are initially linearized using Taylor ’s series expan-
sion. Results have been presented for three types of transient
loadings, namely, step function, N-shaped pulse and sine
wave pulse. It is shown thet sccurete results can be obtained SYSTEMSusing a f ive terms Chebyshev series expansion which Ii
unlikely in the conventional methods.

79-332 ABSORBER
Finite Amplitude Oscillations of a Hyperelastic
Spherical Cavity
R. Balakrishnan and M. ShahirlpQor
College of Engrg., Pahlavi Univ. . Shiraz , Iran, Intl.
J . Noniin . Mech., 13 (3), pp 171-1 76 (1978) 4 figs , Dynanac Tests on Metallic Impact Limiters
l2refs M.J. Sagartz

Simulation Div., Sandia Labs., Albuquerque , NM,

Key Words: Spherical shells , Free vibrations, Forced vibra- Rept. No. SAND-77-1 939, 31 pp (Jan 1978)
tions N 78-28470

Numerical results for the finite oscillations of a hyperelautlc Key Words: Energy absorption
spher ical cavity by employing the governing equations for
finite amplitude oscill ations of hyperclastic spherical she lls Differe nt types of metallic Impact lImiters were tested: plain
and simplifying it fore spher ical cavity in an Infin ite medium f Ins, laterally stiffened fins and tubes whose axes we,.
and then applying a fourth-order Runge-Kutta nume,ical aligned with the direction of impact . All specimens were

~0 technique to the resulting non-linear first-order differential made of 304 staInless steel and were annealed before testing.
~~ etion. The results are plotted for Mooney .Rlv lln type A heavy steel drop table of variable mass and moving at

• mater Ials for free and forced oscillations under Heeviside about 13.4 m/s (44 ft /sI wee used to Inspect the specimens
type step loading. The results for Neo-Hooksen materials which were mounted on a stationary beae. Impact velocity,
are also discu ssed . Dependence of the amplitudes and fre- drop table acceleration vs. time and force vs. time were

• quencles of o.cill etlons on different parameters of the measured on each test and were used to calculate SIts energy

1 
•



absorbed by the imp~~ limiters. E. Han, G. Priori , and D. Juran
Dravo Van Houten, Inc., New York , NY , Rept .
No. MA/GEN-970f78046, 218 pp (June 1978)
PB-283 268/1GA •

79.335
Beamlike Dynamic Vibration Absorbers Kay Words: Energy absorption, Shock absorbers, ShipJ.C. Snowdon and M.A. Nobile structurel components
Applied Res. Lab., Pennsylvania State Univ., Univer-
sity Park , PA, Rept. No. ARL/PSU/TM-77-46, 54 pp This report presents investigations and descriptions of the
(Feb 17 , 1977) follow Ing: stats-of-the-art of fender desig n: e,al$able fender
AD-A056 099/5GA units; comparison of fender unit performance; common

system configurations; ad.quacy of systems function; dock-
ing procedures; fender system costs; mooring pract ices;

Key Words: Dynamic vibration absorption (equipment), types of damage to fender systems; problems with fenders;
Cantilever beams maintenance and repair pract ices; examination of trends In

ships’ characteristics. The functions of various fender systems
The performance of several beamlike dynamic vibration are described , and types of damage and problems that may
absorbers Is analyzed and, in one case, confirmed by experi - occur are presented. Problems with fender systems are
ment. The dynamic absorbers are employed to suppress the ranked , and design objectives are Identified .
transmissibility at resonance across a simple mass-spring
vibrator, a stanchion, and a simply supported rectangular •

panel. Generally the beams provide both the absorber stiff-
ness and damping - although , once, the beams are considered NOISE REDUCTION
to possess little damping, and supplem ental viscous damping (Also see No. 313)
Is introduced by duhpots that link the absorber misses to
the vibr ating primary system of concern. Graphical or tabular
design information is specified for the absorbers in each
situation considered. Analyses era based throughout on the 79-338

Bernoulli -Euler beam and thin-plate theories without sim- Sound of Low-Speed Fans
- • 

pllfication. In several of the situation s analyzed , transmis- B. E. Murray and E.W. Wood
sibi lity curves are calculated to emphasize that the beam- Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA,Ilke absorbers arebroediy effective. Rept. No. CONF-770151-7 , l5pp (1977)

N78-28894 - 
-

Key Words: Cooling towers , Fans, Noise generation, Noise
Experimental Evaluation of a Portable Energy Ab- reduction
aorbing System for Highway Service Vehicles
J .F. Carney , ni A genere~ view of reported studies and prediction technIques

for cool ing to wer noise is given. Fan noise generation Is die-• Dept. of Civil Engrg., Connecticut Univ., Storrs, CT , cussed wIth respect to the control of low- to md-frequency
Rept. No. FHWA/CT/ R D.402-1 77~3, 127 pp (Jan noIse from mechanical draft coolIng towers. An exploratory
1977) aerodynamic analysis of fan noise generatIon it provided
PB-283 075/OGA leadin g to empirical relationsh ips for trailing- edge tu rbulent

boundary layer noise, a ma(or noise source in propeller fans.

Key Words: Energy absorption, Ground vehicles

A portable energy absorbing system which is attached to
the rear of a standard 14,000 pound highway service vehicle 

induced Draft Cooling Tower Noise and Its Controlused in mainten ance operations has been designed and
fabrIcated. Four full scale crash tests have bean conducted J.S. Wang
to evaluate the stru ctural integrIty and performance of the Exxon flea, and Engrg. Co., Florham Park , NJ, Rept.
portable energy absorbing system. No. CONF-7701 51-6, 22 pp (1977)

N78-28895

79337 Key Words: Cooling towers, Fans, Noise generation, Noise

bnpioved Feeder Systems for Shallow and Deep control

Draft Berths. Phase 1 NoIse data measured at process plants ware correlated Into a

~~~~ 
. 
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prediction technique for estimating induced draft cooling Key Words: Noise barr ier., Experimental data
tower noise in communities adjacent to a plant. Predictions
are given In A wei ghted decibels corresponding to the manner This study describes the design , construct ion, and evaluation
In wh ich regu lations are commonly expressed , and In the of a variable -heig ht highway -noise barrier. The barrier was
octave band basis required for design purposes when a noise const ructed along a 100-ft-long segment of Interstate 93
control measure Is found to be necessary , in Andover , Massachusetts . A test plan was prepa red, end

measurements were taken at a number of points behind the
barrier and at an adjacent open site by personnel using the
DOT-TSC Mobile Noise Laborato ry . Data were collected

., ~~ ~ 
over a series of eight tests , each extending over a two- or
three-day perIod, to determine the noise reductIon provided

Some New Scaling Rules for Use in Muffler Dengn by barriers of different heights with rmlect ing and absorbing
F. Laville and W. Soedel surfaces. Test results are presented and compared with
School of Mech. Engrg., Ray W. Herrick Labs., Pur- pred ict ions.
due Univ ., West Lafayette , IN 47907, J. Sound Vib.,
60 (2). pp 273-288 (Sept 22, 1978) 13 figs, 17 refs

ACTIVE ISOLATION
Key Words: Mufflers , Scaling, Design techniques, Computer- (See Nos. 234,313,354)
aided techniques

Buckinghem’s pi principle is applied to mufflers. The severe
restrictions of sire principle are pointed out end non-classical Al RCRAFT
scaling rules are developed by using s combin ation of basic (Also see Nos. 209, 266. 267)
principles and computer simulatIon searches. The charac-
teristics of one cylinder four stroke engines are also included
in the scaling.

79-343

Airframe Noiae’of the DC-9.31. Final Report
79-341 A.B. Bauer and A.G. Munson
Model ing of Engine Exhaust System Noise Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach , CA , Rept.
J. W. Sullivan No. NASA-CR-3027 , 54 pp (July 1978)

• School of Mech. Engrg. , Ray W. Herrick Labs., N78-28887
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN, Noise and Fluids
Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME , Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise measurement
At lanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977 , R. Hick ling, ed ,
ASME , N.Y. , NY: 1977, pp 161-1 70, l3 figs , 41 rets Airframe noise measurements are reported for the DC-9-3 1

aircraft flown at several speeds and with a number of fla p,
landin g gear, and slat extension configurations. The date -

Key Words: Engine mufflers , internal combustion engines , are corrected for wind effects , atmospheric attenuation,
Mathematical models and spherical divergence, end are normalized to a 1 meter

acoustic range. The sound pressure levels are ~ound to vary
This paper Is an attempt to review some recent advances in approximately as the fifth power of flight velocity. Both
modeling exhsu st system noise In IC engines. Emphasis is lift and drag dipoles exist as a significant part of the airframe
placed on both single and multi-cylinder engines; and in the noise.
proper utilization of both theoretical snd empirical methods.

79-344
79.342 . 

Community Noise Expoesre Reselling from Air-
Field Study of a Variable.Height Highway-Noise craft Operstioni: Volume 6. Acoustic Data on Navy
Barrier Aircraft

‘
9. i.E. Manning and C.N. Blair J.D. Speakman , R.G. Powell, and R.A. Lee

Cambridge Collaborative , Inc., Cambridge , MA , Aero space Medical flea. Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB ,
Rept . No. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-23 , DOT-HS-803 OH, Rept . No. AMRL-TR-73- 110-VOL-6 , 508 pp
290, 74 pp (Mar 1978) (Mar 1978)
P8-283 556/9GA AD-A056 217/3GA
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( Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise measurement Ai rcra ft Engine Group, General Electric Co., C m -
- cinnati , OH, Rept. No. NASA-CR-2966; DOC-R77- 

-

This series of repasts presents the results of field test me.- AEG524 , 345 pp (July 1978)
surements to define the noise produced on the ground by N78-28043military, fixed wing elrcratt during controlled level fly overs

t. 
S 

and ground runups. For fli ght conditions , data are presented
in terms of variou s acou stic measures over the range 200- Key Words: Jet noise , Noise reduction , Nozzles
25,000 feet minimum slant distance to the aircraft . For
ground funups , date are presented as a function of angle and The results of a static acoustic and aerodynam ic perfor-
distance to the aircraft. All of the data are normalized to mance , model-scale test program on coannular unsuppressed
standard acoustic reference conditions of 59 F temper ature and mult lelement fan suppressed nozzle configurations are
and 70% relative humidity. - summarized. The resu lts of the static Icoustic tests show

a very beneficial Interaction effect . The measured noise
levels were compared with the predicted noise levels of two
independent but equivalent conical nozzle flow streams.

79-345
Prospects for Supersonic Jet Noise Suppieaason
D.S. Dosanjh, P.K. Bhut iani, K.K . Ahuja. and M.
Gharib - 79 348
Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, NY , Noise and Fluids Evaluation of Airframe Noise Prediction Method s
Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME , M.R. Fink
Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977 , R. Hick ling, United Technologies Res. Center , East Hartfo rd , CT ,
ed., ASM E, N.Y ., NY: 1977 , pp 79-88, 7 figs , 30 refs Noise and Fluids Engineering, W inter Annual Meeting

• of ASME , Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977 , R.
Key Words: Aircraft noise , Jet noise , Noise reduction Hick ling, ed., ASME , N.Y., NY: 1977, pp 69-78,

16 f igs , 13 refsThe sero-acoustlc characteristics of an effective and pract ical
supersonic jet-noise suppressor are noted and the prospects
for the suppression of sup ersonic jet-noise are briefly cx- Key Words: Aircraft noise , Noise prediction
emined.

Predictions by Reveti s drag element model. and l4u~did’~
total aircraft -noise method where applicable, are compared

• with measured flyover noise spectra for different config ure-
79-346 tions of a large commercial jet tran sport , a business jet,
Prediction of Aircraft Sideline Noise Attenuation a small twin~propeller aircraft, and a sailplane.
W.E. Zorumsk i
Langley Res. Center, NASA, Langley Station, V A.,
Rept. No. NASA-TM-78717 . 52 pp (June 1978)
N78-27871 • 79 349

Measurement of the Pitch Damping on Two AGARD
Key Words: Aircraft , Noise reduction B Models in the FFA S4 and S5 Wind Tunnels

aS. Lundgren
A computational study Is made using the recommended Aerodynamics Dept., Aeronautica l Research Inst . of • -ground effect theory by P.o. Wenzel , and Oncley . It Is shown

Sweden, Stockholm, Sweden, Rept. No. FFA-AU-that this theo ry adequately pred ict s the measured ground
attenuation date by Parkin and Scholes , which Is the only 556,29 pp (1977)
available large data set. It ii shown, however, that the ground N78-261 12
effect theory does not predict the measured lateral attenua-
tions from actual aircraft flyovers. Key Words: Aircraft , Wind tunnel tests , Damping effects

Transonic/supersonic wind tunnel measurements of the

79 347 pitch damping of two AGARD B models of wi ng spans- 120 mm and 240 mm, respectively, were made using free
Acoustic Teats of Duct-Burning Turbofan Jet Noise oscill ation techn iques. The purpose of the Investigation was
Sinulation to measure stability derivatives in pitch of the models and to
P.R. Knott , E.J. Stringas, iF. Brausch, P.S. Staid, study Interference effects on the pitch damping In the two
PH. Heck, and 0. Latham tunnels . 4
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79-330 79-352
-: Structural Modifications on a Swept Wing Model The Act ion of Flexible Brid ges Under Wind . 1:

with Two Eater ies) Stases by Means of Modal Per. Flutter Theory
• turhatios and Modal Correction Methods (Anwend. R.H. Scanlan

us. V.rgleiiA inodsler Pertw-bationmiethoden u. Dept. of Civil Engrg. Princeton Univ., Princeton,
modeler Koryektiev,edá,en am Beipiel eines Pfeil- NJ 08540, J. Sound Vib., 60 (2), pp 187-199 (Sept

- fluigelamit ewes ?ylonaussienfsste& ) 22, 1978) 3 figs , 16 refs
R. Freymann

S -, DFVLR , Goettingen, West Germany, Rept. No. Key Words: Bridges, Suspension bridges , Flutter , Wind-
OLR- FB-77-21 (May 1977) translated by Europea n induced excitation
Space Agency, Paris , France , Rept. No. ESA-TT-

The action of long-span bridges , notably suspension bridges,463. 48 pp (May 1978) under wind has long been of concern. This first of two
N78-28064 papers summarizes the pertinent experlm.ntal and other

prerequisite date and proceeds to the linear dynam ic analysis
Key Words: Wing stores , Perturbation techniques , Modal of bridge flutter for bridges having vibration modes that
analysis are not necessarily simple , i.e., that may involve motions

beyond pure flexure and tor sion. A review is made of the
investIgations on swept wing model structure with two energy considerations Involved in the assessment of sew-
external stores were carried out by applying modal pertur- dynamic stability. The paper lays the groundwork for the

• - batlon methods and modal correction procedures to Inertia one th at follows.
modifications on the external stores. Experimental modal
dat. resulting from ground vibration test s on the same model
structure In two different config urations were partially 79.353
compared with calcul ated modal data in order to check the The Action of Flexible -Bridges Under Wiied. 11:accuracy and suitabilIty of the different modificati on meth-

Buffe ting Theory
R.H. Scanlan

• Dept. of Civil Engrg., Princeton Univ. , Princeton ,
NJ 08540, J. Sound Vib., 60 (2), pp 201-211 (Sept
22, 1978) 1 fig, I table , 21 refs79-351

Evaluation of Se.t ’uig and Restraint Systems and
Key Words: Bridges, Wind-Induced excitation• Anthropomorphic Dummies Conducted During Fiscal

Year 1977 - By using the analytical and conceptual format set forth In
R.F. Chandler and E.M. Trout the first of these two companion papers, the problem of
Office of Aviation Medicine Federal Aviation Ad- bridge buffeting under natural wind Is considered. Again,
ministration, Washington, D.C., Rept . No. FAA- bridges having vibration modes that are not necessarily simple

are derit with. The buffetIng action of random wind forcesAM-78-24, 75 pp (June 1978) in the presence of self -excited , or bridge motion.lnducsd,
S 

- 

‘ AD-Ao56 905/3GA - forces Ii discussed, as are energy considerations associated
with bridge stability. A possible exp aration Is offered for

Key Words: Safety restraint systems, Aircraft seat ~~~~ the we ll-known fact that turbulence in the Inc ident wind
Aircr aft seals, Anthropomorphic dummies, Crash research often delays the onset of flutter.
Iaircraft )

The resu lts of test programs conducted by nit. Protection 79.354
and Survival Laboratory (FAA) to investigate the parlor- 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ t~t i~~ Control of Two Cable-mance of prototype or operational seating and restraint
systems relative to their ability to provide protecti on against Stayed Bridge
crash injury and to investigate the performance of .~ d~ -O- F. Giannopou los

S pomorphic dummies In the dynamic environment are re- Ph.D. Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State
ported . Univ., 125 pp (1978)

UM 7818549
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The feasibility of applyi ng active control theory to control Key Words: Helicopter rotors, Rotor blades (rotary wings).
both the transient and steady state response of a two cable- Modal analysis, Eigenvalue problems

- : - stayed bridge has been lnvsst igsted. The bridge has been
An elgsrwalue end model decoupling method to predictmodeled as a two degree of freedom system In bending and helicopter rotor stability and forced response has beentorsion, excited by both buffeti ng and seltexcited loads, successfully develope d. The advantages of this method are:The existing suspension cables have been used as activ e ten- Stability and forced response are obtaIned from the samedons by which the control forces are applied to the bridge method , thus allowing dIrect comparison of parametricdeck at the points of the anchorage. The control force from effects

each suspension cable Is actuated through a hydraulic-servo’
mechanlem which is regulated by the sensed motion of the
bridge deck at the anchora9e of the cable. Stability and

HUMANsteady state response analyses have been presented for both
controlled and uncontrolled motion. The power requirement
for the control devices has been derived. Finally, numerical
examples have been worked out to demonstrate the feaslbil-
ity of the derived theory for two cable-stayed bridges. 

C u n n i ty  Noise
K.M. Eidred
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge. MA ,
Noise and Fluids Enginee ring, Winter Annual Meeting
of ASME, Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, A. -

S 

FOUNDATIONS AND EARTH

Hickling, ed., ASME, N.Y., NV: 1977, pp 1-7,2 figs,
79-356 6 tables, 11 refs
Earthquake Response of Dam-Reservoir-Foundation
Systems Key Words: Urban noise , Human response
S.K. Sharan
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Waterloo (Canada) (1978) This paper briefly reviews the magnitude and causes of the

National Community Noise Problems, as assessed by surveys
of publ ic opinion . It then summarizes the general relation-Kay Words: Dams, Earthquake response, Finite element ships between outdoo r communi ty noise levels , as measuredtechnique, Interaction: stnactu~s-fluld 
on the Day/Night Average sound level scale, with the per-
carnage of people highly annoyed and the average com-A method Is developed to analyze the earthquake response munity reaction.of dam-reservoir-foundation systems by using a fInite element

diacretlzation of the complete system. Nodal displacements
and nodal pressures are assumed to be the basic unknowns -

for the structure and the fluid respectively. The present ISOLATIONmethod removes several limitat ions of the existing methods.
Triple interactions between the dam, reservoir and the

• foundation, compressibility of water, arbitrary geometries
of the reservoir and the interfaces, and the spatial variation 79.358
in the excitation have been included in the analysis. Several Dynamic Analyals of Shippmg Container Suspeniontwodk,uenslonal example Problems are solved to demonstrate System for the Canister Launched Verè:ro of thethe effectiveness of the present method. 

HARPOON Mia~~. RGM-84A.3A
V. Trask
Naval Weapons Handling Center, Colts Neck , NJ,HELICOPTERS Rept. No. NWHC-7760, 97 pp (Apr 1, 1978)
AD-A055 71919GA

79-356 Key Words: Vibration h olsters, Shock absorbers, Shipping
Cosepselso. of the Effect of Structural Coupling containers, Missiles
Parameter, on FI.p.Lag Forced Response and Stabs-

_____ This center conducted an analysis to determine iso’ation~y of a Helicopter Rotor Blade In Forward Flight system parameters for a shipping end storage container forOP. Schrage and D.A. Peters the canister launched version of the HARPOON missIle.• Army Aviation Res. and Dcv. Command, St. Louis, This report presents the details of the analysis and informs-
• MO, 15 pp (June 1978) tlon concerning the predicted shock and vIbration forces on

AD-A056 485/6GA the psckaged Item as well as the container caused by the
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• hazards of handling and transportation. A packaging con- PUMPS. TURBINES, FANS,
I ig~. ration is presented, which uses Isolators previously COMPRESSORS
approved for the ASROC version of the HARPOON missile. (Also see Not 291.298,338.339)

MATERIAL HANDLING 79-361S Noise Reduction in Hydraulic Equipment
R.J. Becker
Sperry Vickers , Troy , MI, Noise and Fluids Engineer-

79.359 ing, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME, At lanta, GA;
Analying the Vibrating Conveyor Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hickling, ed., ASME, N.Y.,
G. Winkler NY: 1977 ,pp215-217 ,lfigs -

School of Engrg., Univ . of Bath , UK , Int l. J. Mech.
Sci., 20 (9), pp 561-570 (1978) l3figs , 4 refs Key Words: Pumps, Noise reduction

Key Words: Conveyors Noise radiat ed from a pump is generated In two ways. First,
the externa l housing reacts to the Internal pressure changes

Several possible vibrating conveyor designs - the “sselskln” In the Individual chambers as they index through the pump-
conveyor, the “ jerk ” conveyor, the conveyor with Inclined ing cycle. Secondly, the pump radiates noises produced by

motion and the conveyor with out-of-phase motion — are I irit ImPacts or resonances of moving parts. This energy may
discussed and their relat ive performances era compared . The reach the radiating surface of the housing through the fluid

most promising (and most widely employed) design, namely medium or direct contact with the part Itself.
the conveyor with inclined motion , Is then analyzed In detail.
The analysis is In .11 cases limited to conveyors with a horl- -

zontal track and with vert ical track accelerations not ex-
ceeding g, the gravitational constant. Since the analytical 79.362
performance prediction of the conveyor with sinusoidal The Internal Impedance of Centrif ugal and Poaltive
motion is very diff icult , an alternative type of motIon having Displacement Pumps -

a triangular velocity profil e I. introduced. This allows andy- L.C. Davidson
tical expressions for conveyor performance by simple math-
odsto bederlved . David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center , Annapolis,

MD, Noise and Fluid s Engineering, Winter Annual
Meeting of ASME, Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977 ,
R. Hick ling, ed., ASME , N.Y ., NY: 1977, pp 225-

METAL WORKING AND FORMING 
231 , 8 figs , 2 refs

• Key Words: Pumps, Centrifugal pumps, Acoustic impedance

• A centrifugal pump and a positive displacement pump
79-360 (internal gear) were operated under known coidit~ons of
Analyla and Design of Machine Tool Chatter Control acoustic load by using an accumulator to simulate an open
Systems U.ng the Regeneration Spectrim~ 

column at the pump discharg e. The Internal impedance

K. Srinivasan and C.L. Nachtiga l of each pump was obta ined from the observed resonant -

Interactions with columns of various lengths The blocked
Shell Development Co., Houston , TX 77001, J. Dyn. acoustic presiuras were then computad from measured
Syst ., Meas. and Control, Trans. ASME , 1L29 (3), pressures under known load conditions.
pp 191-200 (Sopt 1978) 10 figs , 1 table , 12 rets

Key Words: Machine tools. Chatter 79-363
This paper Introduces a new concept In the analysis and Nonlinear Tranãat and Spectrum Response Seismic

S design of machine too l chatter control systems, the regsnera- Anal yá. of a Reactor Coolant Pump
• tion spectrum. This development follows from a recognition L.C. McNutt

of the fact that the stability analysls of time delayed systems Westinghouse Electric Corp., Chen~lck , PA, ASMEI ~~ such as machining systems is considerably simpllf led for
large values of the time delay. Paper No. 78-PVP-361 13~’ ~
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• 
p. I Kay Words: Pumps, Cooling systems , Nuclear reactor com- As a consequence of the world energy supply problems

ponents , SeIsmIc response , Computer programs large kilowatt and megawatt capacity wind turbine generators
• are being designed and built to take advantage of the energy

Two solution techniques are employed In the dynamIc in the wind. The model and simulation developed for this
seismic analysis of a nuclear steam aupply system reactor study of transient stability are applicable for more extensive

- coolant pump (RCP). The time history response of the • investigations of power systems Involving wind turbine -
RCP from a nonlinear transient analysis is compared with the generators , and will continue to be useful until the extent
modal solution from a spectrum response analysi s. Finite that standard power system technology appl ies directly
element models and general -purpose finite-element computer to wind turbine power systems Is fully determined.
programs are utilized in both analyses.

79-367
79.364 Eight-Stage Steam Turbine Rotor Dynamica Analyós
Pulsation Dampener. and Stabilizers lle~ Protect G. Siegrist and A.E. Pichey
Pump Syateens in Nuclear Plants Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, NY, Rept. S

G.D. Heveron No. C00-2835-5; TR-78TR13, 33 pp (Nov 1971)
General Atomic Co., Power , 122 (10), pp 28-31 N78-28465
(Oct 1978) 4 figs

Key Words: Steam turbines, Propulsion systems , Design
Key Words: Pumps, Nuclear power plants , Cavitation techn iques

HI ,.pressura positive-displacement reciprocating pumps In Reports of a design review and dynamic analysis of the rotor
safety-related boron-charging systems of pressurIzed-water sy stem of an 8 stage steam turbine for propulsion systems
nuclear plants have caused pipe vibration and weld fatigue, are presented . Analysis of the rotor system indicates the
and have experienced excessive wear. Devices th at can reduce potential of a rotor dynam ics problem In the first critical
cavitation and pressu re pulsation , as well as piping layout is speed range. Good balance and an affect iv, turbine end
described, bearing damper are required to contro l the rotor dynam ic

response . The existing turbine end bearing damper is in-
3 adequate. - 

-

S 79-365 
-

Critical Speeds anti Response of a Large Vertical

MS. Darlow, A.J. Smalley , and J. Ogg On the Mechanism of Noise Generation by a Her-
Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham , NY , ASME emetic Reciprocating Compressor with Automatic

Paper No. 78-PVP-34 Reed Valves
M.C.C. Tsao

Key Words: Pumps, Cantilever beams, Fluid-Induced ax- Westinghouse Res. Labs. , Pittsburgh, PA, Noise and
citation, Critical speeds, Unbalanced mass ~~~~~~~~ 

Fluids Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME,
Atlanta, GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hick lIn~, ed,,

A detailed rotor dynamic analysis of a large vertical pump ASME, N.Y.,- NY: 1977, pp 233-237, 9 figs, 8 ref.
design h been conducted. The structural features of this
dan of pump lead to some special dynamic characterIstics. Key Words Compressors , Noise generation, Noise reduction

Th. present paper discusses the noise problems of a hermetic
reciprocating compressor with automatic reid valves It

79-363 presents a brief literature review, a sound theory, an esperl-
Trasalent Response to Three-Phase Faults on ~ Wind “lent to test the noise sources, and a rsdesiQn of the corn-

preseor plelest, valves, and head plate to achieve a low noise
L.J. Gilbert - level of t he compressor.

Ph.D. Thesis, The Univ. of Toledo , 143 pp (1978)
UM 7818530

79-369
Key Words: Wind turbines, Transient response, Mathematical Noise Me~

.-
~~~

- -  in Automotive Cau~~g Fom
models 

- 
RE. Longhoum
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.,

Fluid Dynamics Research Dept., Genera l Motors the low speed flig i~t envelope. Fan blade stress maxima
Ros. Labs., Warren, Ml , Noise and Fluids Engineering, occurred at discrete rotational speeds corresponding to
Winter Annual Meeting of ASME Atlanta GA- integral engine order vibrations of the first flatwlse bandIng

, - ‘ ‘ ‘ mode. increased fan blade greta isvals coincided with In-Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, A. Hick ling, od , ASME, N.Y., ternel boundary lsyer separation but became severe only
NY: 1977, pp 183-190, 13 figs, 17 refs when the separation location hid progressed to the entry

lip region of the Inlet.
Kay Words: Fans. Noise reduction S

Noise and performance tests were conducted on a series of
low tIp-speed, half-stage, axial-flow fins such as used In 79-372
automotive applicat ions. The fans here a 366 mm diameter, Foundation Design for-Rotating Fans
and eIther four or eigiit equally spaced, variable pitch blades, J.P. Lee and N,C. Choksh i
The test. were conducted in both free-field and reverberant- Brown and Root , Inc., Houston, TX , Hydrocarbon
field environments. Various degrees of rotational noise were Processin 57 ~10~ 131-136 ‘Oct 19761 5 fj $ -
artificially Introduced by Installing circular rods upstream g, — PP , g .
from the fan. The non-rotational noise was varied by adjust- 4 tables, 8 rots
in, the fan t ip clearance and by using boundary layer tr ip
devices on the blades. These tests were conducted In order Key Words: Rotating structures, Fans, Foundations, Vlbre’
so determine the dominant fan noise mechanisms, their tlon control
relative importance, and how they may be controlled.

A dynamic analyals technique, Incorporating a multi-degree
- of freedom model , Is presented to limit the resonance vibra-

tion of a rotating fan to an eaceptable ievil by Insuring
79-370 the separation of the frequenc ies of the fan and of its sup-
Experimental Distinction Between Monopole and port. —

Dipole Sources of Fan No.e
P.K Baade
Acoustics and Dynamics, Rca. Div., Carrier Corp. , 79.373
Syracuse, NY , Noise and Fluids Engineering, Winter Radiated Noise of Cavitat ing Piupelers S

Annual Meeting of ASME, Atlanta, GA,- Nov 27— L. Noordzij, P. van Oo~sanen, and AM. Stuurman
Dec 2, 1977 , A. Hick ling, ed., ASME, N.Y., NY: Netherlands Ship Model Basin, Wageningen, The
1977, pp 209-214, 7 figs, 19 refs Netherlands, Noise end Fluids Engineering, Winter

Annual Meeting of ASME, Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-
Kay Words: Fans, Sound generation, NoIce source id.ntitlce- Dec 2, 1977, FL Hickling, ad., ASME, N.Y., NY:
tion. Experimental data 1977, pp 101-108, 14 figs , 7 refs

The dipole nature of fan sound generation is occas Ionall y
questioned In th literature. Proper identification of the Key Words: Propellers, MarIne propellers, Cevitation noise -

~ 
-

source mechanism Is partlcularfy I’nr,ovtsnt for tit. dnofop -
mere of low noise fans. in this paper noise characteristics of three different propeller

mcdels are discussed. Each propeller displays a ‘Ji fferent type
of cavitation, viz, tip vortex cavItation, bubble caultation
at mid-chord region of the propeller blades on suction side

79-371 and shies cerltstlon also on the suction aid of tin propel ler
VSTOL Tilt Nacelle Aired ~~~— sad Its ~~~~~ blades. The propellers were tested at the tame operating

____ 

____ n cordIt~~~ ~~~lod ~~~~ ~~ip ~~~~~~ me Investigation was
to Fan Blade Streams performed to gain insigiit Into a basic problem In propeller
R.J . Shaw, R.C. Williams , and J.L. Koncsek cavitation noise, I.e., id~at is the acoustical behavior of in-
Lewis Rag. Corner, NASA, Cleveland, OH, Rapt. No. dlvldual types of cavitation.
NASA-TM-78899; E-9635, 15 pp (July 1978)
N78-26099

- 79-874
Kay Words: Nacehlis Fans, Wind tunnel teats Plupel.r Cavitation Noise After 35 Y.w, of Study

D i d W T I  Naval Ship R&D Center , Bethesda,
Inlet aerodynamic and fan eeromschanlcal performance over MD, Noise and Fluid s Engineering, Winter Annual
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Meeting of ASME , Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, The effect of InteractIon between the prImary and the
R. Hick ling, ed., ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977,pp 89-100, seconda.y systems on the mexlmum reapenss of the aecond.
9 fi ”~ 1 table 15 refs sty system is studied. Some of the mathematic al fallacies

of the conventional modal analysis approach are pointed S

out. A two.stsp approach is formulated to quantify the
Key Words: Cavitation noise , Hydraul ic equipment, Propel- effects of man coupling.
lers, Marina propellers

The paper concentrates on one area of cavitatIon noise
research; the use of scale models for estimating the noise 79.377
generated by cavitating propellers and hydraulic machinery . MOdal Sweming Rules for Seismic QualificationNoise measurements obtained over 30 years ago with scale 

~ - •~ ~~ ,models and their full -size prototypes are shown to verify ‘~~‘~ ~w~~1 ~l1d ~~~~ vvaa
the scaling lows proposed for predictIng cavitation noise Stone & Webster Engrg. Corp., Boston, MA , ASME
levels end spect ra. Paper No. 78-PVP-32

Kay Words: Nuclear power plants. MOdal analysIs, Seismic
re~~onse , Seismic design

RAIL
(A’so see No. 212) SalinIc quslificatlon of nuclear power plant structures,

- systems, and components is frequently accomplished by
modal analysis using amplified reeponse spectra and the
qusre-root-ium-of.the-equeres (SASS) rule for combining

79•375 modal responses.
Nonlinear Kinematics of Wheel-Ra il Contact
T.D. Burton and AM. Whitman

~eneral Electric Co., Valley Forge, PA, J. AppI. 79-378
Mech., Trans. ASME, 45 (3), pp 664-668 (Sept Development of Criteria for Seismic Review of
1978) 2 figs , 8 refs Selected Nuclear Power Plants

N.M. Newmark and W.J. Hall
Key Word.: interact ion : r.fl -whsei Newmark (Nathan M.) Consulting Engrg . Servioss,

Urbana, IL , Rept. No. NUREG-CR.0098, 57 pp
Relations which describe the nonlinear geometry of contact (May 1978)between a railway vehicle wheelast and rail are derived PB 1 (3Geometric constraint relations are derived and expanded
about the central (rest) positions, These are solved for the
rolling and vertical motions, instantaneous left and rlgitt Key Words Nuclear power plants, Earthquake resistant
wheel rolling radii, angies between the contact and hod- structures
zoned planes, and lateral and longitudInal creepegs., The
results are given explicitly in terms of the lateral and ynving The report sets forth the seismic criteria and design concepts
motions for mildly nonclrcular wheel and rail profiles. that are applicable to the review of analyses and upgrading

of the older operating plants. This report duali with the
t selection of earthquake herard for revIeW and design, design

seismic loadings, soil-structure interaction, damping and
REACTORS energy absorption, methods of dynamic analysis, review

(Also an Nos. 315. 327, 363) analysis and design procedures , special topics ii~CludIn,
equipment qualification, and probability concepts, It is In-

¶ dlcated that a m~ or pert of the review and analysis pro-
79-376 cedure for an operating plant Involves audits which indude
Mem Coupling Effects in the Dynamic 4~nalyis of the verification of the existing design and analysis for the -

Nuclear Power Plsnt Systems seismic qualification of structures, equipment, and corn-
T.S. Aziz and C.G. Duff
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., Sheridan Perk
Rca. Community, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada,
ASME Paper No. 78.PVP-28 79.379

Decoupling Criteria for ~~~± Aa.lyth of Nuilsar
- - Key Words: Nuclee, power plants, Modal ensiysis Power Pleat Systems

~~_,,“ ~~~~~~~~
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T.S. Aziz and C.G. Duff AD-A056 744/6GA
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., Sheridan Park Rca.
Community, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, ASME Key Words: Roads (pavements), Dynamic tests
Paper No. 7&PVP-27

Road test sections of membrane-enveloped silt and clay
soils overtain with asphalt cement concrete were subjectedKey Words: Nuclear power plants, Seismic (S~~Oh1U5 to repetitive dynamic plate-bearIng loadings to determine
their strength variations - during freeze-thaw cycles. ThePractical design considerations necessitate many systems in 
~~~ve~~ie surface deformations In the load deflection bowla nudeer power plant to be decoupled for the pu,poae of were contInuously measured durIng the loading cycles andseismic analysis. Current decoupling criteria used in the analyzed using the Chevron layered elastic computer programIndustry appear to be arbitrary, intuitive in nature, and some- 
~ ~b~~fl the In situ resilient deformation modulus of thewhat conflicting. A rational Perturbation approach for various section layers at different stages of the freezethawdeveloping decoupling criteria Is Praseittad. Th approwh cycles .is beeed on lImIting the changes In elgenvalues of the coupled -

system from thos. of the uncoupled systems. A family of
now decoupling criteria is preasnted.

79.382 -
- 

In-Use Motorcycle Sowsd Level.
RECIPROCATING MACHINE W.E . Marcus

(See l’ios 268,341) Moto rcycle Industry Council , Newport Beach , CA , S

SAE No. 780707, 12 pp. 4 figs

ROAD Key Words: Motorcycles, Noise generation
S 

(Also sse Not2lO.223,224.248,249,275)
Among the surface transponation noise control policies
under consIderation by governmental bodies are the methods
of noise control, the magnitude of noise standards, and the

79480 prIority each vehicle type will receive during the legislative
The Effoct of Road Unevenness on Ssibjectwely and regulatory processes. A factor in the determination of
Perceived Driving Com fort .~~ lb. i~~~n..ic Wheel these policies ought to be the relative contrIbutIons of each

vehicle type to overall surface trensportatlon noise. To helpLoeds (Abh~~~~~~ des jektsv esupfui enen develop the substantIal data base necessary for objectiveFakikomforta teed der dynamisehen Raj iasten 
~~~ determinations, an Investigation crew conducted two days

Slrassenunelsenbeiten) of motor vehicle traffic sound level monitorIng. The results
- A. Stensthke indicate significant differences In noise levels and sound

Fortschrift-Berjchte der VDI-Zeitschriften, Series 12, energIes betw en motorcycles with stock exhaust systems
and motorcycles with modified exhaust systems, and alsoNo. 32 , 84 pp (1978) 7 figs, Avail: VOl Verlag between garbage trucks, other truck types, automobiles, andGmbH, Postfach 1139, 4000 Düsseldorf , West Ger- motorcycles. 

-

~ S

many; Taken from VD$-Z , 120 (3), pp 639-640
(July 1978)
(in German)

79-383
The Calculatton of the Vibration. of a Four-Wheeled S

.

Key Words: Hoed roughness, Measurement techniques 
Vehicle, Induced by Random Road Roughnese of

me report proposes a method for the determination of the the Left and Right Track
effect of road unevenness and ride velocity on the driving G. Ruf
comfort and dynamic wheel loads. 

- Porsche -Entwick lungszentrum 7251 Weissach 1 , West
- Germany, Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 7 (1), pp 1-23 (Jan

1978)15 figs , 1 table, 7 rots

Z 

79.381
Repetitive Loading Test. on Membrane-Enveloped Key Words: Suspension syste ms (vehicles), Road roughness
Ro.d Section. During Prams-Thaw Cycles

When applying the known power spectra of the random roadN. Smith , R.A, Eaton , and J.M. Stubstad rougitness to the suspension behavior of a four-wheeled

Reps. No. CARE L-78-12, 24 pp (May 1978) with their related interdependence are to be considered, If

Cold Regions Rae. end En~’g. Lab., Hanovar, NH, vehicle, each of the four vertical Input signals together

77
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exact results are to be obtained. The correlations are deter- This report presents an analytical study of the adunic re-
mined by wey of calculation. The resulting roughness spectra sponse characteristics of an offshore structure supported
of bounce, pitch, roll and torsional excitations will be applied on pile foundations. To allow the basic modeling of the
to various vehicles, characterized by different design parent.- structur.-foundstiovi system, a simple mathematical model
tars. By means of a three-dimensional simulation model the of pile foundation based on the three-dimensional theory of
vIrtual values of the random vehicle vibrations ire calculated, elasticity Is developed. The earthquake surface ~-ound mo’ -

while determining at the same time the influence of vehicle tion Is prescribed In the time domain, the solution of the
-. speed, wevineas exponent, track width, wheel bees, and axle system Is carried out in the frequency domain, and the

design feature as well ee the relationship between the vertical desired response quantities are transformed beck to the
vibrations and the reference poim In the vehicle body. time domain. Foundation-structure Interaction effects are

examined by comparing response quantitIes obtained for
models with and without foundation flexibility. The Inter-
action effects are found to be quite significant.

79-384
Tests: A Vital Part of the 79 Cars
Product Engr. (NY), 49 (9), pp 69-72 (Sept 1978) 

79-387

Key Words: Automobile., Testing techniques 
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Vibration.

Testing conditions, facilities and methods are described. Deift Hydraulics Lab., The Netherlands, Rept. No.
PUB1-186, 12 pp (Oct 1977)
N78-28394

(Also see No. 208) Key Words: Hydraulic valves, Sluice gates, Self-excited - 
-

— vibrations

- The theory pr.sented is valid for culvert valves and sluice
* 19-385 gates. It describes the Interaction of three elements: gate

An Analyis on the Vibration. Level, on the Bridge movement, forces due to flow around the gate, and fluid

of H.M A.S Labuan i~ ~ 
___ inertia upstream and downstream of the gate. The last of

(~ I B A ~ 
these Is especIally typical for gets vibrations. As an Ulustra- - à

- ong a - - arre tion of these elements a bathtub plug is introdUced.
Aeronautical Rae. Labs., Melbourne, Australia, Rept. -. S

No. ARL/STRUC-TM-272, 14 pp (Feb 1978) -

AD-A056 354/4GA

Key Words: Sh~ s, Vibration demplnga SPACECRAFT
- 

(Also see Nos. 225,226,227,358)
The -fore-end-aft vibration levels occurring on the bridge of
H.M.A.S. Libuan In rough have been recorded and
analyzed. The results for the frequency range 0-10 Hz are 

- -
presented 

-338
A Comparative Study of Uapnnov StakeS7 Analyse. S 

-

79•3Ø~ 
of Flexible Damped Satelites

Seismic Analysi, of en Offakore Structure S pported H.B. Hablani and S.K. Shrivastava 
-

on PR. F utlos, Aeronautl~~l Engrg. Dept , IndIan Inst. of ScIence,

D D N L s~ ~ 
- - Bangalore, India, J. AppI. Mech., Trans. ASME , 

- 
-

Earthquake Engrg. Rca. Centei, California Univ., ~~~~ pp 657-663 (Sept 1978) 3 figs, 10 rets

Richmond, CA, Rapt. No. UCB/EERC-77/25, 116 pp 5

(Nov 1977) Kay Words: Spececraft , Stability, Lyapunov’s method

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation A iiteral LiapUnOv stability analysis of a spacecraft with
PB-283 180/8GA - flexible appendages often requires a division of the associated - 

- .

dynamic potential into as many dependent parts N the rum-
Key Words: Off-chore structures, ~~e structures, .~~~ic ber of appendages. TM first pert of this paper exposes the
structures, l..ta. don: sliuclurs-foundstlon stringency in the stability criteria introduced by such a dlvi-

_ _  - -  

_
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slon and shows It to be removable by a “reunion polIcy ” opposed, long, slender booms, all lyIng In the same plane
The policy enjoIns the analyst to place together the sets Both constrained and uncon strained vibrational frequencies
of criteria for each part. Employing reunion the paper ~f the spacecraft are investigated in detail. A Galerkin solu-
then compares four method, of the Llapunov stability tin is presented for boom bending with large amplitudes -

analysis of hybrid dynamical systems illustrated by an and nonlinear inertial accelerations taken Into ecocunt.
inertially coupled, damped, gravity stabilized, elastic space-
craft with four gravity booms having tip masses and a damper

-
~ rod, all skewed to the orbital plane. The four methods are

the method of test density function, assumed modes, and 79-391
two and one-integral coordinates The design plots demon- Study of Hydraulic Generators for Vthratlon Teatsstrata how elastic effects delimit the aste lilte boom length. of Large Space Objects (Etude Des Generateura

Hydrauliques Four lea Easels an’ Vibrations WOk-
jets Spatiaux de Grandea Dimensions)

79-389 Merlet and Lemonde
Noise Control in Sparelsb Societe pour Ic Perfectionnement des Materie ls at
D. Wyn-Roberts and H. Hassan Equipements Aerospatiaux , Toulouse, France, Rept.
European Space Agency, ESTEC, Domeinweg, No. ESA-CR(P)-1044 , 117 pp (Nov 24, 1977)
Noordw ijk , The Netherlands , Noise and Fluids (In French)
Engineering, Winter Annual Meeting of ASME , N78-28145
Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2, 1977, R. Hick ling,
ed., ASME, N.Y., NY: 1977, pp 219-224, 5 figs , Key Words: Test equipment, Spececi-aft 5

S tab les , 8 refs
Test equipment necessary for future payloads of Arlene and 

-Spac.lab ii discussed. The state of the art of vibration simula-Key Words: Spacecraft, Noise reduction tion techniques using hydraulic exciters is presented. Phase
1 of the study deals with the search for high power Installa’Spacelab is the European manned orbital laboratory -wh ich dons. In phase 2 the available facilities and their limitationswill form one of the space shuttle peyloads In the ~~~~~~ are discussed. Phase 3 Ii concerned with safety systemsIt will contain a shirt sleeve environment In wh ich the astro- and with the studies to be undertaken in order to improve Nnaut scientists will work . The noise level In this volume will existing installations.be strictly controlled. Ouring the course of development:~ of this program the EnvIronmental Control Subsystem fans

~~~:_ were identified as being major noise sources leading to
- 

-; unacceptably high noise levels In the module. Analysis of TRANSMISSIONS
. noise generating paths led to noise control recommend.-

~~ dons Including lining of ductwork, incorporation of mufflers,
incorporation of anti-vibration mounts and swapping of fan 79.392
casings. Finally a comprehensive test program was identified On the Transient Control of a Power System Via 

-

and Implemented which provides the required design data Dynamic Braking
for noise control implementatIon together with a continuous v.R . S~~ ketverification of the noise control methods used.

Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell Univ., 132 pp (1978)
UM 7817775

79-390 Kay Words: Power transmission systems, Braking effects
Dyassnint of Spinning Spacecraft with Tubular
Appendages Including Large Amplitude Deflectiona This dissertation is concerned with the study of two ps-cb-
PD. Nguyen lame related to the tisnelem control of a po~~ ~~55~~the aid of dynamic braking. The first problem duals withInst. for Aerospace Studies, Toronto Univ., Ontario , the ~~. of mo~~ c,mplei~lty, and Wi ~~~lculer, the sq.
Canada, Rept . No. UT1AS 223, 155 PP (Feb 1978) nlflcance of the fast electrical transient Semis, present In thi
N78—27169 detailed d~~~I,,Iion of the synchronous mechine and the

transmission system. The second prublini ln~ms*1,.ted Is
Key Words: Spacecraft, Vibration response concerned with the impact of dynamic bralciep on the tur-

bine-gaiterstur torsional shaft Iorqiaee. and the putuibility
— The flexible spinning .~acecraft under consideration Is of of undesirable high torlsonsi aS.aslnp on the various diets

the Alouette type. It consists of ~a relatively rigid center body sections; due to the insertion or ,.,motol of a dynamic
to which are .,,pendud one or more pairs of diametrically brake at the penaresor bus.

I~~
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79-393 particularly, what gaps there are in our isnowledgs. The con-
Cosnpaiiaon and Selection of Couplings cltision Is that our knowledge and capability ire lIttle better
E.I. Rivin titan they wars a decade agol Nevertheless st. potential for

- ‘ reductIon in noise, psrticularly from low speed machinery,
Research Dept., Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn, MI, exists and diasppointments associated with high speed,
5th NatI. Conf. on Power Trnasmiss ion , Proc , ChlCa- aeronautic al machines should not be allowed to prevent
go , IL , PP 189-194 (Nov 7-9, 1978) 5 figs, 1 table , this being ~eeiIzed.
3 ref s

Key Words: Power transmission systems, Couplings

The purpose of this paper is to formulate more precisely
a classification of couplings m d  to establish criteria for the
designs of torsionally flexible and misalignment-compen-
sating couplings so that the optimal types can be recom-
mended.

79-394
Hydrodynasnic Power Tranasniasson (Fluid Couplings
with Constant Filling and Drain-Type Couplings)
E. Koerber
Vo ith Turbo GmbH 7 Co. KG , Cra ilsheim , West
Germany, 5th NatI . Conf. on Power Transmission ,
Proc., Chicago , IL . PP 215-226 (Nov 7-9, 1978) —

43 f igs

Key Words: Power transmission systems, Mechanical drives, -)

Fiuid couplings

Hydrodynam ic power transmission using fluid couplings - 4
or torque conv ertors which plays an Important role in mod-
ern-day engineering is described. -4

TURBOMACHINERY

79-395
Rotor-Stator Interaction Noise with Hindaight
N.A. Cumpsty
Dept. of Engrg. , Whittle Lab., Univ. of Cambridge ,
UK , Noise and Fluids Engineering, Winter Annual
Meeting of ASME, Atlanta , GA; Nov 27-Dec 2. 1977,
R. Hickling, ed., ASME, NY , NY: 1977, pp 179-
182

Kay Words: Turbomachinery, Noise reduction, Interaction:
rotor-etetor

Probebly the most studIed aspect of turboinldulnsry noise
Is the Interaction of rotors and stators to give a tone at blade
peselng frequency and harmonIcs. This paper briefly ax-
amInss what is known about this type of noise and, more

r 80
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